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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.03 a.m. and read the prayer.
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WORKCOVER AND TRANSPORT
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I move:
That this house condemns the government for its
announced changes to Workcover and transport
accident insurance which:
(a) were announced without appropriate consultation
with affected groups, including the Workcover
Advisory Committee established by the
government;
(b)

are retrospective in that workers Or motor accident
victims who have been seriously injured according
to present law will face new harsher tests for
compensation; and

(c) are nothing but a cash grab by the government at the
cost of seriously injured workers or motor accident
victims as the government seeks higher dividends
from the Transport Accident Commission and to
reduce projected Workcover liabilities in
preparation for privatisation.
When the government introduced changes to the
former Workcare scheme back in 1992 it made a
number of claims. Among other things it wanted to
deal with the unfunded liabilities of the scheme with
the primary objective of looking after what it called
the seriously injured workers. In 1992 the
government was concerned that workers who were
not seriously injured - partially incapacitated
workers and those with temporary injuries - were
somehow rorting the system. Its objective was to
establish a scheme which looked after seriously
injured workers, but the latest changes to Workcover
are a direct attack on that fundamental notion. In
that sense, the changes to the scheme are an
admission of total failure by the government. Not
only is the government neglecting partially injured
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workers and those who are not seriously injured but
it is now also neglecting the seriously injured.
What is the point of a workers compensation scheme
if it does not look after seriously injured workers?
The meanness of the government is demonstrated by
the way Workcover has been mismanaged, with its
liabilities projected to blowout. The first thing the
government did after realising liabilities were about
to blowout was attack seriously injured workers. It
is an absolute disgrace.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask the house to
settle down and hear the Leader of the Opposition in
silence.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - These changes to
Workcover are the most draconian since the
introduction of the scheme in 1992. In many respects
they are a direct attack on seriously injured workers
in a way that has not previously occurred. The
changes were introduced without consultation. In
particular, the Workcover Advisory Committee,
which was established by the government, was not
consulted. I draw the attention of the house to a
press release from Mr Ross Inglis, the head of the
Workcover department of Ryan Carlisle Thomas,
solicitors, and the ministerial appointment to the
Workcover AdvisOry Committee. That committee
was established to consult with the community,
including worker and industry representatives,
about the direction and administration of Workcover
and so on. 1bis is what Mr Inglis says in a press
release.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Date?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is the day after
the announcement - 15 November. Mr Inglis says:
IN RELATION TO TIlE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
TO TIlE ACCIDENT COMPENSATION ACf
The writer is a member of the Victorian Workcover
Advisory Committee. On 14 November 1996 the state
government tabled a bill in Parliament with respect to
further amendments to the Accident Compensation AcL
The bill does not arise from any recommendations
made by the Victorian Workcover Advisory
Committee. The committee has not been consulted with
respect to the proposed amendments.
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They are the words of a respected lawyer in the
field; in fact, so respected that the minister
appointed him to the Workcover Advisory
Committee. The committee is sworn to secrecy as a
result of the way the minister set up the legislation.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - If he is sworn to secrecy,
how come he put out a press release?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Let me tell you,
Minister, that people such as Mr Inglis are
concerned about whether speaking out and saying
'We were not consulted' somehow breaches the
government's draconian legislation and whether the
government will take some action. If the minister
wants to run that kind of Stalinist organisation at the
Victorian Workcover Authority, let him so do.
What is the opinion of Mr Inglis? It is important to
read the first paragraph outlining his view of the
changes - a view he would have put to the
Workcover Advisory Committee had that committee
been consulted:
It is extraordinary that this government would seek to
discriminate against people who have sustained serious
injuries as a result of industrial and traffic accidents.
No government has ever previously attacked seriously
injured workers to this extent.

That is the view of a member of the government's
Workcover Advisory Committee, a committee which
the government established to advise it but which it
failed to ask about these draconian changes. The
opposition believes that constitutes evidence to
support the first part of the motion, which refers to
inappropriate consultation and the fact that the
advisory committee was not consulted by the
government.
In addition, injured worker groups have told me
they have not been consulted - nobody bothered to
go and ask them. Was the RACV consulted? Were
any of the organisations concerned about injuries
sustained on our roads consulted about the changes?
The answer is that those people were not consulted,
and I refer particularly to the Workcover Advisory
Committee, which is meant to represent the breadth
of people dealing with Workcover.
It is an absolute disgrace that the minister attempted
to sneak in the legislation without consultation with
the key groups. Andrew Lindberg was walking
around the place the day before the legislation was
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to be introduced but nobody was told; the
opposition was not told and no-one was consulted.
The bill suddenly landed in Parliament because the
government did not want a protracted debate about
not looking after seriously injured workers, which is
what this is all about.
I go to the second point in my motion, which deals
with the retrospective nature of the proposed
changes. When you look at what is being proposed
by the government you see that it is not only
attacking the benefits of seriously injured workers
but doing so retrospectively. Only people who
commenced legal proceedings before 14 November
will be able to pursue proceedings under the former
system. All the people who were seriously injured
before the announced changes but who for one
reason or another did not - Hon. Bill Forwood - How do you know they
were seriously injured?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You have always
been an idiot. You have just shown what a complete
fool you are by making comments like that. If you
must make a comment, then make a sensible
comment instead of making stupid, idiotic
comments that show you are an idiot and why you
should not have been promoted before Craige!
Hon. Bill Forwood - I should have been.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You are the only one who
believes that.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That's right. The
changes introduced by the government - Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We will debate
that as well, Minister. The changes announced by the
minister mean that a seriously injured worker who
made an application before 14 November for the
commencement of legal proceedings will be able to
make a claim on the basis of the existing
arrangements. However, a worker who was
seriously injured on the same day but who did not
make an application before 14 November for legal
proceedings to commence will be disadvantaged
because that claim will be run on the basis of the
new arrangements. For example, a worker who was
injured in August may have decided to delay legal
proceedings in an attempt to make every effort to
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get back to work. That worker will now be subject to
the new system and will have much less chance of
being able to proceed, whereas a worker who was
injured at exactly the same time but had commenced
legal proceedings will be entitled to claim under the
old arrangements as opposed to the new
arrangements. The minister says that is wrong
because he will be able to apply. Of course he can
apply, but not under the old arrangements.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Yes, the old arrangements,
exactly as they were intended from day one.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is semantics
from the minister: exactly as they were intended
from day one. It is important to put that on the
record because that is the way this minister has
consistently operated in these matters. When the
government gets done over in the courts because the
courts take a particular view about what a serious
injury is, the minister comes back to the house and
says he will change the law because that is not what
he meant. He says he is sorry but he is not going to
stand for the courts making determinations that are
against him, so he will change the law. The only
conclusion that can be reached from that is that the
minister is totally incompetent and unable to frame
legislation that actually reflects his intent. If back in
1992 it was his intention to make sure people could
not claim for psychological damage, he has failed
completely in realising that intent because his
legislation did not work.
The minister cannot have it both ways. Either he is
incompetent and has failed to bring in legislation
that reflects his intention never to allow anybody to
claim for psychological damage or he has changed
his mind after looking at the way the system is
operating. The minister has suddenly realised that
the system will not work with its unfunded
liabilities and its commitments. We all know he has
brought in the chief executive and dragged him over
the coals about the system blowing out. The annual
report shows the situation with unfunded liabilities
and the problems with the scheme. Page 43 states:
The scheme recorded a net loss of $17 million after the
actuarially accessed movement in outstanding claims
liability which increased by $366 million during the
year.

Further detail on page 44 relates to the operating
expenditure of Workcover and shows the Victorian
Workcover Authority operating expenditure for
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claims went from $615 million in 1995 to
$726 million in 1996, an increase of $111 million. At
the same time outstanding claims went from
$140 million to $340 million, an increase of
$200 million, making a total increase in those two
items alone of $311 million. It is clear that with that

level of increase in operating expenditure the
scheme will not be viable in the longer term. The
minister has recognised that and has come in here to
attack seriously injured workers.
With regard to Workcover's operating revenue, the
main source of which is premiums, in 1995
premiums stood at $889 million but in 1996 they
have dropped to $883 million - not a significant
drop, but nevertheless a drop. So far we have an
increase of $311 million in operating expenditure
and outstanding claims and a reduction in
premiums of $6 million.
The government said recently that premiums are to
come down. Page 3 of the annual report shows the
premium rate in the last financial year as
1.98 per cent, nearly 2 per cent. The report states:
In March 1996 the government announced the
surcharge would be completely removed on 1 July 1996.

The result of the removal of that surcharge is yet to
be counted into the figure of $883 million for
premiums collected in 1996. The reductions will
occur this financial year. There will be a further
reduction in premiums of at least $100 million,
which will lead to premiums from employers
decreasing to apprOximately $750 million. Then
there is the $311 million blow-out in the authority's
liabilities and operating expenditure.
The situation cannot be sustained. No matter how
difficult and horrendous the procedures might be for
claiming under Workcover, people still make claims
when they are injured. When one examines the
figures I have identified in the annual report one can
see that the Victorian Workcover Authority faces a
serious problem. There will be a $100 million
reduction in its revenue from premiums next year
and a $311 million blow-out in its operating
expenditure, a total deficit of more than
$400 million. The government has admitted that. Its
spokesperson, Eileen McMahon, is quoted in the
press as saying that the changes will result in a
saving of $400 million. Surprise, surprise!
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Over four years.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Of course. We
look forward to the minister putting all the
information on the table. You are confirming that
there will be a reduction of $400 million?
Hon. Bill Forwood - Over four years!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Over four years
or whatever number of years you wish. The minister
knows the annual amount available now will not be
as great in subsequent years because it does not take
into account the 10 per cent reduction in the
surcharge. When that is taken into account the
annual savings are about $100 million a year, which
coincides with the $100 million over four years, or
$400 million, that Mr Forwood is talking about.
Any way you look at it, these proposals are designed
to increase the revenue of the Victorian Workcover
Authority because the minister got the numbers
wrong and the scheme is not being properly
managed. Under the new scheme injured workers
will be attacked in order to pay for the government's
announced changes.
The minister has not properly thought about the
differences between Victoria and the other states.
The minister said that in order to keep Workcover
premiums down Victoria will have the worst benefit
structure in Australia. Whenever the opposition
accused the government of having the worst benefit
structure in Australia the minister would stand up
in the house and say, 'Yes, but not for seriously
injured workers'. He then announced that 50 per
cent of people who had been categorised as seriously
injured would no longer be categorised as seriously
injured.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Where did you get the
50 per cent?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Hasn't Eileen
McMahon briefed you on it? Perhaps you should ask
her for a briefing because those are the figures she
quoted. She said there would be a reduction from 1
in 8 to 1 in 4. To me, that means 50 per cent. Is that
understood?
This government is prepared to attack the

vulnerable in our community purely and simply as a
financial exercise - and the minister knows it is a
financial exercise. No-one has suggested that these
people are not seriously injured or that they are
rorting the system. I look forward to the minister
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providing evidence that somehow or other people
are rorting the system. If it can be demonstrated that
people are rorting the system the opposition will
support the changes. We do not like people rorting
the system, either. But this is not about rorting the
system. It is purely a financial exercise, and the
minister knows it.
Let us consider the logic of what the government is
proposing in these amendments. If a person had his
or her leg chopped off as a result of a car accident he
or she would be able to claim psychological damage
because of the trauma associated with that loss. We
all agree with that. And what happens if a person in
a similar accident is knocked unconscious? He or she
does not suffer the same level of psychological
trauma on the spot. And what happens if a decision
is made later to amputate the accident victim's leg
while he or she is still unconscious? That person will
wake up in hospital and discover that he or she has a
limb missing. The person would suffer psychological
trauma in the hospital as opposed to suffering it at
the point of the accident. The minister is saying that
the person who suffers the psychological trauma in
the hospital as a result of the realisation that he or
she has lost a limb will not be able to claim whereas
the person who suffers the trauma at the accident
scene will be able to claim.
Hon. Bill Forwood - That is not true.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister
says the psychological trauma has to be related to
the event. There will be many court cases on this
issue trying to determine whether something is or is
not related to the event.
It is important that the proposed changes be
properly understood. The minister is saying that the
psychological damage has to be related to the event.
It has to be actually caused by the event. It cannot be
caused by a later event. In my last example the
psychological damage was not caused by the event
of the accident; it was caused by the event of the
amputation. There is a difference. I look forward to
the minister getting up and saying that that event is
different from what he had in mind when he talked
about events. That is the problem facing the
Workcover system under the minister's ridiculous
proposal.

I shall provide another example. A person may
suffer both physical and psychological damage as a
result of a fire. There is a certain trauma associated
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v.rith that incident. We have an event and the trauma
associated with it. The psychological damage is
worth X per cent. But what happens to the person
over a period? As a result of his or her injuries,
which may be facial injuries, the person suffers
psychological problems. It may be that the person no
longer perceives himself or herself as being a
competent member of the community, or something
of that nature. The same problem arises. This is a
secondary psychological effect. I again look forward
to the minister indicating where the event is in those
circumstances.
Hon. Bill Forwood - That is wrong. You should
be ashamed of yourself.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr Forwood,
you do not know. You do not have a clue. You
cannot say whether the event of the psychological
trauma occurred at the time of the fire or whether it
developed over a period as the person realised the
Significant problems he or she faced in the
community. I look forward to the minister's
explanation of what the proposed changes mean. He
should clarify whether the proposed changes relate
to secondary psychological trauma or primary
psychological trauma caused by the event. We look
forward to his full explanation.
I shall give a further example - because they keep
coming through - of a person who had a hernia
operation that went wrong. The operation, not the
accident, resulted in a secondary complication and
the person became impotent, with resulting
psychological impairment. According to the minister
the psychological impairment would not count.
Mr Forwood says that it is not the employer's fault.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It is the doctor's fault! Sue
your doctor!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The government
says it is washing its hands of that problem and is
not prepared to include that impairment as part of
the person's entitlement. The best response
Mr Forwood can come up with is: sue the doctor!
I could give example after example to demonstrate
the stupidity of the legislation, and trying to
interpret its meaning will be a lawyer's dream.
Substantial Workcover premiums are already being
spent on legal costs and this legislation will increase
that even further. I shall return to the example of the
person losing a limb as the result of a car accident.
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What will happen to the person if he or she suffers
further psychological damage when three weeks
after the event he or she finds out that a member of
his or her family was killed in the accident? A
person may be involved in an accident in which a
person he knew was killed. That knowledge may
later cause the person serious trauma that is not the
direct result of the accident. If the minister were to
clarify-Hon. R. M. Hallam - Why won't you wait for
the bill to come to the house? If that is your concern
why don't you wait? It's because you wouldn't miss
an opportunity to mislead the people!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I f the minister
had the decency to consult with his own advisory
group and with the broader community about these
significant changes perhaps I would not have been
forced into moving this motion about his failure to
consult before armouncing horrendous changes to
the Workcover and TAC systems.
I shall make a few other points about the
retrospectivity of the measure. Not only is this
absurd legislation being introduced but the absurd
concept of notional earnings, which the minister
introduced as part of the Workcover legislation, will
be extended. The minister introduced the concept to
apply to a person who could be shown theoretically
to be able to work. That person's theoretical weekly
earnings are deducted from the weekly benefits, and
that is what is meant by notional earnings. Suddenly
the minister realised that it is not enough to apply
that concept to partially incapacitated workers, he
should also apply it to seriously injured workers.
The minister has decided he can cut costs even
further by using this absurd scheme for seriously
injured workers as well. As I said, not only is the
notion to apply to seriously injured workers but it
will also apply retrospectively. If a person is
seriously injured and is receiving benefits it is
necessary only to decide that the person is capable of
sitting somewhere answering telephones or
undertaking some other job and on that basis the
premiums-Hon. R. M. Hallam - I don't think you mean
premiums!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - His benefits will
be cut. This is how mean and ridiculous the
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government is. It will apply this provision
retrospectively to punish seriously injured workers!
These changes to Workcover are nothing but a cash
grab designed to prop up the financial basis of the
scheme. It is being done for only one reason - that
is, the government has made it clear on numerous
occasions that it means to privatise Workcover
completely. If a scheme such as Workcover is to be
privatised it is best to hand it over to private
insurers when it is at its most profitable. The
government wants the private insurers to collect the
premiums from employers and not need to payout
too much in benefits, and that is one of the reasons
for the changes.
The other matter relates to the Transport Accident
Commission. Last year the government extracted
$108 million from the TAC and over the past four
years the government has extracted a total of
$1.5 billion in dividends. It has become the
government's favourite money tree. The opposition
does not believe this measure was sought or desired
by the TAC No-one is suggesting the TAC has dealt
improperly with seriously injured motorists over the
past 10 years. Where did this notion come from? It is
absolutely ridiculous!
The annual reports of the TAC list an operating
profit every year; its profits have steadily increased.
At the end of the last financial year the TAC had a
retained surplus of $570 million after all its
contingent liabilities and other requirements had
been met.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Do you have a different
definition for Workcover?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We do not
believe it should be different. We do not believe it
should be changed for either Workcover or the TAC
The government has decided to change the TAC
arrangements for no other reason than to be
consistent, and being consistent means it will grab
the extra $100 million or $200 million from the TAC
Long-suffering Victorian motorists are being told by
this mean government that they will get nothing if
they have an accident. The government has
delivered not a cent in tax cuts to motorists. The cost
of registration has doubled and tolls are to be
imposed, yet the government tells motorists they
will not be properly compensated for injuries they
may receive as a result of a car accident. The
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government is saying, 'Although the system has
worked on the basis of this level of compensation for
the past 8 or 10 years, we will now change it because
we need to raise extra money for the Premier's pet
projects'.
I wish to refer to only one other aspect of the
government's proposed changes. The changes
proposed to section 98 concerning lump sum
payments are absurd and mean. The government
introduced the notion of lump sum payments and
has been paying workers on that basis. The
information at page 2 of the 1995-96 annual report of
the Victorian Workcover Authority concerning
section 98 lump sum payments shows that since
1993-94 those payments have risen from around
$70 million to $120 million - they have almost
doubled.
The government also indicates in the report that
there are problems with operating expenditure; so it
has decided to give injured workers periodic rather
than lump sum payments. In other words, the
government is putting the payments out on the
never-never, and in doing so will create a liability a
future Labor government will have to fix up. Clearly
the government is taking a paternalistic and
heavy-handed approach and is saying, 'We won't
give people their lump sum entitlements, we will
force them to have the money paid out over a
period'.
In many instances workers who have been injured in
serious industrial accidents use the money they pick
up in lump sum payments to improve the quality of
their lives. It allows them to purchase items such as
specially fitted out motor vehicles.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You know that is
misleading. Why do you insist on being misleading?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister
responsible for Workcover should ask the full
question before rushing over to Eileen McMahon,
asking a ridiculous question to which she gives a
partial answer, and then coming back and making
some stupid comment. I look forward to the minister
providing injured workers with specially fitted out
vehicles and to hearing how many such vehicles he
has already provided. Although it is true there is
some capacity to provide assistance in these matters,
it is not the same thing as enabling a worker to go
out and purchase perhaps a new car and have it
fitted out to suit his or her particular circumstances.
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As a result of the changes implemented by the
government workers can no longer do that.
Why shouldn't people whose lives have been
shattered by an industrial accident be able to use a
lump sum to buy a new fridge, washing machine or
some other household appliance to assist them?
Why is the government not allowing people to do
that? The government is saying workers are entitled
to the money but that it will not pay it right away.
The only possible reason for the government's action
is that it does not have the money at the moment
and is putting it on the never-never. The
government wants to reduce payments on an
ongoing basis.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is too stupid for even
you to believe.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I look forward to
the minister explaining how that is the case.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It is exactly the same
amount.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - But you pay it
over five years. Let me take Mr Forwood through it
because he is not very clever and listens to the
minister and Eileen McMahon.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is now referring to someone other than a
member of the house. I remind him that that is not
permitted and ask him to desist.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I ask
Mr Forwood to agree that if the government has to
make payments immediately, that is not the same
thing as having to make them over five years. Do
you agree with that?
Hon. Bill Forwood - Yes.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - As a
consequence, is it not the case that you have to pay
only 20 per cent in the first year, 20 per cent in the
second year, 20 per cent in the third year and so on?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Wrong!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The point is that
the full payment does not have to be made in the
first year. In that context you have a liability for the
second, third, fourth and fifth years.
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Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - So?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - At least
Mr Hartigan has understood that the government's
action will increase future liabilities. I thank
Mr Hartigan, who obviously learned that as a tariff
clerk at Ford. This action is part of the government's
attempts to use injured workers to bring about
financial changes in the Workcover scheme.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Come back to the
point: how does it save money?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I have been
through the arguments and I do not intend to
canvass them again. It saves money through the
making of payments on an annual basis. By its
action the government will increase the future
liabilities of Workcover, which a future Labor
government will have to fix.
It is clear the motion establishes that appropriate
consultation did not occur with the Workcover
Advisory Committee; that the proposals are
retrospective, both in the notional earnings
component and the way they apply to seriously
injured workers; and, finally, that this is nothing
more than a cash grab designed to prop up the
financial situation of the Victorian Workcover
Authority and the Transport Accident Commission
so the government can stick its fingers into the pie of
long-suffering Victorian motorists.

Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - I
absolutely reject the nonsense put by the Leader of
the Opposition. It is extraordinary that he can
peddle this nonsense in this place. Recently I saw an
article in a newspaper by a journalist who had taken
the trouble to go through a speech made by an
honourable member in another Parliament and set
out all the factual inaccuracies in that speech. It is
about time somebody did the same thing to a speech
made by Mr Theophanous: this one.
The.house has heard a complete farrago of nonsense.
Mr Theophanous shows no understanding of the
reasons behind the bill that will be introduced in the
near future and bases his arguments on a total
misapprehension and misunderstanding of the
government's policy on reforming workers
compensation.
I reject absolutely the nonsense set out in the motion.
One has to ask oneself why Mr Theophanous moved
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the motion. He is having a bad week. We know
yesterday that his own fraction - Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - A fraction, is it?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I keep saying fraction,
but I know it is Mr Theophanous's Socialist Left
faction.
Hon. Jean McLean - Fraction is more accurate!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Thank you. The
Socialist Left group put out the magazine Left: \Net,
which lists all the Socialist Left state members of
Parliament, and down at the bottom it includes the
names of Mrs Hogg, Mr Pullen and
Mr Theophanous. We know Mr Theophanous has
been suspended from his own faction. We also know
he got 2 votes out of 14. Mr Theophanous has moved
the motion on Workcover because he is in trouble in
his own party. Everybody knows his leadership is
under threat and his own faction has suspended his
membership. The reason given is that he said the
Labor Party was irrelevant to the people of Victoria,
as was proved at the last election, and that the Labor
Party needed to move towards the middle ground
by adopting many of the policies of the coalition,
including City Link, privatisation and Workcover.
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is peddling is motivated by his desire to shore up his
shaky leadership in a failed party.
I now refer to the exclusion of psychological overlay
from the 30 per cent threshold which defines
seriously injured workers. It has been demonstrated
time and again by Mr Theophanous that he does not
understand the concept or definition of serious
injury. When Workcover was introduced in 1992 a
special category was established to provide
additional benefits and access to common law for
workers who were defined as seriously injured, and
the trigger for these benefits was a 30 per cent
disability. Workers assessed as having a serious
injury or suffering from personal impairment
received reasonable benefits, payment of medical
costs and access to common law. The 30 per cent
threshold is the line they need to get over - it is as
simple as that.
Some people who fall below the line have been
using psychological overlay to get over the line. I
refer to an extract from an interview on 3AW
between Mr Koutsoukis, a well-known Labor lawyer
from Maurice Blackburn and Co., and Mr Mitchell
on 15 November. Mr Koutsoukis said:
They previously got people over the seriously injured
line-

Mr Theophanous said on the record in July that
some aspects of the Workcover reforms undertaken
by the minister responsible for Workcover should be
accepted. He has been suspended by his faction, but
is trying to curry favour because he still has to go
before the larger Socialist Left group that includes
the unions. We all know there are two groups that
drive the Labor Party's attitude towards workers
compensation: the trade union movement and the
Labor lawyers. We know about the Labor lawyers Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Maurice Blackburn and Co.,
and Slater and Gordon.

the 30 per cent line by saying that they are depressed.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - That is right, because it
was part of the injury.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - No, it is not right. This
is where you are seriously wrong. If a person is
injured in a workplace accident and as a result of
that injury he has a psychological problem he is
covered by the 30 per cent category.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Good. capitalists all.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I explained that.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - All of them making a
good. quid out of workers compensation. I will
explain in some detail why the government is
introducing these changes to workers compensation.
I put on the record that we are debating this motion
moved by the Leader of the Opposition today not
out of concern for the injured workers, but out of
concern for the future of the leadership of
Mr Theophanous and his role in the Socialist Left.
The nonsense and sheer crassness Mr Theophanous

Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Your examples were
wrong.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why was that?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Because the examples
you gave were about psychological problems that
were not the result of the accident. Mr Theophanous
argues about things he knows little about.
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Psychological problems caused as a result of an
injury are acceptable. For example, if a bank teller is
injured physically in a hold-up and suffers
psychological trauma - as he certainly would if
injured in those circumstances - he is able to use
both the physical and psychological aspects of the
incident in determining the extent of injury as they
both relate to the one incident and are part of the
injury and therefore part of the classification of
serious injury, which then allows access to the
benefits that flow from being seriously injured.
If somebody with a back injury is assessed as not
reaching the 30 per cent threshold, but after some
days watching Days ofour Lives - that would
certainly make people depressed -later claims a
psychological condition attached to his existing
physical injury in order to get over the 30 per cent
line, that person cannot use psychological overlay
because it does not relate to the original accident. We
make no apology for that. The intention of the 30 per
cent line is to compensate those who are seriously
injured and give them increased benefits and access
to common law. Although some of us believe there
is a big question mark about whether that should be
done and that there are better mechanisms for
compensating seriously injured people than
providing them with access to common law - -
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I will read from the Queensland minister's
second-reading speech:
Psychological overlay -

they are the words of the Queensland government,
not this government's cannot be added to the physical or organic impainnent
level when assessing lump sum entitlement for
common-law access.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Did they have the
30 per cent law?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Twenty per cent.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - It is 20 per cent of a
different base.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - So it is a different scheme!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - It is a different scheme
but with the same principle; you cannot add the two
together to reach a threshold.
This is being driven by the Labor lawyers who say to

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Would you be even
tougher?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - More even-handed.
We are about benefits for seriously injured workers
and-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You are knocking off
50 per cent of it!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I will try to explain it
one more time.

the poor, injured workers at a time when they are
most vulnerable, 'If we can get you to 30 per cent
you will get access to all the benefits of common law,
the lifetime 90 per cent pension and so on'. What
they do not say is that they will take 25 per cent off
the top'. That point is proved by Mr Koutsoukis's
comments on Neil Mitchell's program on 3AW.
I desire to incorporate in Hansard a table headed
'Serious Injury Claims Achieving 30 per cent Due to
Psychiatric "'Top Up"'. I have shown it to the Leader
of the Opposition and checked with Hansard and
the President.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, don't bother.

Leave granted; table as follows:
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - In that case, I will
refer to psychological overlay and will address the
issue Mr Theophanous raised about this government
being the only one doing it. In December 1995 the
Goss Labor government in Queensland introduced
legislation effective from 1 January 1996 specifying
that psychological overlay cannot be added to
physical or organic impairment when assessing
lump sum entitlement in common law.
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SERIOUS INJURY CLAIMS ACHIEVING 30%
DUE TO PSYCHIATRIC "TOP UP"
1993/94

1994/95

1995/96

0%

5%

10%

Hon. BILL FORWOOD - The table
demonstrates that the number of workers reaching
the 30 per cent threshold, which enables them to be
classified as seriously injured, has increased
markedly since 1993. At that time it was just more
than 10 per cent while the 1995-96 level had
increased to just under 25 per cent. Therefore, a
quarter of all people - Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Did that also happen
under the Transport Accident Commission?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - It has increased
significantly under the Transport Accident
Commission in the same time. I do not have the
figures for that, but the commission's psychiatric
assessments have more than doubled over the past
five years, which would be consistent with what has
happened with Workcover. At the same time as the
road toll and accident rate have decreased the
average psychological and psychiatric component of
impairment scores has increased from 15 to 30 per
cent. The level of impairment as well as the number
of people classed as being seriously injured are
increasing despite the fact that in both the TAC and
Workcover schemes more than 50 per cent of the
people who qualify as being seriously injured

15%

20%

25%

because of the psychiatric overlay never receive
treatment for psychiatric illness. It is an artificial
mechanism for moving people from one category
into another.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You are pathetic.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I have already said
that I am prepared to go through your speech
chapter and verse and pull out all the factual errors.
I am telling you the facts.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You just got caught
out on the 20 per cent in Queensland!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Not true at all. I will
say it again because you, Mr Theophanous, are a
very slow learner: Queensland moved to address the
same problem as this government did. The
Queensland Labor government decided
psychological overlay could not be added to
physical impairment for the purposes of qualifying
for a different range of benefits, such as access to
common law.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - There is probably an
argument for it when you use 20 per cent.
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Hon. BILL FORWOOD - The Queensland
system is 20 per cent of the statutory limit.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Yes, we agreed on
that.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - There are
demonstrated and sensible reasons why the
government has moved in this direction.
Mr Theophanous made some extraordinarily
outlandish claims about the fragility of the system
and suggested that because expenses were
increasing while premiums were decreasing we
were on a handcart to hell. I thought to myself that it
was rather like the Labor Party scheme - at the end
of its days in office the scheme was less than 50 per
cent funded.
Let the record show that the Leader of the
Opposition, struggling to save his failed leadership
and expelled from his own faction yesterday, has left
the chamber.
Hon. M. M. Gould - He has not been expelled.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Sorry, he has left the
chamber but he has not been expelled; he has just
been suspended from his own faction.
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This is a serious issue. The motion moved by the
absent Theo Theophanous - oh, he's back!

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! We have
had our couple of minutes of frivolity and I now ask
members on both sides of the chamber to settle
down and get back to debating the motion rather
than the extraneous issues that have attracted their
attention.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I am really pleased
Mr Theophanous is back because he made various
claims about the stability of the system. I make this
point: in 1992 the coalition moved quickly to fix up
the mess it inherited from the Labor government
and to get rid of the $2 billion in unfunded liabilities
and put in place some sensible benefits for the
seriously injured. At the time we said it was a
moving feast and that we would continue to revisit
the legislation. In every session since 1992 the
government has passed legislation to develop, refine
and improve the Victorian Workcover scheme. It is
now recognised throughout Australia, by the
Auditor-General and by the Boston Consulting
Group - closer to your mob than us - as the best
scheme in this country. Despite that, we will
continue to revisit the issues - -

Hon. M. M. Gould - Correct.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - As we should.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD -It is as if he has been
to the tribunal.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! It would be
appropriate if Mr Forwood dealt with the motion
rather than these extraneous matters.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Thank you,
Mr Deputy President. I will, as always, adhere to
your ruling. I simply make the point that
Mr Theophanous has moved a nonsense motion and
has left the chamber while the government is
rebutting it. What sort of leader moves a motion
condemning the government and then does not even
hang around for the whole debate? It is appalling.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I welcome the
inteIjection from the new leader of the Labor Party,
Mr Power. The soon-to-be-new leader!

Hon. BILL FORWOOD - As we should. I refer
honourable members to page 5 of the 1995-96 annual
report of the Victorian Workcover Authority where
the chief executive, Andrew Lindberg, says:
Second ... is the need for change. Experience with these
systems, in every part of the world, suggests that even
the most successful schemes will not survive if they
cannot change. Workcover is fortunate in that it is
based upon sound design principles but it must
continually adapt to a changing environment and
emerging cost pressures and be able to make changes
without losing sight of its strategic intent; and to
measure itself honestly against other high perfonning
schemes to test that strategic intent.
We will continue to do it. We make no apology for
coming back into this chamber every time it is
necessary, session after session, to improve the
Workcover scheme. Mr Theophanous touched
on--
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! You,
Mr Theophanous, may not have any choice about
leaving if you continue to interject. I ask you to
restrain yourself.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - One of the accusations
the Leader of the Opposition tried but failed to
develop in his motion under paragraph (a) was that
appropriate consultation did not take place with
affected groups, including the Victorian Workcover
Advisory Committee. The process is ongoing and
the government will continue to discuss and
negotiate matters and talk to people about what has
happened.
A parallel can be drawn with the consultation the
Labor Party tried to put in place in the disastrous
days of Workcare. For those who are interested, I
refer them to the chapter in Considine and Costar's
book Trials in Power which details the sorry story of
the consultations associated with Workcare, where
consultation meant veto, where it meant, 'You do
what we tell you to', where it just froze the Labor
Party from the very beginning of the Workcare
scheme. Senator Barney Cooney is a good man.
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the stakeholders and reviewing, measuring and
considering the system to develop it and make it the
best system in Australia - there is no doubt about
it. I was fortunate in the middle of August to be part
of an all-day seminar involving the various
stakeholders - and members will not be at all
surprised to know that Mr Hubbard, the secretary of
the Trades Hall Council was invited. Not only did he
come along and give a verbal presentation to the
group of people looking at the scheme, but he also
provided us with a written submission. As part of
those consultations we met employer
representatives, including David Edwards, the
insurers, and spoke to the actuaries and others
involved with the scheme. I am not at all surprised
that the trade union movement is trying to cut
Mr Theophanous out of the loop - after all, they are
after his leadership.
Time and time again the government consults the
stakeholders and is interested in what they say.
However, it is not beholden to anyone: it is not
beholden to the trade union movement, it is not
beholden to the insurance companies, and it is not
beholden to the employers' federation. The
government will assess the situation and make
decisions on the best information available and in
the best interests of Victorians.

Hon. Pat Power - And a very good person.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Yes; a nice guy.
Page 64 of the book says:
Early the next year cabinet approved the appointment
of a new committee of inquiry, this time to be
composed of appointees from the various interest
groups and chaired by Labor lawyer Bamey Cooney.
The committee composition and brief were badly
haridled. They could not have been expected to agree
on anything important and lacked the resources to
conduct worthwhile research.
After several months of meetings the Cooney five could
not agree.

That is an indication of the way this process started
under Labor and how it continued. Their
consultation process was a sham and a mess.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I will come to the
Workcover Advisory Committee. The Minister
responsible for Workcover is continually talking to

Part of the Workcover structure is the establishment
of the Workcover Advisory Scheme Committee, as
mentioned in Mr Theophanous's contribution.
Mr Ross Inglis is the head of the Workcover
department of Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Solicitors. That
firm has a whole department dealing with
Workcover; it is a substantial part of the business of
Labor lawyers. Mr Inglis is a member of the
Workcover Advisory Committee and he was
appointed by the minister - I make no apology for
that. I suggest members of the opposition read the
Accident Compensation Act to learn what the
Workcover Advisory Committee actually does.
Section 31A(3) states:
The functions of the Workcover Advisory Committee
are to inquire into and report to the board upon any
matters referred to it by the board in accordance with
the terms of reference supplied by the board ...

The opposition is condemning the government for
announcing changes to Workcover without
consulting the Workcover Advisory Committee. The
Workcover Advisory Committee is a committee; it
does not report to the government.
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The committee is required to report to the board
about matters referred to it by the board in
accordance with the terms of reference supplied by
the board. How the authority operates its own
affairs is a matter for the management and the
board, it is not a matter for the government. We will
continue to seek advice widely on issues, but it is not
within our purview to advise the authority what to
do.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - But it was not consulted.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Mr Theophanous's
motion is flawed in logic. He has backed it up with
incorrect facts, boring rhetoric, misinformation and a
farrago of nonsense that demonstrates that he is only
out to scare people and mislead them. All he is
doing is shoring up his failed leadership.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Was the Victorian
Workcover Authority board consulted about the
proposed changes?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I cannot let that
interjection pass. I find it incomprehensible that any
member of this house would think legislation
affecting an organisation such as the Victorian
Workcover Authority would come to this place
without going through the board. I could say much
more but I want to leave something to be said by
Mr Hartigan and anyone on the other side of the
house who wishes to contribute to the debate.
However, I pick up the nonsense about getting
ready for privatisation. This is a shibboleth of the left.
We heard, after an outburst from Mr Theophanous
in July, Mr Batchelor come out to the steps of
Parliament House and say he was not a member of
the Theo Theophanous party, he was a member of
the Socialist Left faction. Mr Theophanous went on
the record then as saying that some aspects of
privatisation were irreversible, therefore the Labor
Party should authorise them. That was an
ideological shift on his part, and no wonder he is in
trouble.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I have always said
some of these aspects are correct and there must be
change.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - In that case
Mr Theophanous should not misrepresent the
government's position on privatisation. He should
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not come in here and run a scare campaign about
privatising Workcover.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Do you know
whether you are going to privatise Workcover?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - There was an earlier
discussion about privatisation of the Transport
Accident Commission. We did not do that, we came
up with a sensible option. If somebody can convince
me that it is wise, sensible and beneficial to privatise
the Victorian Workcover Authority, I would be
extraordinarily relaxed about it, but nobody has
done that. Nobody has come anywhere near me or
other members of the government and put
privatisation on the agenda.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - The minister said he
would privatise it. I shall bring you the literature.
You should find out what the minister said.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - The minister can
speak for himself and always does, when necessary.
In the past four and a half years I have been closely
associated with the Workcover scheme and I have
been involved with every bill that has made a
change to the Workcover legislation. I am proud of
the fact that we have the best scheme in Australia,
and I am happy and relaxed about someone coming
along and trying to convince me that the scheme
should be privatised. However, that is not
happening, so Mr Theophanous should not run a
scare campaign. He should not set the fox after the
rabbits, or whatever the expression is.
It is nonsense for Mr Theophanous to say we are
introducing legislation that is designed to get the
scheme ready for privatisation. That is not true.
What we are doing is addressing an anomalous
situation where Labor lawyers are using
psychological overlay to move injured workers from
one category to another. I am absolutely delighted to
reject as nonsense the motion moved by the Leader
of the Opposition.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The motion before the house is serious because the
changes announced by the government show that
members on the other side of the house do not
understand that real people suffer serious injuries at
work. Nor do they understand the process of
compensation for those injuries. The draconian
changes announced by the government on
14 November 1996 constitute a serious attack on
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injured workers that will have a much worse effect
upon their lives and the lives of their families than
the present situation. Consultation in any real sense
is not occurring.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Because you did not get a
veto.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - 1bis is not a situation
where anyone should veto changes proposed by any
government. That has not been the case with this
government. That is not the case I am arguing for at
this time, nor have I ever argued that. It is important
that when changes to legislation are proposed the
government should have realistic consultations with
people and organisations affected by the changes. In
this case that ranges from the injured workers and
the Transport Accident Commission to various
groups such as Headway, involved in looking after
injured motorists, pedestrians and other road users,
the RACV and groups such as lawyers on both sides
of the Workcover battleground - that is, on the side
of the injured workers and on the side of the agents.
There should be real consultations with other groups
so that views are widely discussed and comments
are taken on board.
Unfortunately the government does not believe in
talking to people or listening to their views.
Mr Forwood talked about some seminar on
Workcover in general, but he did not address the
issue of consultation about the proposed changes.
That is an important aspect of the motion before the
house. It has been demonstrated that the
government is not fair dinkum about who it consults
with. It has this ideological view that it is always
correct and that it does not need to consult with the
people and organisations involved in the Workcover
scheme because it knows best! The only thing I can
say about the advice the government is getting and
acting on is that it is crooked advice.
In an exchange with me, Mr Forwood said the
Workcover Advisory Committee was not consulted.
He acknowledged that it was not consulted.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Get it right.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - You said the
Workcover Advisory Committee was not consulted.
Hon. Bill Forwood - I said the act does not
require it to be consulted.
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Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - That is correct. But
my statement that it was not consulted is also
correct. You do not deny that it was not consulted. I
put it to the house that the advisory committee
should have been consulted. It is one of the
organisations or advisory committees that should
have been consulted. Both the government and the
Victorian Workcover Authority board were remiss
in not consulting the Workcover Advisory
Committee on these changes.
You can attempt to hide behind the legislation that
says the government does not need to consult with
the advisory committee. Of course people such as
Mr Forwood can do that, but you cannot really hide
behind it because the legislation is broad enough to
cover the ambit of the advisory committee being
advised of changes. But the government did not seek
the advice of one of its consultative arms. Worse
still, the Victorian Workcover Authority board
which provides advice to the government did not
consult its own advisory committee - a committee
set up under the act to provide further advice.
So the authority is remiss in its responsibility of
seeking advice to ensure that all the views are taken
into account when providing information or advice
to the government. But the Victorian Workcover
Authority board knows best. It takes its leave from
the government. It thinks like the government and
acquiesces to whatever the government wants, needs
or requires. It takes the same attitude adopted by the
government and says: 'We don't need to talk to
anybody. We have an advisory committee from
which we can take advice, but we will disregard it as
well. We do not care about obtaining advice. We
have responsibilities and obligations under the act.
We know best and the government knows best, and
we will be the only ones consulting with and
providing advice to the government'.
That is where the process of consultation has been
wrong. The Victorian Workcover Authority board is
not carrying out its duty under the legislation. It is
not providing proper advice to the government, as it
should, without fear or favour. It will not do that
because the board is compliant. There are people on
the advisory committee who are not on the board.
Some of those people have a different view from
those on the board. But this government and the
Victorian Workcover Authority board do not care
about differing views. They do not care about
getting good advice. That was confirmed by
Mr Forwood. He too does not care about getting the
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best advice when dealing with proposed changes.
Mr Forwood quotes from the Victorian Workcover

Authority's annual report and hides behind the
legislation to protect the improper processes that the
government undertakes. He does not care about its
lack of consultation. Mr Forwood says the
consultative processes are correct when they are not
correct. They are bodgie processes that will not assist
injured workers. I point out to the house that other
organisations were not consulted.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Who?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - The Victorian Trades
Hall Council. About 15 days before the proposed
changes were made public by the government the
Trades Hall Council was called into an initial
meeting and told what was going to occur. The THC
expressed some concern about certain aspects. What
did the government say at that initial meeting? It
said it would look at - Hon. Bill Forwood - Were you there?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I have been advised
on this. The government said it would look at what
the THC was saying and would get back to it. That is
what consultation is about.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Did they?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Just listen and learn
because obviously you do not understand what has
gone on. So 15 days before the proposed changes
were made public the THC had had a meeting with
the government and was awaiting further advice
and discussions with the government about the
proposed changes. It was agreed by the government
and the Trades Hall Council that the initial
discussions would not be made public or made
known to anybody else and that there would be
further consultation. The opposition believes that
was the appropriate course to adopt. The THC kept
its word because it was told there would be further
discussions before any action was taken.
What happened between the THC and the
government? The THC, according to my
information, constantly phoned the government to
seek that further advice but it was not forthcoming.
Then, on 14 November 1996 at around 3.30 p.m., the
government announced its proposed changes. So the
THC got hold of the government to get some further
advice and have further consultation on the issue.
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At 4.15 p.m. the same day the Victorian Trades Hall
Council was officially notified that the proposed
changes had been announced. So much for
consultation with the THe. So much for the process
that, in a real sense, has been rorted by the
government. So much for the statements by
government members about a system of consultation
with the various organisations concerned. The
government cannot say it consulted with the THC
because it does not understand what that means.
The government did not use a proper consultative
process with the THe.
The government also announced other changes
including the retrospective provisions. On many
occasions in this house I have spoken against
retrospectivity in a number of areas. The changes to
Workcover are extremely bad and will result in two
classes of injured workers: those who have jumped
the gun, not because they had the foresight to do so
but because they may have received good advice
about getting their writs in before 14 November; and
those who may have been injured at the same time
and who, for whatever reason, decided not to
commence legal proceedings, possibly because they
were recovering and were advised not to begin legal
proceedings until the progress of the injuries were
determined. The second class of worker will be
denied the right to take legal action because of the
retrospective provisions of the legislation, and those
people will be dealt with unfairly and unjustly.
Seriously injured workers may be assessed
differently under the changes announced by the
government because they may now be affected by
the notional earnings rule. The government said it
would not impose this provision on seriously
injured workers, but their right to compensation will
now be challenged by the government.
I shall now explain why the government is
proposing the changes. Mr Theophanous discussed
the reductions in premiums put in place this year
and the projected savings over the next four years,
which total approximately $100 million a year. The
changes are designed to prop up the Workcover
system, but seriously injured workers will face bleak
financial futures despite having nothing to do with
the alleged rorts.
Mr Forward tabled a graph he said demonstrated

the rorts and frauds within the system as well as the
psychiatric top up in each year. The words
Mr Forward used were interesting because he did
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not refer to psychological trauma - that is, trauma
as a result of injury - he used the words
'psychological overload'. According to Mr Forwood
this has nothing to do with people suffering
psychological trauma; it is about changing the words
to suit the case being put. The graph showed the
percentage of serious injury claims reaching the
30 per cent impairment level due to psychiatric top
up. The graph shows in 1993-94 the psychiatric top
up was 12.5 per cent; 1994-95, 19 per cent; and
1995-96,14 per cent.
Hon. Bill Forwood - You are arguing with that?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I am not going to
argue with that at all. I will not dispute your figures,
but what do they mean and how were they put
together? In order to debunk the figures it is
necessary to know how they are being used.
Before 1993-94 psychiatric trauma top up did not
exist. In 1993-94 the initial figure of 12.5 per cent
psychiatric top up was introduced. It is a new
concept and a new reference point. The opposition
understands that the concept of psychological
trauma may develop over time.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Because they get depressed!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I will get to that; it is
one of the issues.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It is because they watch
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Given the extra period during which long-term
injured people have been on the system, there has
been a further increase in 1995-96. Mr Forwood does
not understand there is a cumulative effect as a
result of injured people being upgraded because of
the injuries they have suffered. He does not
understand the debilitating effect on people with
injuries of being stuck at home, losing their social
contacts and experiencing nightmares; and that it
often takes time for the effect of the physical injuries
to be compounded by psychological factors.
Mr Forwood has no understanding of the situations
of injured workers. According to Mr Forwood's
interpretation there is fraud in the system and
injured workers are rorting it.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Mr Forwood can
squeal like a pig, but he understands the situation
because he talked about whole person impairment.
Does that mean a person loses just a limb, the use of
his or her back or some other body part or does it
take into account both the physical and mental
aspects of injuries? Mr Forwood argues that a whole
person approach should disregard the psychological
trauma people go through because of their injuries.
How do we define injuries in a system in which a
court has to determine primary and secondary
psychological trauma? We will end up in a situation
in which not only will the lawyers have a field day
trying to define points, but genuinely injured
workers will miss out because of these changes.

Days ofour Lives.
Hon. Bill Forwood - They will not.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Mr Forwood does not
understand injured workers; he has no
understanding of what he is talking about when he
denigrates workers who must stay at home because
they are injured and who may watch Days of our
Lives. He suggests it is the cause of their depression.
That is an uncaring attitude and reveals a lack of
understanding of injured workers and what they go
through. Psychological trauma develops over time
and in many instances there is a delayed reaction
and bouts of depression occur six months or longer
after an accident. The graph can be interpreted as
demonstrating that various tribunals and the
authority have recognised that in many cases
psychological trauma has been related to injuries. It
seems, however, Mr Forwood does not interpret it
that way.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - The opposition will
bring up instances of that happening and
Mr Forwood will continue to disregard them. How
do injured workers get over the 30 per cent limit? Is
it a case of lawyers simply presenting claims to
courts and their clients magically going over the
30 per cent mark or are injured workers required to
undergo a-number of tests and examinations
conducted by professionals and experts to
demonstrate that their psychological injuries have
compounded the situation? Workers have to
demonstrate a case, they do not just jump up to the
hoop and reach the 30 per cent, as Mr Forwood led
the house to believe in his contribution.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It is a rort.
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Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - What Mr Forwood
has just called a rort is a situation in which injured
workers have to demonstrate to the appropriate
authorities that they have experienced further
damage and injury before they can be reclassified
into the seriously injured worker category. It is not a
matter of people rorting the system. Mr Forwood
dismisses the concerns of injured workers because
he alleges they sit at home all day and watch Days of
Our Lives. Injured workers have to demonstrate time
and again that they have been injured
psychologically as a result of their initial injury.
Does Mr Forwood think that the Workcover
authority and its agents allow injured workers to go
on to benefits easily? Opposition members have
found that workers have to prove again and again
that they are injured, yet according to Mr Forwood
that is not the case because they sit at home and
watch Days of Our Lives.
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taxpayers of Australia. The responsibility for injured
workers should be sheeted home to the employers
who in many cases caused the injuries in the first
place.
The opposition's argument that the Victorian
Workcover Authority and the Transport Accident
Commission are being prepared for privatisation
should not be dismissed lightly. Mr Forwood said
no-one has put a case about the future privatisation
of the authority and the commission. He well knows
that the Premier need only tap him on the shoulder
and say, 'We will privatise the Victorian Workcover
Authority and the TAC', and he will drool and
grovel and say, 'Yes master, I agree master, you have
convinced me'. When the 'p' word is said coalition
members become ecstatic and drool from the mouth.
When the Premier or the Treasurer direct the lp'
word at government entities government members
jump with glee.

Hon. Bill Forwood - And get depressed.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Yes, that is true, they
do get depressed. Looking again at the dodgy graph
used by Mr Forwood, it is clear he has not explained
how claims are processed over time. Situations may
have occurred in which the claims of workers who
were injured after the legislation came into force in
November 1992 were processed in the 1993-94 and
1995-96 years. Mr Forwood did not explain those
issues when tabling the graph. It reveals a singular
view to suggest that the graph demonstrates fraud
and rorts in the system. An analysis of the graph
shows that injured workers are going through the
hoops to prove to various authorities that their
injuries have got worse over time and that they are
eligible for serious injury payments. The opposition
has disproved the use of the graph and the so-called
rorts it is supposed to demonstrate. No-one has any
doubt that the Victorian Workcover Authority and
the Transport Accident Commission are being
prepared for privatisation.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Wrong!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Mr Forwood may say
wrong, but when Workcover was first introduced in
1992 the opposition said injured workers would be
thrown off the scheme and have to rely on social
security pensions, and that is being proved correct.
Injured workers have been thrown off Workcover
and are on social security pensions. The
responsibility for paying those workers is no longer
with Workcover or their employees, but with the

The proposed legislation will be used as a further
step towards the privatisation of the Victorian
Workcover Authority and the Transport Accident
Commission. Unfortunately, instead of the benefits
of privatisation flowing to injured people, the
Transport Accident Commission is being used as a
cash cow. The commission will have fewer people to
cover and it will be more valuable to private
organisations that want to take over its operations.
The proposed changes are not about looking after
injured motorists, pedestrians or road users, but
about providing the wherewithal and incentives for
the private sector to take over the TAC.
If one talks to injured people, as I have through
organisations such as Headway, one learns that the
TAC is strapped for cash. People complain about not
being looked after properly, but the proposed
changes to the legislation will make that situation
even worse. The government should have talked to
the organisations that operate in the field to find out
how the proposed changes will affect people who
have suffered injuries. The government would then
be told about the problems people with injuries are
experiencing, but that is not happening. The
government does not care about real people, about
injured workers or their families or injured
motorists. The opposition will continue to bring
forward these issues because it knows that once the
legislation is introduced and passed its hands will be
tied and people and their families will be affected for
a long time to come.
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Many of us have seen the effects the Workcover
legislation has had on injured people. We know that
people have been thrown off Workcover and now
have to live under reduced circumstances. Many of
the changes in this legislation are pernicious,
especially the lump sum provision covering
amounts of $5000 or more. It is paternalistic for the
government to tell injured workers that they should
not have access to all the money but should get it in
dribs and drabs. The income will be taxable and
there will be flow-on effects, but the government
does not care about that because it is concerned only
about saving money.
I urge honourable members to support the motion
because it is concerned with real people. There are
more important things than economic rationalism or
preparing a cash cow for private interests. This
argument should not be about the economic
rationalist philosophy the government has adopted.
It is not interested in real people and real families
and is certainly not interested in injured workers. I
urge honourable members to support the motion.
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incidence of injury by making employers more
directly responsible for safety in the workplace. That
is done by reflecting an employer's accident record
in his or her premiums.
Mr Theophanous's motion refers to changes without
proper consultation. The Workcover Advisory
Committee advises the Victorian Workcover
Authority at the authority's request. The
government consulted widely, and the issue was
raised in the Victorian Workcover Authority's
annual report. As Mr Nardella pointed out, the
Trades Hall Council made a submission to
government on its concerns, and consequently I
imagine the government was aware of the council's
view on this matter.

Page 23 of the authority's 1995-96 annual report
outlines some concerning information because it
documents the increasing number of workers
classified as being seriously injured because of the
psychological overlay factor being added to the
measure of physical impairment.
It states:

Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - I
oppose the motion because it is ill-founded in both
fact and logic. The scheme in place when we came to
government had a premium of 3.2 cents in the dollar
and $2 billion in unfunded liabilities, increasing at a
rate of $200 million a year. After the 1992 election
Mr Theophanous prepared a paper for his party
recognising the failure of Workcare, including the
inability of his party to withstand pressure from the
trade union movement and others with a vested
interest in rorting the system. The Labor Party did
not attempt to fully fund the scheme because that
would have meant doubling the premiums. One
presumes that somebody, probably an adviser,
suggested to the then Labor government that a
Workcare premium of 6 per cent would have
disastrous consequences for employment in this
state.

In the construction of an appropriate workers
compensation scheme one must be concerned about
fair treatment for injured workers but also for those
who are not injured for whom employment is an
important issue and for whom unemployment
would result in a Significant deterioration in
physical and psychological condition. A workers
compensation scheme has a broader responsibility
than merely compensating injured workers. Indeed,
one of the government's objectives is to reduce the

For example a worker with a 15 per cent physical
impairment resulting from a back injury can be
classified as seriously injured if a long period off work
has caused depression and the worker is subsequently
assessed as having a 15 per cent psycholOgical overlay.

The authority has raised this issue with many
people, and it is and should be of concern. The
authority should watch the trends and act where
appropriate. It should note, for example, an increase
in incidents of a certain type of injury; it should take
note of people parking vans or buses outside
factories and telling workers to see them after work
for a hearing test. Many workers were caught in the
rort of being told by these groups that if they had
lost more than 7 per cent of their hearing it was
worth taking the matter further because there was a
good chance they could make a claim under
Workcover. We got rid of that rort, and I recall that
the opposition was not unhappy about that. We also
recently introduced legislation outlawing the sale of
bodgie hearing equipment and, once again, the
opposition supported the fact that that should not be
allowed to continue.
Consultation does not mean that the government is
bound by the views of the Trades Hall Council, as is
the Labor Party. When the Trades Hall Council told
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the former Labor government to leave the system
alone, that is what it did. For most of its 10 years in
government it was supine and cowardly.
Hon. D. T. Walpole - That is untrue.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Have a word with
Mr Theophanous who said, 'Our failure to deal with
the recognised problems of Workcare was our
inability to resist the pressure of the trade union
movement'. 1 did not say that; Mr Theophanous said
it immediately after the last election.

In the remote possibility the Labor Party were ever
returned to office it would do the same thing this
government is doing if it were fair dinkum about
balancing the concerns of injured workers against
employment issues. We must strike a balance
between looking after injured workers and ensuring
that the economy is able to provide the best
opportunities possible for workers who are not
injured. There are no good workers compensation
schemes in Third World countries because well-run
economies, good legislation, and good control and
supervision are essential in affording, administering
and providing such schemes.
The Labor Party must realise that fact because it was
not prepared to raise Workcare premiums, just as it
was not prepared to raise taxes to reflect the reality
of the deficit it was running. It did nothing. The last
Treasurer of the Labor Party made the same point
when he said, 'I put a budget down and 1 got rolled
by the left'. There is no argument about that and the
Labor Party says it would not allow it to happen
again. Opposition members are talking nonsense.
The government consulted widely but it did not
succumb to pressure from the quarters to which the
Labor Party succumbs.
Notwithstanding the opposition's spurious and
ill-judged analysis of Mr Forwood's data, the
transport accident compensation scheme that
continued for some time under the rules adopted by
Workcover showed exactly the same trend as the
workers compensation figures with regard to
psychological impairment. An analysis of statistics
and an examination of the facts leaves no doubt that
the bright lawyers who live off this business and
who prey on injured workers have found a way of
bringing more injured workers under the cover of
common-law claims. That was exactly their
intention; the lawyers have said it and the Trades
Hall Council has said it.
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Mr Nardella put the argument that the psychological
overlay is a new development, but the Transport
Accident Commission experienced exactly the same
conditions and some lawyers have found another
way of rorting the system, as they continue to do
regardless of what political party is in government.
The opposition should be concerned about that
because what has happened with the Transport
Accident Commission scheme completely destroys
its argument.
That is a fact; it is not a matter of your or my
interpretation.

Mr Theophanous said that if he thought the system
was being rorted he would be the first to put up his
hand and oppose it. 1 look forward to his taking a
responsible and intelligent position when the
legislation is debated.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Don't hold your breath.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - No. 1 am an
optimist, as you know, but 1 am not that optimistic.
The bill talks about consequential or secondary
impact. The second-reading speech says that in
assessing the degree of impairment:
... regard must not be had to any psychiatric or
psychological injury, impairment or symptoms arising
as a consequence of, or secondary to, a physical injury.

Obviously the intention here is - and 1 have no
doubt the courts will make the judgment - that if
there is a psychological or a psychiatric injury
relating directly to an accident, it will be able to be
used in assessing the level of impairment.
When I heard Mr Theophanous repeat the three or
four cases he referred to, I suspected they were
given to him by the Labor lawyers and those who
plan to live off the scheme. 1 think he was unwise to
introduce the matters, because they confirm my
view that there is no role for common law claims in
workers compensation.
I do not grovel when the Premier touches me on the
shoulder, as Mr Theophanous suggests. He does not
touch me on the shoulder very often, it is true, so I
may not be experienced in those matters, but I must
say to Mr Nardella - Hon. D. A. Nardella - You do not experience the
ecstasy?
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I do not know if
there is any. You are quite right. That I have not
been exposed to the opportunity is really the
problem. I have been touched by a parliamentary
secretary; is that the same thing?
Hon. D. A. Nardella - It depends which
parliamentary secretary it was.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - He touched me
for a quid; I didn't enjoy that one little bit. The
legislation attempts to protect the genuine case
against the rorted case, but I think it will also be
attacked by the sorts of people who are briefing
Mr Theophanous. I seriously wonder whether we
should not be considering a payment schedule that
is not subject to common law claim and would
produce costs to the authority that are the same as
the costs it incurred before this rort was introduced.
It would be some basis of compensation that is not
subject to continual change but would represent a
commuted pension based on actuarial assessment.
At the end of the day it is not the desire of anybody
sitting here that this system should be directed by
the desire of some lawyers to make a lot of money.
Regardless of whether some benefit flows to the
worker who is fortunate enough to get a competent
lawyer, the major drive behind this lies with the
lawyers' desire to keep their businesses gOing.
It may be a natural objective of a lawyer to keep his
or her business gOing, but one of the responsibilities
we have as a government is to ensure that that
business is not kept going on the backs of workers
and economic activity - and we will put a stop to it.

I am increasingly nervous about the efficacy of the
legiSlation, having had a preliminary insight - a
preview - of what the Labor lawyers apparently
have planned for when the legislation comes into
force. We will see how it goes. If they find another
way of rorting the system, I - I rank about 34th in
this house; guess where you guys rank - will have
some say in the matter. That is what I will be
pushing for, so don't be surprised if you see further
developments in the way workers compensation is
run that are designed to ensure that workers are the
beneficiaries, not those who prey upon the system.
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retrospectivity. It is very curious that they are
attempting to defend a retrospective claim by a
lawyer on behalf of a worker who, some
considerable time after he was injured, finds that he
has a psychiatric impairment that he says overlays
the physical impairment, so that he climbs over the
30 per cent hurdle and is then able to get back onto
the system. Isn't that retrospective?

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Of course you
think it is fine, because you have no logic and no
idea of what is happening to the system. That is a
retrospective adjustment, and I am opposed to it.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - I do have an idea; it is
about caring about the injured worker.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You could not
care less about injured workers; they are merely
voters in your electorate. Your sole concern is: will
they vote for me; what do I have to do to lead them
into a vote? You couldn't care less about the
workers. If you did you would not be a member of
the Pledge group.
What does the Pledge have to say? I am interested in
your views on privatisation. Let me tell you the
intellectual argument of the Pledge group.
Mr Walpole, as I keep reminding you, you probably
wish you had never been on that radio program.
Remember what was said to you? 'Are you a
member of the Pledge group?', to which you replied,
'Yes, I am'. Then the guy said, 'What is that?', to
which you said, 'Well, we represent the interests of
the Pledge group of unions.' Then he said, 'What in
hell does that mean? What is the pledge?' And you
said - I think I am paraphrasing you accurately 'We are pledged to oppose privatisation'.
The good news is you did not say, We are pledged
to oppose privatisation because we think it is bad for
the economy', or 'We think it is bad philosophically'.
You effectively said, 'We are pledged to oppose it
under any circumstances'. I understand why. A lot
of your members work in the public sector and are
not exposed to the tradeable sector and are quite
happy to rort the system. Where is your concern?
Your concern lies with the - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - The other issue
raised by Mr Nardella and Mr Theophanous is
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Your concern lies
with the trade union that assures your preselection
and funds your campaign.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Let us not have
any nonsense about the ethics of your position. The
factis--

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You don't like
hearing the truth? He raised it. I would be perfectly
happy--

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order!

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I suggest the house
keep quiet. We have heard most members of the
opposition. Mr Forwood has been very good on this
occasion; I have not heard a word from him.
Mr Hartigan, without assistance.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Thank you. I do
not need a hell of a lot of help from that mob. The
fact is that you do not care about the workers,
Mr Nardella, and you do not have any superior
moral position on the matter. We care about the
workers, and we care about them injured or
uninjured. You care about them in terms of 'Can I
curry favour with the leadership? Can I curry favour
with the Labor lawyers?'. That is what you are
concerned about.
We are concerned about providing a system that
protects the economy, protects the jobs of those who
are uninjured and provides adequate compensation
to those who are injured. The trend the legislation
yet to come before this house attempts to deal with
is a change in the behaviour of lawyers; it is not a
change in the level of injury.
Hon. M. M. Gould - No, it is a change in the
way injured workers are assessed.

rorting of both Workcover and transport accident
compensation. We have a responsibility to deal with
that. Even if the lawyers are able to persuade the
judiciary, that still does not absolve us from dealing
with the issue, and we will, as we have always
done - just as you did, or attempted to do, when
you were in government. You changed the system
when you were in government because you did not
think it worked - it is just that you did a rotten job
of it. You do not have any trouble philosophically as
a party about the need to maintain these schemes
consistent with current practice.
With regard to the entirely spurious claim about a
cash grab, I reiterate my view - I have spent as
much time on this issue in Parliament as
Mr Forwood has - that we are not opposed to
privatisation that will bring a benefit to all
concerned, but we have not yet seen a position in
private insurance and workers compensation that
produces that result.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - When is it going to
happen?
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You tell me.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You are the one who
says you support it.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I support it subject
to that provision, and nobody has yet made a
submission supporting a position that would bring
benefits for all parties.
The minister has said he would not oppose
privatisation if it brought benefits. I support
privatisation if it brings benefits, and I have said that
time and again. I am not like the Pledge Group,
which opposes privatisation regardless of whether it
brings benefits; I have an open mind about
privatisation. Our policy is to look at each case of
privatisation, and in every case where it has gone
ahead it has worked pretty well.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But we oppose
privatisation of Workcover.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You would not
oppose it if it were a good idea.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - This proposal
provides balance and deals with recently emerged
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - We opposed
privatisation of electricity and gas.
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - What didn't the
opposition oppose? We are now looking at a
political position, not a social or economic position.
So far as the cash grab by government is concerned,
we are under no pressure to change the premiums.
We are addressing a trend that should be addressed.
We looked at the figures and we believe we are fully
funded for actuarial projections of expenditure and
revenue. We are under no pressure to change the
cost of the system. But we are always under
pressure, and should be under pressure, to deal with
trends of the nature of those covered by the
legislation about to be introduced.
I have no doubt that when we have fixed this up
people will attempt some other racket, and I have no
doubt we will attempt to address that, too, and
perhaps the next time round we might get rid of the
common law arrangements entirely. I certainly
would be in favour of that.
With regard to the $5000 compensation, it is true
that that compensation previously paid in a lump
sum will be paid over 60 months. Mr Theophanous
will understand that provided the level of claims is
reasonably consistent it does not make any
difference at the end of five years whether it is paid
as a lump sum.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It makes a difference
in year one.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I shall tell
Mr Theophanous why it would make a difference in
year one. I refer him to page 9 of the draft bill, where
clause 14 will apply a factor of 1.2 or such other
number, being not less than 1, as is determined by
the minister. In calculating the factor the minister
must have regard to prevailing interests.
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the most appropriate ways of doing that is to use the
words Mr Theophanous misinterpreted in his
contribution. I submit there is no point of order.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I did not refer to the
proposed legislation.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There are two issues
here. The first is the rule of anticipation. If the bill
were on the notice paper of this house, this whole
debate would not have got off the ground. The
second point is that during his presentation earlier
this moming Mr Theophanous made significant
reference to the government's proposals as reported
in the public media and as stated by the minister.
As I understand it, the bill to which Mr Hartigan
referred is currently before the other house, so it is a
public document. The rules of this house forbid any
reference to debate in the other house but there is
nothing to say we cannot use what is a public
document. On that basis I can see no way in which
Mr Hartigan can be prevented from quoting from
the bill that is currently before the other house; he
cannot, however, quote the debates in the other
house.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I require clarification
on the point of order, Mr President. I seek your
guidance because the precedent you are suggesting
at the moment could lead to extensive debate in this
house before a bill is introduced. It could involve
extensive debate, including clarification of portions
of the bill, without the measure actually being
formally debated in this place. We have been
debating the announcement by the government,
which announcement has been backed up by
legislation.
If your ruling is that it is acceptable for me or

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - On a point of order,
Mr President, the motion before the house is about
government action in relation to announced
changes; it is not a motion about proposed
legislation. It is totally inappropriate in the context
of this debate for Mr Hartigan to quote from a
measure that has been introduced in another place
but not yet in this place.

anyone else to simply quote from proposed
legislation introduced in another place but not yet
debated in this place, that would mean that in every
circumstance where we are yet to debate a bill in this
place a member could quote from the bill during the
adjournment debate, at question time or at any other
time. Not necessarily now, but at some time I would
be happy to have your clarification of the issue.

Hon. Bill Forwood - On the point of order,
Mr President, in his contribution Mr Theophanous
raised a specific issue and gave specific examples of
how he thought the system worked. Mr Hartigan is
trying to explain how it actually works, and one of

The PRESIDENT - Order! I have sought advice,
which has reinforced my view. I am aware of only
two possible rules that could impact on this issue.
One is the rule of anticipation. If it is a matter
already before the house, the house cannot
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anticipate debate by having another debate relating
to the same issue. The second matter is the embargo
on referring to debates of the current session in the
other house. If, for instance, debate on the bill had
commenced in the other house it would be improper
for members to refer to any aspect of that debate.
However, I am not aware of any restriction on the
use of public documents, whether they be reports of
committees or bills before the other house, if they are
not being debated. If we have established that the
debate on the matter brought before this house is
proper, it is a little difficult to see the difference
between Mr Theophanous relying on some forms of
public statements, such as press items or interviews
given by ministers, and Mr Hartigan relying on a bill
that is a public document. As I say, I am comfortable
about that advice.
I also take the point Mr Theophanous made as to
whether it would be a desirable practice to open up
debate to a great extent. In this case it is being used
by way of rebuttal to matters that Mr Theophanous
has put before the house, so I think that gives it
pretty limited operation.

Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I am happy to not
quote from the document. I do not need to quote
from the document, but it was my concern that for
the record to be accurate it was reasonable that I did
so. The argument Mr Theophanous proposed was
that the idea of paying a lump sum of $5000 over
60 monthly instalments was designed to save the
government money. He has already agreed with me
that after a period such as five years it makes very
little difference to the total operation of the
Workcover budget because by that time the number
of claims in this area would be roughly consistent
and the issue would not disappear.
Mr Theophanous's interjection was that in the first
year you save money. The fact is in the first year,
whatever money you save, you pay for in terms of
the premiums drawn from the interest rate.
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it would have incurred if it had borrowed the
money. The benefit to the recipient would be as if he
or she had invested the money in an interest-earning
account.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - In any event, he has
confused cost with cash flow.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - No, I think he
understands that after five years the further issue
disappears. I trust he understands my explanation
that it will cost the authority to payout the first year,
the second year and the third year and the
beneficiary will receive the benefit. There is not an
intention here of the authority making 1 cent out of
this arrangement. The major objective is to ensure
that the lump sum is not dissipated and that the
injured workers - in many cases the seriously
injured workers - are not left with no income at all.
That is the objective. It is not a money-saving one.
In response to the suggestion that the government is
introducing the changes to get the Workcover
system ready for privatisation, I point out that the
action taken is what any responsible government
and authority would do to address a massive change
in direction or a trend which is not inherent in the
historical experience of the TAC or Workcover.

After listening to the cases presented by
Mr Theophanous, I am coming to the conclusion that
we may have to address this matter again. If we find
the legislation that is introduced does not get rid of
the rort we will have to take some action that makes
it impossible for the rort to continue and at the same
time protect the interests of the workers.
The great pity about his speech from Labor's
viewpoint is that it reveals both the ideological
blindness and lack of comprehension of the issue.
The great pity from our viewpoint is that by and
large we have debated the major issues of the
legislation not yet introduced into the house so it
will make Mr Theophanous's speech on the
proposed legislation doubly boring.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Just listen. The
amount of money the beneficiary will receive will be
the amount of the claim divided by 60, over five
years, multiplied by a factor in excess of one, and the
number in excess of one will have regard to the
interest rate. The costs to the Victorian Workcover
Authority of this scheme will be identical to the costs

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) Mr Hartigan gave his usual3-minute speech that he
gives every time on every topic when he comes into
the chamber. It never changes, so at least he is
consistent. He has admitted that the amount of
payment the first year following the changes will be
less and that the payments by Workcover will be
spread over five years, not paid in one year. We
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thank him for supporting the case I put about the
liabilities being extended over five years into the
future as a result of these changes.
In responding to the other issues I raised,
Mr Hartigan was truthful enough to say that if the
proposed changes are not strict enough and if some
person manages to sneak through with
psychological damage, he would recommend to the
minister that the regulations be toughened up.
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Finally, Mr Hartigan also flagged that he would be a
willing supporter, as would Mr Forwood, of the
privatisation of the Workcover scheme some time
down the track. I point out that the minister has on
many occasions flagged the privatisation of
Workcover. Indeed it was flagged in earlier annual
reports of the Victorian Workcover Authority and it
is something the minister is moving towards.
It is clear that the changes will make the system
more profitable from the point of view of
privatisation - that is the basis of the argument we
put. It is also clear that these actions had to be taken
by the minister because he got the numbers wrong
on the unfunded liabilities of Workcover.
Furthermore, we know that a system that was
operating perfectly well will be compromised by this
government. It is a system which is in the black,
which has substantially remained in the black and
which does not even look like it will operate in
anything other than the black. But now we have
another cash grab by the government of the funds of
Victorian workers. I urge honourable members to
support the motion.
House divided on motion:

Ayes,9
Eren,Mr
Gould,Miss
Hogs, Mrs (Teller)
McLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr

Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr

Noes, 32
Asher, Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr

Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs (Teller)

Motion negatived.
Sitting suspended 1.04 p.m. until 2.07 p.m.

COURTS AND TRIBUNALS (GENERAL
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 November; motion of
Hon. LOUISE AS HER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - I shall make a
few simple comments about the Courts and
Tribunals (General Amendment) Bill. I understand
that the government will move some amendments
during the committee stage and I indicate in
advance that the opposition accepts that those
amendments will improve the bill. However, the
opposition is concerned about the Magistrates
Court. I will move a reasoned amendment and when
the question is put the opposition will call for a
division on that amendment even though it supports
the legislation.
The bill contains a number of amendments that not
only improve the operation of the courts and the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal but also add to the
integrity of our justice system. Although I do not
wish to go into some of the matters raised in another
place, I do not have the slightest doubt that every
member of the chamber is particularly anxious that
integrity be a strong and visible component of our
justice system.
The bill substantially amends a number of acts.
Firstly, it amends the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal Act. The AAT, as the community has come
to know it, has almost always been a remarkably
cost~fficient and effective way for ordinary - I use
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that word in a positive sense - people to gain access
to quality justice processes at a cost lower than
actions in higher courts. All major political parties
have a particular interest in what transpires at the
AAT, espedally when they are in government, and
all honourable members would acknowledge that
the tribunal has been a successful pathway to justice
and has significant integrity.
Honourable members are required to complete a
pecuniary interest register. Section 18 of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act deals with the
disclosure of interest requirements for members of
the tribunal. In the same way that the declaration of
pecuniary interests has advantages for and meets an
obvious need in respect of Parliament, it is also
necessary at the AAT to ensure beyond doubt,
especially in the perception of the community, that
members of tribunal have no conflict of interest in
respect of any of their private interests. Section 18
states:
Where a member is, or is to be, a member of the
Tribunal as constituted for purposes of a proceeding
and the member has or acquires an interest, pecuniary
or otherwise, that could conflict with the proper
performance of the functions of the member in relation
to that proceeding the member (a) shall not take part in the proceeding or exercise any
powers in relation to the review by the Tribunal of
the decisions to which the proceeding relates;
(b)

in the case of a member other than the President,
shall disclose the nature of the interest to the
President; and

(c) in the case of the President, shall disclose the nature
of the interest to the Minister.

The opposition strongly supports that very clear
requirement at the AAT as well as at the local and
state government levels. One of the best aspects of
the Victorian approach is that there is a requirement
for people to clearly and fully declare their
pecuniary interests and to take appropriate action
when that is necessary.
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subsection provides that the registrar may summon
a person to appear before the tribunal, which under
the current legislation can be done only if a member
of the tribunal so directs. The shadow
Attorney-General in another place has highlighted
the difficulty that can arise when parties decline to
appear before the tribunal.
To digress, the parliamentary Economic
Development Committee, of which I am a member,
has experienced a similar difficulty. As a
consequence of what may well be a shortcoming in
the powers of parliamentary committees, on
occasions parties the committee has believed ought
to have appeared before it to provide relevant
information have been able to avoid appearing,
which has limited the capacity of the committee to
make good judgments. Given the importance in
proceedings before the AAT of justice being done
and of being seen to be done, it should be clear that
persons should be required to appear before the
tribunal if their appearance is deemed necessary.
Gause 5 empowers the AAT to direct that a party
ceases to be a party to the proceedings if the tribunal
decides there has been an unreasonable delay for
which that party is responsible. Although I am not
an expert in AAT matters, I understand there is a
pattern of significant numbers of people using
options that are available to them to delay
proceedings. The opposition supports rectification of
that problem.
Gause 6 allows a direction that a legal practitioner
be required to pay either part or full costs of the
proceedings if the tribunal believes that the matter
has been delayed as a consequence of decisions or
actions of that practitioner. The opposition believes
the amendment is appropriate.

Hon. P. A. Katsambanis - We are not changing
that.

Gause 10 proposes to amend the Appeal Costs Act
by providing that a certificate of indemnity may be
granted to a respondent to an appeal if the appeal
succeeds not only on a question of law but also on
the ground that the judgment or the verdict of the
jury was against the evidence or that damages were
excessive. The opposition records its support for that
amendment.

Hon. PAT POWER - I am saying that the
opposition absolutely supports that notion of the
declaration of pecuniary interests. Gause 4 of the
bill proposes to substitute a new section 45(2) of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act. The proposed

The opposition supports clauses 11 and 12, which
make minor amendments to allow acting
magistrates, as well as magistrates, barristers and
solicitors to act as coroners. They are
straightforward administrative provisiOns. The
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opposition also supports clause 13, which contains
an amendment relating to the appointment of judges
to the County Court.
Clause 15 is important because it refers to mediation.
All honourable members, especially those with a
background in the law, would support the role
mediation has played in attempting to resolve a
range of disputes. Although I have had no personal
involvement with these matters, through my work
as a member of Parliament I have come into contact
with people who not only have experienced the
enormous benefits of mediation but who have not
been subjected to the difficulty and trauma that can
be involved in going through the formal legal
process. Clause 15 says that the things that may be
discussed and said by parties in the mediation
process will not be admitted at any hearing unless
there is agreement between the parties. It is clear
that the mediation process would be undermined if
that protection were not given.
Oause 17 is a simple amendment for those of us
who do not have a background in law. It will allow a
no-case submission similar to that allowed in
criminal matters to be made in civil proceedings.
The opposition supports clause 19, which allows
private contractors to exercise the powers of
authorised officers when maintaining appropriate
security in the courts. I remember recently when the
house was debating legislation involving inspection
of vehicles for roadworthiness. One of the
amendments contained in that legislation, which
was supported by the opposition, allowed civilians
to undertake that work, thus releasing police from a
task they were not necessarily skilled in but, more
importantly, releasing them to undertake more
important duties. Clause 19 is reasonable because it
will allow people employed in the security industry
to provide security around our courts and in our
court system, rather than police. Most importantly, it
will lead incrementally to police being released from
security duties to undertake more effective duties.
The contracting out of these tasks needs to be done
sensibly and carefully. The last thing we want is
inappropriate personnel employed by security
companies in and around our court system. The
opposition urges the government, as I am sure it
will, to ensure that people carrying out security
duties are appropriately trained and qualified and
that the necessary probity checks are conducted to
ensure that they are of the utmost integrity.
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Clause 20 provides that private contractors must
satisfy the Clerk of Courts that they are competent to
exercise the functions conferred on authorised
officers and that they are each of good repute having
regard to their character and honesty. It is a sensible
requirement.
Clause 22 is a minor amendment that deals with
appointments to the Crimes Compensation Tribunal
and gives acting magistrates the same powers as
magistrates. I indicated earlier that the opposition
supports the provision.
The opposition is concerned about clause 23, which
relates to the repeal of the Judicial Studies Board
Act. The functions of the board include conducting
seminars for judges and magistrates on sentencing
matters; conducting research into sentencing
matters; preparing sentencing guidelines and
circulating them among judges; developing and
maintaining a computerised statistical sentencing
database for use by courts; prOviding statistics to
judges, magistrates and lawyers; monitoring present
trends and initiating future developments in
sentencing; assisting the courts to give effect to the
principles contained in the Penalties and Sentences
Act; consulting with the public, government
departments and other interested people, bodies or
associations on sentencing matters; and advising the
Attorney-General on sentencing matters. The
opposition views those functions as worthwhile and
is concerned that, rather than supporting and
extending the functions of the board, the provision
will wind back, if not endanger the future work of
the board.
There is considerable evidence that judges require
ongoing information about community views.
Instead of that being provided through the sort of
cheap process that was recently on view in the
Herald Sun, it ought to be properly and
professionally provided through the Judicial Studies
Board. It is important for the opposition to underline
that judges are in the best position to determine
sentencing issues based on the merits of individual
cases. The trend evidenced by the Herald Sun exists
because community views were excited to the point
of setting a dangerous precedent. Judges need
ongoing education and up-skilling, but it ought to be
provided by a body such as the Judicial Studies
Board.
Debate interrupted.
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220 beds so that appropriate services are provided
for people admitted to hospital.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Hospitals: early discharge
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Aged Care to reports in the Herald Sun
of 18 November that many elderly people are still
being discharged prematurely from hospitals. As the
minister appeared to be unaware of this problem
and as he is quoted as saying, 'I thought it had
stopped', I ask what action he has taken to stop the
practice of discharging the elderly from hospital
quicker and sicker?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - The claim was made that people are being
discharged from hospital without appropriate
discharge plans being in place. However, neither the
Herald Sun article nor the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has given any substance to the claim
other than the statement that it is supposedly
happening. The government takes the issue
seriously and - Hon. M. M. Gould - Was it correct that you said
you thought it had stopped, which implied that it
had occurred?

For many older people an acute hospital setting is
not a good environment for recovery; they often
need rehabilitation to ensure they return to the level
of wellness necessary for them to live independently.
The government has funded six pilot projects three in metropolitan Melbourne and three in rural
Victoria - for what we call post-acute care to
examine how we can effect system changes so that
when older people are admitted to an acute-care
hospital the discharge plan commences at that stage
and they are linked in to other services to ensure the
best outcome.
This government can claim something no other state
government can claim - that is, a comprehensive
aged care strategy. It is implementing that strategy,
which will lead to a more comprehensive service
system and provide better services to all older
Victorians who need the health care system.

Hospitals: performance
Hon.J. W. G. ROSS (Higinbotham) - Will the
Minister for Health advise the house of the
performance of Victoria's public hospitals over the
past three months?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I will put that comment
in context. When the reporter interviewed me he
asked whether I was concerned and I said, 'Yes, in
the past we have been concerned', and the example
given was Box Hill Hospital. When a patient was
identified as a nursing home patient that hospital
advised the family that the patient had to be placed
in a nursing home. If the person was not moved to a
nursing home the hospital appointed a guardian
through the Guardianship and Administration
Board to do so. When the government discovered
that practice it put a stop to it forthwith.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - As
honourable members know, the government was
concerned about the performance of Victoria's
public hospital emergency departments in the last
quarter of the last financial year. Since the
performance of emergency departments has been
measured a steady decline has occurred in the
number of people waiting longer than 12 hours
when they require admittance to hospital. In May
and June, against what had been a well-established
trend, there was a significant increase in the number
of people waiting more than 12 hours in emergency
departments. The figure for June was 1427.

If the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has any
evidence that people are being discharged other
than when it is clinically appropriate, I invite her or
anyone else to bring those cases to my attention. The
government has made a great effort in ensuring it
builds a seamless system. More than 500 beds
targeting older people who require rehabilitation
have been opened since the coalition has been in
government. It is committed to opening another

As a result of that advice the government increased
the funding in the incentive program for the
operation of emergency departments by $2 million
to $10 million. I am pleased to advise that the figures
for the first three months of this quarter have now
been submitted and that the number of people
waiting in emergency departments for more than
12 hours in that period has been reduced by half.
The figure is still Significant and the government is
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constantly working on reducing it. However, it is
pleasing that there has been a significant reduction,
which indicates that our emergency departments are
providing the level of service and access people have
come to expect from the public hospital system. The
changes the government put in place are having the
desired effect and will continue to be monitored.

Hospitals: funding
Hon. D. A NARDELLA (Melbowne North) - I
refer the Minister for Health to the Howard
government's cuts in hospital funding to Victoria of
$24 million this year on the basis of cost shifting by
the state government. Does the minister accept that
this level of cost shifting has taken place, and will
the minister pass on to the hospital sector these
forced health cuts this year and in future years?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) The decision of the commonwealth government is
regrettable. Of course this government does not
accept a net transfer in cost shifting. In fact, one of
the issues that has plagued health policy in this
country has been that because it is managed and
delivered at different levels of government and
because the federal government runs two programs
which are essentially uncapped - the medical
benefits and the pharmaceutical benefits schemes it distorts the way the service is developed and
encourages - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You're not
supporting them, is that right?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I am saying it is highly
disappointing because if an accurate reflection had
been taken the continuing decline in private health
insurance would have triggered a change in the
funding formula to the states.
That was the Medicare agreement introduced by the
previous Labor government. Private health
insurance continued to decline at a very rapid rate. It
met the criteria, and the previous Labor government
flatly refused to honour the agreement it entered
into. That represented the most Significant
cost-shifting exercise in this country. The
commonwealth government was transferring the
costs that should have been carried by the Medicare
agreement to state governments.

In addition, under the 1985 commonwealth aged
care strategy a Significant number of people in the
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nursing-home-type category in public hospitals are
the responsibility of the commonwealth
government. However, the state is not receiving
funding for that. This government, along with all
state governments, has protested to the
commonwealth government. To put it at its best, the
commonwealth government's decision is a measure
to meet its financial outcomes and bears no
relationship to cost shifting. Given that it makes the
payments, it has - Hon. D. A Nardella - Are you going to pass on
the $24 million or not?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I will come to that, too.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You are?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - No, I am not, and one of
the reasons this state's budget was presented later
than usual was to await the outcome of the
commonwealth budget. The new commonwealth
government inherited an enormous black hole from
its predecessors, not to the same extent as this
government's inheritance but of the same order.

As the then Minister for Finance the present federal
Leader of the Opposition presided over a
commonwealth budget which left an $8 billion black
hole. The new Minister for Health, Dr Wooldridge,
and his colleagues had to make some difficult
decisions. I would have liked it not to have been in
this area, but I have been through the process of
coming into government and finding totally
unfunded black holes and having to face the difficult
decision required to turn that around. The federal
government made this government and the
Australian public aware that it was facing a difficult
challenge. Therefore, this government delayed
introducing its budget to ensure that it could take
into account commonwealth decisions.
The government was able to pick up some issues,
like the reduction of $200 million in commonwealth
funding to the states. Because of prudent financial
management of this state, Treasury was able to carry
the reduction without passing it on to service
agencies. The commonwealth government
announced it would not continue the
commonwealth dental program past December, and
the state government was unable to pick up that
program. The commonwealth announced it would
reduce payments to the state of $74 million - I think
it was overall- under its alleged claim of cost
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shifting. Victoria and other states reject that, but the
decision has been made. We built into our budget
the fact that there would be an impact and that it
would be some months before we knew the exact
amount.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Of how much? What was
built in?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Mr Nardella, I
appreciate your curiosity but I am not going to
disadvantage Victoria by letting the commonwealth
know of our forward plans. I assure the house and
the community that, as a result of the sound
management of this state, the commonwealth's
decision will not have an impact on the operations of
the public hospital system this financial year.
However, this government cannot continue to
provide the health care services the government
wants to provide if the commonwealth constantly
reduces state funding.

This government does not accept the basis on which
the commonwealth government has made its
decision. However, it accepts that the decision has
made it and it is determined to try to ensure that it
does not have an impact this financial year and that
the impact in later years is minimised.

Automotive industry
Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) - Will the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
advise the house of the results of a landmark study
commissioned by the government to assess the
competitive strengths of the Australian automotive
industry?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am pleased to inform
the house that the government, in association with
the Australian Centre for Automotive Management,
has produced a ground-breaking study highlighting
the competitive strengths of the Australian
automotive industry.
The report, entitled Design for Agility, examines Ford
Australia and its component suppliers to examine
the local industry's design strengths and the key role
it plays in winning exports and attracting
investments for Victoria. The report is extremely
important in that it establishes beyond doubt that
Australia's new competitive edge is in design,
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innovation and research and development, and that
we have these competitive strengths in abWldance.
The study involved stripping down a Ford EF
Falcon into its component parts to investigate and
document the concurrent engineering and design
inputs. Detailed surveys and interviews were
undertaken with Ford engineering staff and their
Victorian supplier companies.
Examples of innovative design highlighted through
the report's case studies include: Robert Bosch
Australia's smartlock, PBR Automotive's
breakthrough Banksia Park Bark; Frontline
Engineering's smarter bull bar; and Lewis
Australia's robotics solutions.
The report contains a strong message for local
industry in general because it indicates clearly that
the competitive advantage of Australian companies
has shifted from physical production to efficient
design solutions which meet the immediate needs of
consumers. The benefits of that approach are
reflected in the Australian automotive industry's
remarkable export performance over recent years,
with exports having quadrupled over the past
decade.
I am pleased that the Design for Agility study has
looked behind the statistics to provide the first
detailed picture of how Australia's automotive
industry has achieved such a tremendous
turnaroWld since the transition period of the 1970s
and the 198Os. We can all be proud of the industry's
performance, as we look to the automotive sector as
a role model for other industries striving to achieve
world-class performance.

Palliative care
Hon. T. E. EREN (Doutta Galla) - On
12 November the Minister for Aged Care gave an
extensive response to a question asked by Mr Hall
about palliative care. However, the minister failed to
mention the fact that the commonwealth
government has cut funding for palliative care by
10 per cent and that there is no guarantee of fWlding
beyond 1997. Will the minister advise the house
whether the federal budget cuts will have an impact
on palliative care services in Victoria?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - I think the simple answer is no, but I will
have that checked. A greater concern is that the
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current agreement for the commonwealth's
community-based palliative care program expires at
the end of this financial year, and the new federal
government has found that the previous
government made no allowance in forward
estimates for the continuation of that program. That
is a matter of concern and I am exploring with the
new federal Minister for Health ways to ensure the
continuation of that program.
The functions provided under the commonwealth
palliative care program have enabled us to achieve
equity across all regions in the community-based
palliative care system. The answer I gave Mr Hall
took us to the next stage, how to get the linkages
between the community-based services and the
bed-based services and the operation of the acute
hospital system.
I think it is right to say - I will check - that there is
not a reduction in this year's funding, but what is
being proposed by the commonwealth is the
broadbanding of a number of programs into one. It
has been suggested that a number of programs such
as palliative care, the blood. bank and women's
health be broadbanded, thereby reducing their
expenditure, but that is based on the states agreeing
to the broadbanding.
The states are not interested in broadbanding if the
commonwealth is then just going to cut a level of
funding off the top on the basis of the nonsense
argument that there would be efficiency gains from
broadbanding. If all the funds for palliative care, the
blood bank and PADP are passed on to certain state
agencies the argument the commonwealth has
mounted is nonsense. I am fairly certain that that is
to occur for subsequent years, not the current year.
The greater worry is that the commonwealth may
not continue with a palliative care program after the
completion of the current agreement.

Victorian Panel of Professional Advisers
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) - Will
the Minister for Small Business advise the house of
the steps the government proposes to take to assist
small business to access professional advice?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank the honourable member for his
question and his ongoing interest in the small
business sector. I had a great deal of pleasure today
in announcing that Small Business Victoria is on the
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verge of establishing a new and important service
for small business - the establishment of the
Victorian Panel of Professional Advisers. It is a great
breakthrough for small business and an excellent
example of the way the private sector can work hand
in hand with small business in Victoria to provide an
array of advice.
The panel will comprise a databank of lawyers,
accountants, tax advisers, computer specialists,
franchising experts, marketing experts and a whole
range of business advisers who are available to assist
small business. Currently 400 people are already on
the register and many benefits for small business
will arise from the Victorian Panel of Professional
Advisers. Firstly, small business will have access to a
panel. Clients will be matched with advisers in their
industry area. Secondly, the private sector will be
available to give top quality advice to small
business. Small Business Victoria will be the referral
point.
At the moment the panel has 400 members, but
when the service starts next year that panel will be
built on. The good. news is that as part of this
package every private sector provider on the panel is
offering an hour of free advice to small business as
part of the program. It is an excellent offer. Already
that is 400 hours of free advice for small business.

An important component of the project is that small
business in regional areas, as well as people who live
in the city, will have access to the panel, because the
professional advisers are available right across the
spectrum of regional Victoria. There will be a quality
control mechanism and a feedback process. A series
of seminars are scheduled, and the first will be held
tomorrow night.

I should like to thank the professional associations
involved in setting up the panel: the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Australia, the Australian
Society of Certified Practising Accountants, the
National Institute of Accountants and the Law
Institute of Victoria, all of which have backed the
project and provided a whole range of professionals
to go on the panel of 400.
I urge all professionals to participate in the panel.
We are confident that the number of professional
advisers taking part in the program will increase
substantially over the next few years. There is an
1800 number for people to ring to register their
interest. This is a real breakthrough for small
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business. It is an excellent example of the private
sector providing advice for small business, and I am
pleased to announce this step forward today.

Roads: black spot program
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - Does the
Minister for Roads and Ports agree that the
Transport Accident Commission has contributed
$85 million to black spot programs over the past four
years, and will he confirm that the Transport
Accident Commission no longer provides funding to
black spot programs? If so, will the minister indicate
whether this decision has jeopardised the black spot
program and advise the house where revenue now
comes from to complete the work under that
program?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The black spot program, which has been in
place in this state for some time, was funded partly
by contributions from the Transport Accident
Commission. The allocation of funding from the
TAC is a matter for the Treasurer, who has overall
responsibility for the commission.
The TAC takes a holistic approach to road safety. Its
charter covers minimising its risk from accidents and
insurance and therefore determining where it will
allocate funding. There is no doubt that all programs
for improving road conditions in this state, no
matter where or what they are, are beneficial
regardless of where the funding comes from or how
much is spent.
The government spends a lot more on roads than
did the previous Labor government, especially in
country Victoria. The opposition cannot hold its
head high when talking about programs and the
allocation of funds to rural roads in Victoria. It was
an absolute disgrace during its 10 years in office. The
only hope the people of Victoria had was in 1992
when they elected a coalition government that
realistically addressed not only black spots but new
roadworks. The coalition government put in place
proper programs to address the neglect of 10 years
of Labor.
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Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - In a bipartisan way I acknowledge the
support of local members, especially Mr Ken Smith
for his campaign for the motorcycle grand prix,
Mr AIan Brown and Mr Ron Bowden. They have
supported an important event. The injection of funds
for road infrastructure on Phillip Island is not only
to provide for special events such as the motorcycle
grand prix but also to assist access to all-year-round
attractions such as the penguins and seals and to
enhance the natural beauty of Phillip Island.
The government will spend $1.3 million on shoulder
sealing 14 kilometres of the Bass Highway. It will
also complete a 30 kilometre section from the South
Gippsland Highway to the Phillip Island Road
intersection at Anderson. That will enable additional
lanes to be created so that we will not have the
debacle that occurred in 1989 and 1990 when no
traffic management or infrastructure was put in
place.
It is anticipated that 30 000 vehicles will be leaving
the island on the Sunday and Monday of the
motorcycle grand prix. The visitors arrive at various
times but tend to leave at the same times on those
days which creates a huge traffic management
problem. The government will create two temporary
exit lanes from Phillip Island so that visitors to the
grand prix can get off the island and back to
Melbourne and other places as quickly as possible.
The works are a significant step in terms of the
overall management of a major international event
on Phillip Island and they will also provide an
all-round, all-year facility for the people who visit
Phillip Island.

Taxis: safety screens
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - The
Minister for Roads and Ports would be aware of the
concern felt by taxidrivers relating to their personal
safety at night when carrying fares? Will the
minister advise the house whether the government
is prepared to require safety screens to be provided
for the protection and safety of taxidrivers who wish
to use them?

Motorcycle grand prix
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports inform the house of the
recent announcement of $1.3 million for roadworks
associated with Phillip Island?

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for her
keen interest in the taxi industry and particularly in
taxidrivers. I have been a member of the house for
eight years and believe this is the first taxi question. I
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hope she takes it up with some enthusiasm and
perhaps can move down the opposition benches.
Theo has not asked a question today. Who was the
first? The Honourable Monica Gould. Who asked the
second question?
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In Victoria, bingo, raffles and lucky envelopes are
conducted by about 2500 charities and community
groups. The government was keen to protect those
groups to maintain their independence and ensure
that they continue their vital role and contribution to
the community.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Will the minister
answer the question?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - Mrs McLean asked about
safety screens in taxis. The matter is being addressed
by the taxidriver safety committee which has
representatives from all sections of the industry.
When that committee has produced its
recommendations the government will certainly
look at them.
Currently a survey of all taxidrivers is being
conducted on issues of safety generally, including
safety screens, surveillance cameras and the global
positioning system, and those issues have to be
resolved as a package. We have looked at the way
screens are used in London, New York and other
cities around the world, but the situation in
Australia is different. Our taxis are normal sedans
which are not purpose built. Therefore we have to
look at the best outcome for Victoria.
One issue we have to address is the overall safety of
the taxidriver. If the taxidriver is placed in a capsule
and there is an impact on the driver's side of the
vehicle you have to get the driver out. There is no
sense going into this without a proper overall
solution, and that is what the government will find.

Gaming: regulations
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Gaming inform the house of recent
changes to the regulation of minor gaming in
Victoria?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Gaming) Honourable members will recall during the last
sitting the government introduced legislation
designed to reduce the taxation and administrative
burdens upon charities and community groups
which were conducting minor gaming in Victoria. I
am pleased to inform the house that the regulations
giving effect to those changes have now been
proclaimed.

Last year the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority commissioned research into the impact of
electronic gaming machines on minor gaming
activities. That research indicated that many groups
conducting bingo, raffles and lucky envelopes had
experienced a decline in income since the
introduction of gaming machines in 1992. In some
cases it was a very dramatic decline.
The impact has been particularly felt by smaller
clubs and charities that are unable to develop
gaming machine venues like some of their bigger
counterparts. In my own electorate a number of
organisations have traditionally relied on bingo as a
major source of their operating funds. They found
that the advent of gaming machines had a
deleterious effect on their funds and imposed a real
challenge to the number of players attracted to their
games. There is clear evidence in recent times that
there has been a drift back towards the bingo
operations.
In response, the government undertook to remove
the recurrent surcharge on these activities and
replace it with cost-recovery-based permit fees. As a
result it is estimated that clubs and charities will
receive an additional $6 million a year, or a 12 per
cent increase in funds, generated through minor
gaming. The new permit fees will be set at $28 for
raffles offering prizes in excess of $5000, $36 for
lucky envelopes and $44 for bingo. All of those fees
are for a maximum 12-month period, but that is not
the only benefit. Given that the state no longer views
the minor gaming industry as a revenue source,
there is little need to maintain the strict reporting
requirements that were essential in ensuring honest
returns. Instead, we have focused on the honesty
and integrity of permit applicants and routine
monitoring to secure the fair conduct of raffles,
bingo and lucky envelopes which will improve
public confidence and will benefit the community.
In practical terms, it means that clubs and charities
will no longer be required to submit monthly and
quarterly returns on minor gaming activities. The
organisations are delighted to be relieved of that
burden. It will significantly relieve the humdrum
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nature of that administrative chore and will allow
organisations to concentrate on doing the things
they prefer to do in serving their members and the
community.
The changes are very good news for all Victorians.
The organisations conducting minor gaming and the
communities they serve will be advantaged by the
changes.

Palliative care
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) (By leave) - Mr President, I wish to expand on
my earlier answer to Mr Eren as I have taken some
further advice. The palliative care program has been
subject to a 10 per cent cut this financial year. Given
that the commonwealth government spends more
than $3 million a year in Victoria on that program,
the reduction represents $300 000.
In an effort to absorb that amount because much of
the community-based palliative care program is
state funded, the government is applying that
reduction across the field. Agencies that have been
built on commonwealth funding will not be hit as
hard if we apply it equitably across the field.
It represents a 3 per cent reduction in funding across
the field of the total program which is in the order of
$12 million - $3 million of which comes from
commonwealth grants. The palliative care program
has been subject to a 10 per cent reduction this year
and we are intending to apply it in that manner to
ensure the funding is equitable. The advice we have
received is that it should be spread across the field
rather than applying specifically to those services.
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redrafted to ensure that the magistrates courts are
equipped with appropriate resources and expertise to
deal with the increased jurisdictional limits imposed by
the bill and that an impact assessment be undertaken
prior to the introduction of that legislation to determine
the effect of the increase in jurisdictional limits on
access to justice'.

Amendments in the bill increase the jurisdictional
limit of certain proceedings in the Magistrates Court
from $5000 to $40 000 for personal injury matters
and from $25 000 to $40 000 for general civil matters.
The increase in jurisdiction generally reflects the
increases in wages and the cost of living in the seven
years since the jurisdictional limits were last set.
Although increases to the jurisdictional limit are to a
level slightly ahead of the rise in wages and the cost
of living over the past seven years it is appropriate
because the jurisdictional limits are not adjusted
annually.
The opposition is concerned about the increases in
jurisdictional limits. Honourable members may be
aware that the shadow Attorney-General in another
place, the honourable member for Niddrie, referred
to the attempts by the former Labor government to
increase the limits. He pointed out that at the time
the current Attorney-General opposed those
increases.
It is critical that Parliament ensures the Magistrates
Court is appropriately equipped and resourced to
deal with any increase in jurisdictional limits. It
must ensure measures are not introduced to bring
about a two-tier justice system in Victoria - that is,
a justice system accessible to those who can afford it
and inaccessible to those who can not. To avoid a
two-tier system of justice, magistrates must be
appropriately experienced and educated on the
increased jurisdiction. The reasoned amendment I
moved enables those matters to be dealt with.

Second reading
Debate resumed.
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - Before the
debate was interrupted I was making a number of
comments on the bill. I have now reached the point
where I shall deal with the amendment to the
Magistrates' Court Act, which increases the
jurisdiction of that court. Therefore, I move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and

Clause 24 is appropriate because it prevents cases
from being dismissed on the technical ground that
the matter has not been commenced in the proper
venue. Other changes to the act relate to such
matters as allowing the Chief Magistrate to
nominate courts as mention courts for certain
proceedings and a more appropriate way of fixing
costs when they are awarded against a successful
defendant.
Clause 32 deals with vexatious litigants, and so long
as this provision is not abused the opposition argues
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that it is a sensible measure. I am sure the
professionals will understand better than we lay
people the costs and inefficiencies imposed on the
system by vexatious litigants.
The opposition agrees with the government that
many of the foreshadowed amendments are
sensible. It is important that a true, fair, accessible
and affordable justice system is part of any
democratic community. Many of the amendments
will improve the Victorian justice system. However,
because of the increase in jurisdictional limit of the
Magistrates Court the opposition has moved a
reasoned amendment.
As I said earlier, the opposition will indicate its
concern about that issue by dividing on the reasoned
amendment.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) - I place
on record my support for the bill and my opposition
and that of the government to the reasoned
amendment. I turn first to the reasoned amendment.
The jurisdictional limit of the Magistrates Court was
last changed in 1989 when it was set at $25 000 in the
court's ordinary jurisdiction and $5000 in its
personal injury jurisdiction. If one takes an average
of the various measures of inflation in the period
since 1989 one finds that the increase in the
jurisdictional limit proposed in the bill to $40 000
does no more no than take into account the
inflationary spiral and represents the true value
today ~f $25 000 in 1989. Given that it will probably
be another seven years before jurisdictional limits
are looked at again the change will ensure that the
proposed limits reflect current circumstances.
Since 1989 average wages have increased by almost
30 per cent, giving $25 000 in 1989 terms a current
value of $32 000. The CPI increase of approximately
20 per cent in the period would give that $25 000 a
current value today of just over $30 000. The
proportionate increase in the salaries of magistrates
between 1989 and today means that $25 000 has an
equivalent current value of $36 000. The proposed
$40 000 limit is very reasonable and will do no more
than reflect the true value today of $25 000 in 1989
terms.

Mr Power's concerns would be satisfied even if that
were the sole reason for increasing the jurisdictional
limit, but there are a number of other good reasons
for the increase, many of which go to the real raison
d'etre for the existence of the Australian Labor Party
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as expressed by members of the opposition - that
is, to help the underprivileged in society and to give
all people equal access to the justice system. The bill
will help to ensure people are able to get access to
justice at an affordable price.
Victoria has a tripartite court justice system
comprising the Magistrates, County and Supreme
courts. Cases are in the main cheaper to run in the
Magistrates Court than in the County or Supreme
courts, and in many cases the increase in the
jurisdictional limit will enable people with claims of
between $25 000 and $40 000 to obtain cheaper,
better quicker and more efficient justice. The backlog
of cases in the Magistrates Courts the government
inherited from the former Labor administration has
been cleaned up completely and cases now run
within allocated time frames. I can say from
personal experience that prior to 1992 there were
severe backlogs of cases because of a lack of
magistrates to hear cases and a lack of court facilities.
Mr Power suggested there may be a resource
problem in allocating more cases to the Magistrates
Court. The increase in the jurisdictional limit will not
result in a mushrooming in the total number of cases
dealt with by the system. Instead, cases that are
currently heard in the County Court because they
are above the current Magistrates Court limit will
move down to the lower court, with the result that
the total resources required will not increase
markedly and will probably not change at all. I am
sure the Department of Justice and the
administrators of the County and Magistrates courts
will ensure that resources will be directed from the
County Court to the Magistrates Court as a number
of cases move from one jurisdiction to the other. I
am sure that issue will be addressed in the most
appropriate manner.
In 1992 most Magistrates Courts were underfunded,
underresourced and housed in totally inappropriate
buildings that were constructed either last century
or in the early 1900s. Since 1992 the government has
embarked on what is probably the largest court
building program undertaken this century. The new
Magistrates Court building situated at the corner of
William and Lonsdale streets is a state-of-the-art
facility that provides appropriate facilities and
enables a quicker clearance of cases; brand new
courts have been constructed at Dandenong,
Frankston and Ringwood; and two of the most
appalling court buildings in the state, the Sunshine
court, of which I have had personal experience, and
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the Ballarat court, are next on the list, and
refurbishment of those courts is expected to
commence in the next few months. Since 1992 the
Kennett government has been extremely pro-active
in ensuring necessary court facilities are in place to
ensure the proper administration of justice.
Regardless of the increase in the jurisdictional limit
of the Magistrates Court to $40 000, anyone with a
claim for less than that amount is still entitled to
bring a case in the Country Court. However, because
the County Court is a more expensive jurisdiction
and significant delays can occur, cost penalties are
involved. If in a case in the County Court that could
have been taken in the Magistrates Court the
amount of damages awarded is less than half the
jurisdictional limit of the Magistrates Court - that
is, less than $20 000 - a cost penalty will be
imposed by the court and costs only to the value of
Magistrates Court scale of costs will be ordered.
That is a penalty on legal practitioners that should
not be passed on to consumers of legal services, who
are often guided by their legal practitioners as to
which jurisdiction to use.
It is clear that the reasoned amendment moved by
the opposition is nothing more than a delaying tactic
in an attempt to circumvent the bill and stop its
operation. As I said earlier, it is an attack on those
people in our society who may not be able to access
the County Court because of the scale of costs in that
jurisdiction - the very people the Labor Party
claims to represent.

The government is increasing the jurisdictional limit
of the Magistrates Court to enable people who
require access to the court to receive better and
cheaper justice, but the Labor Party, which claims to
represent those people, is denying them that right.
Hon. K. M. Smith - The opposition represents
the Labor lawyers.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - I don't think that
representation does much for the clients of those
lawyers or the consumers of court services, and for
that the opposition stands condemned once again.
Mr Power said that before the government increased
the jurisdictional limit of the Magistrates Court it
ought to ensure magistrates have the skills to deal
with the higher limit. Since the government came to
power there have been significant increases in the
salaries of magistrates. That has not been willy-nilly;
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it is a recognition of the fact that magistrates have
undertaken to improve their skills. As well, in the
past few years the magistrates appointed to the
courts are of a higher quality, generally because of
the higher level of salary.
As someone who practised in the law until recently
and who has had a lengthy involvement in
Magistrates and other courts, I know that the skills
of magistrates are at a level that will enable them to
cope with a $15 000 increase in the jurisdictional
limit. Magistrates should be commended for
undertaking their own self-improvement programs,
and I am sure they will continue to fulfil their
undertaking to develop their personal skills to
ensure they administer justice in their courts fairly
and equitably for all parties. For those reasons it is
clear the reasoned amendment should not be
supported by any logical person, and it is not
supported by the government.
I will answer some of the matters raised by
Mr Power. He referred to conflict of interest and the
rights of members of the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal. The provision has been in the act for some
time and the bill does not change it. I wonder why
Mr Power bothered to bring it up at this time. It
adds no credibility to the points made by the
opposition and does nothing to add to the
contributions of opposition members.
Hon. Pat Power - If you do not understand why
I raised it in that way, next time I will make the
types of comments made in the other place.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - I understand the
shadow Attorney-General in the other place
behaved abysmally. I thank Mr Power for the way
he raised the issue, and I appreciate that he raised it
to show solidarity with his brothers and sisters in
the other place and that he felt duty bound to follow
the same argument and reasoning. I reiterate that the
issue is not addressed in the bill and raising it in this
way lends no credibility to opposition members in
this or the other place.
Regarding court security, when referring to the
mundane extraneous aspects of public
administration Mr Power gave an example of the
manning of cameras on roads. It is logical for court
security to be provided by private contractors rather
than take up the time and energy of police officers
who can be better employed in carrying out their
police duties. The provision will ensure police are
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freed to work on their other duties and are not
undertaking perfunctory duties such as supervising
metal detectors at the entrances to courts. The
private security system operates well at the
Melbourne Magistrates Court and its extended
operation throughout the court system will prove
equally effective. There have been no complaints
about the contracting out of this service. The people
involved undergo stringent probity checks by the
responsible court officers before being employed,
and I have no doubt the system will continue to
operate well.
Mr Power raised the opposition's concern about the
abolition of the Judicial Studies Board. The act is
being repealed, not the board, because the board
was never established and did not function. The act
was introduced by the former discredited Labor
government, but the board was never funded, was
never established or constituted and members were
not appointed. The government has not decided in
its wisdom to repeal the act; the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, on behalf of the Council of Judges,
wrote to the Attorney-General asking that the act be
repealed. The Attorney-General made it clear that
she is happy to provide a copy of the letter to
anyone who wants to see it.

The Chief Justice pointed out that the reasons and
rationale for the establishment of the board have
now been overtaken by the events of the past six
years. Some examples are the courses conducted by
the Australian Institute of Judicial Administration,
which provides the types of courses of study
envisaged by the act. Other contributions have been
made by learned scholars such as Judge Mullaly,
who produced a manual on sentencing that is a
useful guide for his brother and sister judges and
certainly for practitioners and lay people interested
in the administration of justice. I take this
opportunity of putting on the record my own thanks
to Judge Mullaly, who contributed further to the
administration of justice with his contribution to a
recent report and inquiry into the Evidence Act in
which I had the privilege of being involved as a
member of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. Judge Mullaly gave evidence to the
committee and his contributions, both written and
oral, were invaluable to its work. He is one example
of the many involved in the judicial system who not
only effectively carry out their duties but contribute
in their own time to the better administration of the
justice system. He is one of many people who at all
times contribute freely in their own time to ensure
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the system operates effectively for all Victorians, and
I thank him for his continued contributions.
The functions performed by the bill are many and
varied and result from continuous consultation
between the government, the legal profession,
judges, magistrates and members of the various
tribunals. The bill ensures that the administration of
our justice system continues to work as efficiently as
possible and is improved at every step along the
way.
The Attomey-General's second-reading speech and
Mr Power in his contribution outlined many of the
bill's provisions. I will highlight those that have been
some time in coming. One of those is the
introduction of a scale of costs for criminal
proceedings. In the past costs have been awarded to
the defendant only in civil cases. However, since the
High Court case of Latoudis v. Casey the provisions
have been changed and the awarding of costs in
criminal proceedings is now an increasingly
accepted part of our justice system. It is
commendable that defendants who have been asked
to appear and who are found not guilty can be
awarded costs in their favour.
Without the scale of costs magistrates have often
said to the parties involved, 'I do not have a scale of
costs I can apply. You two sort out what you think
are reasonable costs. If you can't come to a
reasonable agreement, come back and I will set a
limit'. That takes up a lot of valuable court time in
what is a perfunctory administrative task, and a
scale of costs like that currently operating in civil
cases will enable costs to be determined on the day
guilt is proved or otherwise as the case may be.
A scale of costs will speed up the administration of
justice. When someone charged in the Magistrates
Court decides he does not want the case to appear
on his record and may hire the best Queen's Counsel
to represent him, the Director of Public Prosecutions
will not be lumbered with the cost of paying the full
fee for a Queen's Counsel to appear in the
Magistrates Court jurisdiction when a more junior
barrister could have performed a similar task. The
bill requires that the costs awarded are applicable to
the Magistrates Court jurisdiction to ensure the cost
of justice is kept to an absolute minimum in this
state. I wholeheartedly support the move to
introduce a scale of costs in criminal proceedings to
take into account the High Court decision.
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Mr Power alluded to vexatious litigants and how
they can be addressed in a meaningful way.
Section 21 of the Supreme Court Act allows the
Attorney-General to bring an action in the Supreme
Court to have someone named as a vexatious
litigant. It is a narrow section; vexatious litigants can
be declared only in the Supreme, County and
Magistrates courts, they cannot be declared
vexatious in tribunals which, over the past few
years, have increased their role in the system, and
quite rightly so.
When a vexatious litigant is named, the declaration
of vexatiousness takes into account every possible
action that person can take. As a result the Supreme
Court has always been reticent to declare someone a
vexatious litigant because it is a draconian measure.
The bill changes all that. It allows a judge to take
into account past proceedings that a litigant has
brought in any court or tribunal in Victoria. A judge
can bar vexatious litigants from any court or tribunal
or from a combination of courts and tribunals, and
can also declare a vexatious litigant only in certain
types of proceedings. For example, if someone is
declared a vexatious litigant in defamation
proceedings that person can still bring an action to
recover a debt that may be owed to him or her in a
court without having to seek special leave from the
court. That can only be good for the continued
administration of justice in this state.
The bill also allows lower courts to assess any
application required for leave to issue proceedings.
If a vexatious litigant wants to bring a case in an area
where he or she is barred from directly bringing a
case and the proper jurisdiction of that case may lie
in the Magistrates Court or Administrative Appeals
Tribunal, that person must seek from the Supreme
Court leave to bring a case in the Magistrates Court
or the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The bill
enables such people to bring their applications for
leave in the same jurisdictions that they want access
to, thereby allowing them to access justice much
more quickly and freeing up the Supreme Court to
deal with the more important cases on its list.
The bill changes the method of appointment of
County Court judges. Currently they can be
appointed only if they practise as barristers or
solicitors in Victoria for a minimum of seven years.
The emphasis is on having practised for seven
continuous years. That provision discriminates
against certain classes of lawyer, particularly against
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many fine women whose careers may have been
interrupted for family or other reasons. They may
have been admitted to the court and practised as
legal practitioners for a number of years but then
retired to have families and later returned to the
profession. In such cases they would be barred from
appointment as judges of the County Court if they
had not served for seven continuous years.
People who leave the profession to work either in
academia or in the corporate world are also barred
from being appointed as judges of the Supreme
Court unless they have practised for seven years.
The bill provides that practitioners admitted to
practise in the court for not less than seven years can
be appointed as County Court judges, and it brings
the County Court into line with the current practice
in the Supreme Court, which can only be good. It
allows the people I mentioned earlier to be
appointed as County Court judges where
appropriate.
The bill deals with mention courts where the Chief
Magistrate can nominate certain courts for particular
classes of actions within the Magistrates Court. One
example is the Lilydale Magistrates Court, which I
am sure would interest my colleagues Mr Stoney
and the Minister for Roads and Ports. The bill allows
smaller courts to stay open to relieve pressure on the
larger Magistrates Courts. It allows people in
outlying country areas to appear in the smaller
courts which are closer to them, and frees up any
delays in the Magistrates Court system.
Mr Power referred to the provisions in the bill
dealing with mediation. I have had cause to use
mediation in my own legal practice so I know it
works well. I know a number of senior
practitioners - one of them is my colleague in the
other place the member for Gippsland South,
Mr Peter Ryan - who are well-respected mediators
within the profession.

Mediators serve a useful role in dealing with cases in
the Supreme and County courts; they lead to
commercial and expeditious settlements of cases and
free up the court lists. The Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court requested that similar provisions
apply to the Magistrates Court cases and the
President of the Administrative Appeals Tnbunal
also requested that mediation provisions be
extended to that tribunal. The bill provides for that
and allows mediators who are referred cases from
particular courts and tribunals to hear the cases
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without any fear of being prosecuted for decisions
they take. It extends the immunity currently
available in the other jurisdictions.
The government opposes the reasoned amendment
for the reasons I have outlined and because it is
flawed in its logic. I urge the house to oppose it, and
I commend the bill to the house.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes,31
Asher, Ms
Ashman,Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis, Mr D. MeL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Furletti, Mr
Hali,Mr

Hallam, Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Dr
Smith,Mr
Smith,Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong,Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Dr (Teller)
Wilding, Mrs (Teller)
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Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
1.

Clause I, page 2, line 3, omit "the,".

In doing so I shall make some comments about the
debate. I thank Mr Katsambanis for his forward
looking and thoroughly comprehensive contribution
to the debate, which set out clearly the reasons for
the bill and why the government was opposed to the
reasoned amendment. It goes without saying that
the Magistrates Court will be resourced adequately.
I direct the attention of the opposition to the court
building program and the new courts the
government has already opened in this area.

Amendment no. 1 is a simple amendment to omit
the word 'the', which is a typographical error that
makes an extra 'the' in the clause.
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The opposition
supports amendment no. 1 and subsequent
amendments to be moved in committee.

Noes, 9
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Gould,Miss
Hogg,Mrs
MeLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr (Teller)

Power,Mr
Pullen,Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr

Pair
Atkinson, Mr

Nguyen,Mr

Amendment negatived.
The ACflNG PRESIDENT (Hon. Bill
Forwood) - Order! I am of the opinion that the
second and third readings of this bill require to be
passed by an absolute majority. In order that I may
ascertain whether the required majority exists, I ask
members in favour of the question to stand in their
places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 2 to 4 agreed to.
GauseS
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
2.

Clause 5, after line 34 insert -

"() In section 48(2)(a) of the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal Act 1984, before "dismiss" insert "strike

out or".

The rationaie for this amendment is basically that it
allows the tribunal the power to strike out as well as
to dismiss a matter where the parties consent or
where the tribunal decides that the application is
vexatious or frivolous or the applicant has
unreasonably delayed enabling the application to be
heard.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 6 to 40 agreed to.
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Clause 41

Remaining stages

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
3.
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Clause 41, lines 9 to 16, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert -

"(lA) If the President of the Court of Appeal so
detennines in a particular case, 2 Judges of Appeal
constitute, and may exercise all the jurisdiction and
powers of, the Court of Appeal.
(lB) The Rules may provide that in particular classes
of applications or appeals to or proceedings in the
Court of Appeal, 2 Judges of Appeal may
constitute, and may exercise all the jurisdiction and
powers of, the Court of Appeal.".

Clause 41 amends section 11 (1) of the Supreme
Court Act to provide that rules may be made to
provide that in particular classes of proceedings in
the Court of Appeal two judges of appeal constitute
and may exercise all the jurisdiction and powers of
the Court of Appeal.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 42 to 48 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.

Third reading
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the
opinion that the third reading of this bill requires to
be passed by an absolute majority of the whole
number of members of the Legislative Council. As
there is not an absolute majority of the members of
the house present, I ask the Oerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! In order to
ascertain whether an absolute majority exists] ask
honourable members supporting the motion to rise
in their places.
Required number of members having risen:

Passed remaining stages.

SMALL BUSINESS VICTORIA (REPEAL)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 November; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS O'ika Jika) - The
bill is designed to repeal the Small Business Victoria
Act 1976 and remove the statutory authority status
of Small Business Victoria. Small Business Victoria
will continue to operate with the same name as an
arm of the Department of State Development. In that
sense SBV will more directly be Wlder the control of
the minister.
The opposition understands that the jobs of the
34 employees who currently work at Small Business
Victoria will be protected. I seek confirmation of that
from the minister when she responds to the debate.
The opposition also understands that the bill will not
affect the operations of SBV but will simply remove
its statutory authority status. The opposition wants
to ensure that the SBV employees are not
disadvantaged and that they will continue to be
employed there. We seek those assurances from the
minister.
We Wlderstand the assets of Small Business Victoria,
including motor vehicles and computer equipment,
will revert back to the state and that SBV has no
liabilities other than those pertaining to long service
leave. We are concerned that no separate annual
report will be provided by Small Business Victoria
as a consequence of the legislation and that the
report of Small Business Victoria will simply be
incorporated into the annual report of the
Department of State Development. We want to
know whether the reporting of small business issues
which were formerly in the annual reports of Small
Business Victoria will continue within the larger
annual report of the department. We do not want
small business issues to be reduced to a few pages of
the departmental report or relegated to a
non-important status.

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

On behalf of the opposition, I move the following
reasoned amendment:
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That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until the government is able to
demonstrate an understanding of the problems faced
by small businesses and sets out a plan for the small
business sector (a) addressing the regulatory burden that small
businesses continue to face;
(b)

addressing the widespread concern among small
businesses regarding the effect of gambling on
small business;

(c) addressing the concern expressed by small
businesses regarding the extension of shop trading

hours;
(d) addressing the growing pessimism amongst small
businesses regarding future business prospects;
and
(e) incorporating the reduction in taxes and charges to
small businesses promised by the Premier in
January 1994 and never acted upon.'

We believe the government has failed small business
and the present minister has done nothing to change
that. The bill simply repeals the Small Business
Victoria Act. It arises out of a set of
recommendations from a consultant's report that
argued that Small Business Victoria should provide
only information and referral services, with the
private sector - that is, organisations such as
VECCI - providing the advisory functions.
Hon. Louise Asher - Not just employer
organisations - the private sector!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Private sector
organisations and the private sector generally. It
means that Small Business Victoria would lose its
function of providing any form of advice and simply
become a referral agency.
It is interesting to note that the initiative the minister
annOl.U'lced earlier today was an initiative that was
pursued by the previOUS government. I said in an
earlier debate, not half jokingly, that the Minister for
Small Business may well have found the briefing
note that was provided to me when I was minister to
bring that about.
Hon. Louise Asher - There is absolutely nothing
of the Labor government that I would take up!
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The government
has a habit of doing that, particularly in the small
business sector. The minister has announced one
initiative, which was an initiative of the previous
government, in providing a referral service to the
private sector where the cost of the first hour would
be provided free. It is exactly the same as the
proposal of the previous government.
The minister also announced that she is opening a
number of First Place centres, which are simply a
downgraded version of the one-stop shops
introduced by the former Labor government. In
Geelong this government closed down the one-stop
shop and the representation by Small Business
Victoria, particularly its advisory function. Then
four or five years down the track, after the
government had shut the shop down and ignored
the Geelong community, the government says, 'We
have this great idea. We are going to introduce First
Place shops'. It is strange that they have a familiar
ring and sound like the one-stop shops. That is an
example of the kinds of thing the government does.
The difference is the government does it in a
downgraded form. That is what this minister has
done.
The regulatory burden faced by small business is
another one of the aspects the government said it
would reduce. In November 1994 the former
minister promised a 25 per cent reduction in
business licences by the end of 1995. The program
was called the business licence simplification
program.
The Auditor-General, in his special report no. 44,
conducted an investigation of that program. He
found that although the government's business
licence simplification program reduced the number
of licences by 23 per cent, it had not at that stage had
a major impact on removing unnecessary burdens
on business.
Hon. Louise Asher - But he said it substantially
met its target!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He also said:
The non-achievement of the target of a 25 per cent
reduction in licences was attributed to the fact that the
Professional Boxing and Martial Arts Bill involving the
revocation of 10 licences ... did not proceed as
anticipated ...
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The Auditor-General continues:
In examining the effectiveness of the program in
removing unnecessary burdens on business, the overall
conclusion was that, based on an assessment of the
impact of licences revoked, the program had little effect
in this area. While the costs associated with
administration of the program have not been
maintained, given the very low level of benefits
resulting from the program, in audit opinion, it is
highly likely that the benefits arising from licence
reductions at this stage do not justify the cost involved
in implementing the program.

The Auditor-General makes a number of other
findings. He found that only 7 per cent of the licence
reductions in any case could be attributed to the
program, and in terms of savings only the removal
of the licence to manufacture margarine could be
attributed to the program, and even then only in
part. The total annual savings were estimated at
$120000.
The Auditor-General says the business licence
program, which the government established, has
had no substantial success in reducing the
regulatory burden facing small business. Examples
are given of a range of fees and charges imposed on
small business. One example is the water companies'
greasy waste program, which targets a vast range of
small businesses that prepare food on the premises,
from the local delicatessen to function centres. Each
business is now expected to pay fees of more than
$350 per annum. However, South East Water
charges $375 per annum. The fees are supposed to
cover the cost of disposing of waste water but they
are not set according to any environmental
management principles. A flat fee is levied against
every small business regardless of the volume of
waste entering the sewer.
Workcover premiums for small business - Hon. R. A. Best - What has that got to do with
the bill?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -If you had been
listening you would have heard the reasoned
amendment I moved.
Hon. Louise Asher - Workcover has reduced
costs to business.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad the
Minister for Small Business said that Workcover has
reduced premiums to business.
Hon. Louise Asher - I said costs. You don't
know the difference between costs and charges!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister's
comment shows how little she understands about
what is going on in the small business sector. Is the
minister saying that premiums have gone up or
down?
Hon. Louise Asher - I said the costs have come
down!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I look forward to
the minister explaining what she means by saying
that costs have come down given that the premiums
for 30 per cent of small business have increased
every year. I will explain it to the minister because
she obviously does not understand. When
Workcover was established the government said it
would introduce an experience-based premium
system, which is fine if the business is of a
reasonable size. The Industry Commission
recommended the proposal as appropriate for a
large or medium-size business but not for a small
business because a small business could never hope
to recover the cost of a major accident. An accident
resulting in a worker becoming a paraplegic could
cost several million dollars, and a small business
could not pay several million dollars in premiums.
The answer was for the minister to move all small
business to what is called the industry level, which
was set at a higher rate than the rate applicable to
medium or large businesses.
The premium scales implemented by Workcover for
a business such as an engineering workshop with a
small staff meant it had to pay premiums three times
as large as a company like Ford because of its size
and the need to pay at the industry level. The figures
I have are a little dated; they are 12 months old but,
nevertheless, still apply.
Hon. Louise Asher - Why don't you do some
homework and update them?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am happy for
you to update them and take an interest! The figures
obtained 12 months ago show the Workcover
premiums of 42 000 small businesses with 88 or
fewer employees increased rather than decreased!
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Hon. K. M. Smith - How many decreased?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I would expect
Mr Smith not to care about the 42 000 small business
but I would expect the Minister for Small Business to
care about them. Let her say she doesn't care about
those businesses whose premiums have increased.
Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am not talking
about one or two small businesses. Small business
owners have told me they have had it with the
government! No matter where you go you will hear
that the government is doing nothing for small
business.
The Minister for Small Business was not consulted
on shop trading hours. She was pushed to one side
and she made no attempt whatsoever to represent
the interests of small business.
Hon. K. M. Smith - She has done more in nine
months than all the years you were the minister!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I look forward to
hearing what she has done for small business
because I have not heard anyone say she has done
anything. All we have heard is the Small Business
Advisory Network saying that getting an
appointment with the minister is like getting an
appointment with the Queen. Small businesses in
the retail sector have been desperate to find
somebody to whom to put their case, yet that is how
the Minister for Small Business views consultation
with small business representatives.
The government, through the minister, is not
prepared to do anything for small business
operators. It is obvious the government has failed
completely when one looks at businesses that are
being attacked in the retail sector, the increases in
Workcover charges for 42 000 small businesses and
the total failure of regulation reform.
The recently released small business health indicator
revealed that 41 per cent more Australian businesses
believed that business conditions had become worse
since March 1996 than the number that believed
conditions had improved. Most significantly,
Victorian small businesses lost confidence more
dramatically than businesses in other states. In
Melbourne, 55 per cent more businesses believed
conditions were worse since March of this year than
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the number who believed they had improved; and
the national average was 41 per cent. The
corresponding figure for Sydney was 33 per cent. So,
even when compared with their counterparts in
other states, Victorian small business operators
believe that the government is doing nothing for
them.
The survey results are a clear vote of no confidence
in the Kennett government by small business
operators and vindicate the opposition's argument
to that effect. That has happened for a number of
reasons. In the budget the government failed to give
any tax relief to small business, and Victorian small
businesses now pay the highest taxes and charges in
Australia. The government has done nothing to
assist small businesses. As the Auditor-General
outlined in his report, the government has not
addressed excessive regulation, and the bill
downgrades Small Business Victoria to a referral
service in the Department of State Development.
The opposition's reasoned amendment calls on the
government to do something for small business
operators. The government is simply seeking to
change the statutory nature of Small Business
Victoria, which will not do anything one way or the
other - it is a non-action by the government. The
only tangible result of the change is that neither
small business operators nor anyone else who is
interested will continue to receive an annual report
from Small Business Victoria. They will have to go to
the broader annual report of the Department of State
Development to see what is happening with small
business in the state.
The government needs to put up specific initiatives
to address the problems being faced by small
business operators in Victoria. The retail sector has
been hit with the introduction of 24-hour trading
laws on which it was not consulted, small business
generally has been hit with Workcover legislation
that increases premiums for 42 000 small businesses,
and Small Business Victoria is being downgraded
from an advisory agency to a referral service. The
result is the vote of no confidence in the government
by small business operators that is revealed in the
CPA's small business health indicator report.
The other area about which small business is
concerned and which is the subject of the reasoned
amendment is the difficulties many small businesses
are facing as a result of gambling. When I speak to
small business operators around the state,
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particularly those in strip shopping centres, they say
there has been a significant effect as the result of
money that previously may have been spent in retail
outlets is now being spent in the gambling industry.
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government had the foresight to make changes in
the liquor industry, changes members of the
coalition opposed when they were in opposition.
Hon. R. A. Best - So you are pro-competition?

Hon. R. A. Best - But you welcome the funding
the government is providing for research on whether
there is any impact.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Of course the
opposition has no difficulty with research to
establish whether a link exists. The opposition notes
that the government has chosen to completely ignore
research already undertaken on the issue. Research
is one thing; concrete actions are another. Most
honourable members would have been told by small
business operators in their areas that gambling has
had an adverse effect on their businesses. If you shift
what amounts to several billion dollars into the
gambling industry annually it must have some sort
of effect.
Hon. R. A. Best - Did you consider the effects on
the community when you introduced poker
machines and the casino legislation?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Perhaps you
should have considered it before you increased the
number of gaming machines from 10 000 to 27000. I
again reiterate that the government has done
nothing for small business - no tax cuts, increased
Workcover premiums and no regulation reform.
Instead the government has increased taxes,
introduced extended shop trading hours and
generally made things tough for small business.
Hon. Louise Asher inteIjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Let us contrast
what Labor did for small business with what the
government has done. The previous government
negotiated with Telstra for the establishment of the
small business awards, which have been an
outstanding success, particularly during the Labor
years. The small business awards were our initiative,
the one-stop shops were our initiative and the
licensing reforms were our initiative. The
deregulation of the liquor industry undertaken by
the former Labor government resulted in
appropriate competition and the expansion of the
restaurant industry leading to the creation of
thousands of jobs throughout the state. People
running restaurants owe the success of their small
businesses to the fact that the former Labor

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, absolutely
pro-competition when it is identifiable and works.
Hon. Louise Asher - Do you support
competition for your own job?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I support it
everywhere, even for your job. In conclusion,
although the opposition does not formally oppose
the bill, it calls on the government to take action to
assist small business in line with the reasoned
amendment.
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) - I am thrilled
to support the bill and am confident about the
government's actions under the leadership of the
Minister for Small Business in responding to the
needs of small business since the March election. All
the Labor Party did during its period in office was to
increase the number of small businesses by making
big businesses small.
The bill repeals the Small Business Victoria Act and
abolishes Small Business Victoria, formerly known
as the Small Business Development Corporation,
which has operated since 1976. I have a family link
to the bill. My father-in-law, who passed away later
in 1976, Lewis Luckins, a respected chartered
accountant in Melbourne, was involved in the
introduction of the act, being keen to establish a
mentoring service for the accounting and finance
sector similar to the panel system Minister Asher
announced today. Mr Albert Nelson, who worked
for the Small Business Development Corporation
and was recently at the investment centre in
Melbourne, was also heavily involved in the
development of the SBoe and the services it offered
to business. The SBoe was established at a time
when there was no voice for small business and no
Office of Small Business. It was established to ensure
that small business had access to relevant assistance
from government.
I noted with interest the second-reading speech on
the introduction of the Small Business Victoria Bill,
which states:
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The government acknowledges that the increasing
strains placed upon small business in times of
economic downturn and rapid change require special
effort by government to assist them with the stresses
and strains brought about by conditions largely beyond
their control.
It is intended to establish a much-needed facility to
coordinate all available sources of assistance and
information for the benefit of small businesses.

Small Business Victoria certainly fulfilled that
promise made by the Hamer government more than
20 years ago. Small business is the most vulnerable
sector of the economy. There are many pressures on
small business, and that was recognised more than
20 years ago. The reasoned amendment claims the
present extension of trading hours will have adverse
effects on small business, but 10 years ago it was
claimed that the extension of trading hours to
Saturday afternoon would have an adverse effect on
small business.
Paragraph (b) of the reasoned amendment refers to
addressing the widespread concern among small
businesses about the effect of gambling on their
businesses. There has always been gambling in
Victoria. Even 20 years ago Victoria had Tattersalls,
the pools and racing. Gambling has not been
competing for people's leisure dollars in just the past
four or five years. It has been going on for more than
20 years.
Small Business Victoria facilitated a pro-small
business climate under which advice and assistance
were provided to an estimated 75 000 people a year.
I congratulate the current board, chaired by Laurie
Jonas and including Sally Browne, a woman I
admire for her style and lateral thinking, Ken
McCracken, Kevin Lee and Ted Ellinhaus. With
foresight the board commissioned a report on the
future role of Small Business Victoria by one of the
top six accounting firms, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.
The review concluded that the current statutory
authority and structure of Small Business Victoria is
not in any way a characteristic essential for its
continued existence.
The review considered the principles of service
provision to small business. It took into account
government policy, the views and observations of
board members, who had a lot of experience in this
area, and management, as well as the users of the
services provided. It recommended that the role of
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the Victorian government should be to provide
accurate information and advice to operators of
small businesses and those considering establishing
such enterprises about regulatory requirements,
programs and funding opportunities, and business
problems, as well as diagnosis and referral services
for small businesses in trouble.
The review found that the size and organisational
structure of Small Business Victoria was unwieldy,
that its role was unclear and that some duplication
and blurring of responsibilities existed between
Small Business Victoria and the Office of Small
Business. Indeed, users of the services provided by
Small Business Victoria did not differentiate
between government and a quasi-autonomous
corporation.
Small Business Victoria is best recognised by its
clients for prOviding the inquiry hotline and the
information service, for the business licensing centre
and for referral to other areas of government as well
as to providers of programs outside government.
The private sector and all employer organisations
provide courses and assistance that often duplicate
services currently provided by Small Business
Victoria. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu summed up the
review by stating:
There is no benefit in retaining a statutory authority
which delivers the full range of services that Small
Business Victoria currently delivers.

The repeal of the enabling legislation for Small
Business Victoria will ensure that the 210 000 small
businesses currently operating in Victoria and
individuals considering establishing their own
enterprises will receive faster, more efficient access
to services provided through the Small Business
portfolio.
The government will now have the policy and
service arms operating together to improve links
and therefore improve the services provided to
small business. The government recognises that
small business drives our economy. That sector
employs approximately three-quarters of a million
Victorians - more than half the private sector work
force.
To assist small business the government has
reformed regulations. For example, the number of
licences required to operate a business has been
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reduced by 23 per cent. The government has also
reduced red tape, reduced the cost of utilities,
removed mortgage stamp duty on the refinancing of
business loans and abolished the fee to register a
business name. Workcover costs have also been
reduced. The temporary Leader of the Opposition
claimed that Workcover premiums for 42 000 out of
210 000 businesses in Victoria were increased
recently, so 178000 businesses now have cheaper
Workcover premiums - not a bad achievement!

The problem for small business people is often not
the cost of accessing information but rather finding
the expertise needed to drive businesses and gain
the required information. I am confident the repeal
of the act and the subsequent marriages of the roles
under the one banner, which I understand will still
be known as Small Business Victoria, will enhance
rather than detract from the superb services on offer
to assist small businesses in selling more and
employing more Victorians.

In 1994, in conjunction with local and federal
government, the government established First Place
Business Directions, which is situated in Spring
Street. It has been so successful that Minister Asher
has announced she is expanding this valuable and
sought-after service. Centres have opened in
Bendigo and Mitcham and there are plans to
establish centres in Mildura, Dandenong, Geelong,
Shepparton, Wodonga, Traralgon and Ballarat. In
addition, the establishment of the business licence
information system has greatly reduced costs to
sman business.

I thoroughly reject the reasoned amendment of
Mr Theophanous. I note that the temporary Leader
of the Opposition is not in the chamber now because
he left as soon as he finished his speech. I should
add that every time I see him I am reminded of the
great Beatles song Nowhere Man, and while he is not
here I will recite a few bars - I will not sing:

I am impressed by the quality and variety of the
pamphlets available to people interested in starting
small businesses. I have some of them with me and
they cover subjects such as enterprise improvement
services, business skills migration, the Investment
Centre Victoria, which has provided a great
opportunity for interstate and overseas businesses to
use our facilities for business meetings, market
entry, business services, licensing for business,
executive counselling services and Business Victoria
on the Internet.

On that cheery Beatles note, I will conclude.

Contrary to opposition claims in the reasoned
amendment about pessimism in the small business
sector, the Yellow Pages and CPA surveys belie that
claim and show that Victorian operators are
confident about their future under this government.
I was thrilled to hear the minister announce during
question time today a new service for small business
in Victoria - the Victorian Panel of Professional
Advisers - with 400 registered professionals and
business advisers already on the databank. That will
ensure the matching of people interested in the same
sectors of small business with professionals with
appropriate qualifications and experience. The
professional will offer 1 hour of free advice to small
business, which is a great incentive.

He's a real nowhere man
Sitting in his nowhere land
Making all his nowhere plans
For nobody.

Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - Unlike
the previous speaker I do not have a singing voice
and therefore I will spare the chamber that
experience.
It is with a great deal of pleasure that I support the
bill. As honourable members know, small business is
the economic engine that drives the Victorian
economy. The government has a credible and fine
track record in supporting small business. One thing
the state does not need is government for the sake of
government or bureaucracy for the sake of
bureaucracy, and I congratulate the Minister for
Small Business for having the foresight to rationalise
and improve the services provided for this vital
sector of our state's economy.
Although the bill repeals the Small Business Victoria
Act 1976 it does not diminish the capability of the
state government to assist small business, and it can
certainly improve the integration of the service
within the State Development portfolio. Since 1976
Small Business Victoria has acted successfully as a
quasi-government unit. However, it operates under
separate legislation and at times has caused
confusion among small business operators and the
community at large with matters relating to larger
government departments. A bureaucracy within a
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bureaucracy has meant dual reporting, which is
unnecessary .
Small Business Victoria has done a good job; the
number of licences required to operate a small
business has diminished by 23 per cent and the
present growth in regulations is the lowest since the
1960s. The 1960s is recognised by most honourable
members as a time of encouragement, expansion,
growth and exciting development in our economy,
so we can be very proud of the current results and
indices from the Department of State Development.
Small business needs assistance. Resources must be
provided for small business operators but complex
bureaucracy is not needed. Importantly, the bill does
not diminish the ability to serve. Present staff will be
offered transfers, and that is covered in clause 5 of
the bill.
In 1995 a comprehensive and professional review
was undertaken by Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu,
which concluded that the statutory status of Small
Business Victoria was not essential to that unit
covering its responsibilities. The recommended
structure was that Small Business Victoria be
repealed, and clause 4 does that. The net result is a
better service at no extra cost. The ability of Small
Business Victoria to serve its clients will not change.
The integration will assist regional networks
through a higher level of efficiency. Some 210 000
small businesses are spread across Victoria, so
efficiency, particularly in service provision to
regional Victoria, is very important.

The absorption of Small Business Victoria into the
Department of State Development will mean
improvements and accountability in managerial
supervision, budgeting and productivity of funds
allocated. The department is particularly pleased
about the First Place Business Directions offices,
which are now functioning in the central business
district, Bendigo, Mitcham and other metropolitan
and regional locations.
Small Business Victoria was not perceived by clients
as being independent of government, so the
absorption will not present a difficulty. The decrease
in direct government funding through the repeal
will not diminish the services. The private sector will
become involved with Small Business Victoria and
efficiency will increase. The government is
optimistic that this will be a positive change. Bigger
government is not necessarily better government; we
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need efficient government. Government must get off
the back and out of the pocket of small business. I
know the minister is confident that that is the
sentiment of government members. We want to help
small businesses because that is what we are here
for. Many people look forward to starting and
running small businesses, and we are anxious to
provide the resources to help them. Small Business
Victoria is a qualified professional department that
can help.
Small Business Victoria will operate within the
Department of State Development and will continue
to be identified by its long-established name so that
small businesses can readily access the government
and be offered assistance and quality service. They
will have the comfort of knowing they are talking to
professionals who are focused and concentrated on
small business affairs.
I am particularly pleased and proud to support the
minister. Her personal commitment to small
business is real and she is enthusiastic. I appreciate
that fact having had the privilege of working in
small business. The First Place services are excellent.
The department is keen to perform its tasks, and that
will be another step towards decreasing unnecessary
bureaucracy. Helping small business is one of the
best things this government can do and developing
small business is good for our community, so I am
absolutely delighted to strongly support the bill.
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) - I
congratulate my colleagues on their contribution to
the debate; we have heard two excellent speeches
this afternoon from my colleagues Mrs Luckins and
Mr Bowden. The bill is important legislation and
goes a long way to meeting the government's
objectives in delivering services to small business
and rationalising the way they are delivered.
Small Business Victoria was the success of the Small
Business Development Corporation. If my
recollection is correct, the Small Business
Development Corporation was formed in about 1976
with Albert Nelson as its general manager. I believe
he continued as general manager into the 198Os. He
initially took up the pOSition under the Liberal
government and continued on under the Labor
government. He had a deep commitment to and a
clear understanding of the needs and aspirations of
the small business sector. Much of what we have
today within Small Business Victoria can be directly
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attributed to his commitment to the sector and to his
tasks as the manager.

putting together a comprehensive network of advice
for the small business sector.

The proposed legislation streamlines the
management structure so there will be clear
reporting lines to the minister from small business
management through the Department of State
Development. The current procedure has become
quite unwieldy, unsuitable to the management style
of the mid-1990s and inappropriate to take us out to
and beyond the year 2000. We will now have an
integrated policy and service delivery agency.

Opposition members have spent a great deal of time
talking about retailing both in this chamber and in
the other place. That leads me to wonder about their
definition of small business. Is it restricted just to
retailing? The small business sector is very large and
represents well over 200 000 companies. It covers
manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing, accounting,
legal, marketing and engineering companies. An
enormous spectrum of activity is covered. It is
extremely important that a structure is in place to
provide services to those sectors and to tap into the
resources needed to provide those services. The
government is keen to utilise local government and
other agencies in addition to its own service delivery
points.

The opposition spoke about the need to maintain
services for small business, and the government has
a strong commitment to that. The First Place
program, where in many cases we are joining with
the commonwealth government, gives us significant
leverage in delivering services and provides
substantial benefits through the use of a single
facility to deliver a range of services provided by
both the state and the commonwealth governments.
Small businesses looking for services are not in the
least bit interested in hawking around town to find
the appropriate agency. We are about putting all
those services under one roof; it is very clear, very
simple, very cost effective and very time effective.
Resource centres are already operating in Spring
Street, in Bendigo and in Mitcham, and a number are
on the drawing board for Frankston, Geelong,
Dandenong, Mildura, Traralgon, Shepparton,
Ballarat and Footscray. That will provide a good
spread across the state. The services available
through the centres are extremely important,
whether it be the giving of information on licensing,
training or any other aspect of small business.
Statistics show that small business operators who
participate in training and/ or actively seek further
assistance in the management of their businesses
have a much higher success rate than those who
open up their doors and cease to consult others on
the management of their businesses. Evidence
clearly suggests that the owners of 90 per cent of all
the businesses that fail them have undertaken no
further training from the day they opened their
doors. By contrast, those who seek training and
professional advice have a 90 per cent success rate.
Those numbers are quite stark and highlight the
importance of the First Place centres and their links
to training and employer organisations that can
provide further assistance. The government is

When opposition members spoke about the
difficulties they perceived within small business it
was clear they failed to understand that small
business is constantly changing. One of the real
strengths of small businesses is their ability to
respond to market change, whether it be in the retail,
manufacturing or some other sector. Small business
has the ability to respond in a way larger
corporations cannot. The decision-making processes
in larger corporations are generally complex and
time consuming. For a major corporation, launching
a new product could involve a two-year program.
For the small business sector, that decision can be
made quickly and implemented within a matter of
weeks.
Opposition members spoke about the impact on the
retail sector of the change to shop trading hours.
They also said the alleged downturn in retail
turnover is attributable to gambling.
I shall give some figures that show how volatile the
retail sector has been over a five-year period and the
percentage changes that have occurred in some
sectors. In the five years from 1988-89 to 1993-94 the
market percentage occupied by computer hardware
and software increased by 146 per cent; radio and
hi-fi equipment increased by 90 per cent; cinema
tickets by 104 per cent; national parks and zoo
admissions, which are not in the retail sector but are
part of consumer spending, increased by 98 per cent;
and art gallery admissions increased by 192 per cent.
The significant change in retail and consumer
spending has to be taken into account by the whole
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of the small business sector as it manages its
businesses. The reasoned amendment moved by the
opposition completely misses the mark. It clearly
shows the opposition does not understand how the
small business and business sectors are constantly
changing and the need for vigilance on the part of
business operators to be aware of what is occurring
in their industry and to adjust the management of
their businesses to suit the market conditions
applying at the time.
I briefly return to comment on the retail sector. In
the past 12 to 18 months a number of strip shopping
centres in my area have adapted to consumer
demand. The Studfield Park traders open 90 per cent
of the shops in their centre on Sundays, and Sunday
is now their best day after Saturday. The traders in
High Street Road, Wantirna, tell me the same thing
and the traders in Heathmont Village are having a
boom time on Sundays - the car park is a clear
indication of the level of customer satisfaction with
Sunday trading. At midday Sunday the car park is
almost as busy as it is at midday Saturday because
of the support for Sunday trading from consumers
in the area.
The bill sets the scene for us to go forward. I shall
reflect briefly on the past. One hundred years ago
Victoria exported steam locomotives to Japan. At
that time we were the most productive country in
the world. Melbourne had buildings that were taller
than those in Europe. We were the first to produce
insulin and penicillin. We have since let those
opportunities slip by, but we are now at the
watershed where we have an opportunity of going
forward. Small business is the way forward, and if
we do not provide the small business sector with the
opportunity to maximise its opportunities the future
we all wish for our children and grandchildren will
not eventuate and the prosperity we also wish for
will not return to this state. I wholeheartedly
support the bill.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I shall respond to the reasoned
amendment and also make a number of comments
in response to the debate so far. The reasoned
amendment is seriously flawed. It calls on the
government to prepare a plan for small business - a
five-year plan immediately springs to my mind. This
is part of Labor's fundamental inability to come to
grips with what small business wants. It does not
want government to set out a plan for it; it wants
government to get off its back, and the sooner the
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Labor Party realises that that is a fundamental flaw
in its reasoned amendment the sooner we will all be
able to look at the issue of support for small business
in a meaningful way.
We have a plan for government services for small
business. I am again conscious of the fact that
Mr Theophanous, who is not in the chamber, never
does any homework. I direct his attention to the fact
that we have a 1996 coalition policy. Some time ago
he asked me a question based on a 1995 policy - he
did not realise that we had put out a 1996 policy. I
also refer to the Department of State Development's
business plan for 1996-97, which was tabled in this
house and which sets out government services.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Mr Nardella repeats
the mistake. He is unable to distinguish between a
plan for government services for small business and
a plan for small business. Again there is a major
distinction, and the sooner the opposition latches
onto it the sooner it will be in tune with industry
sectors in this society.
The second issue the opposition raised is the
regulatory burden on small business.
Mr Theophanous confined his comments on
regulation to the issue of licences. As Mrs Luckins
pointed out, licences are one element of regulation.
We have reduced the volume of regulations in the
system by 25 per cent and are making regulations at
the lowest level since 1960. We have introduced a
new subordinate legislation bill under the leadership
of the Premier and we are trying hard to keep down
the number of regulations.
Mr Theophanous did not look at that issue of
regulation, he simply made a number of
observations about business licences. We have also
reduced business licences by 23 per cent. I want to
respond to the comments about the
Auditor-General's observations on the government
licence simplification program. The Auditor-General
observed that our target for the licence simplification
program was substantially met and that he would
prefer a somewhat more qualitative approach to the
isst.:e of regulation review. I am happy to agree with
the Auditor-General that substantial regulation
review will come from a broader program, but this
was a program with a specific purpose at a specific
time and the targets of that program have been
substantially met.
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Mr Theophanous does not know the difference

between the licence simplification program and the
business licence information system, which is
something else he raised. Our government has
abolished 115 licences. Mr Theophanous maintains
that the ALP started this program, and I am happy
for him to make that observation. Indeed the ALP
put out a book called Victoria: Big Opportunities for
Small Business signed by John Cain and Robert
Fordham. In that book they identified 30 licences to
be abolished. The opposition is critical of the fact
that we have abolished 115 licences whereas the
Labor government could not even deliver on the
abolition of the 30 licences it identified in 1987.
Again I make the observation that the minister
responsible for small business in the dying days of
the Cain-Kirner government was Mr Theophanous.
The handling of the debate today illustrates why
people who were ministers in the Cain-Kirner
government have a difficult time trying to justify the
past and commenting on government bills. I am
pleased to see that on the issue of gambling
Mr Theophanous did not go too far because when he
was the minister responsible for small business he
was a strong supporter of gambling. In a press
release dated 25 June 1992 Mr Theophanous referred
to small business support to promote new or
emerging industries. Gambling was mentioned in
the press release and he went on to say that the
issues mentioned in the press release, including
gambling, were Labor policies currently in place or
being implemented.
Mr Theophanous is on the record as saying that a

new and emerging industry would be supported.
The industry was gaming and he was a strong
supporter of it. Yet he comes into the chamber today
and moves a reasoned amendment restricting the
interests of gaming.
On shop trading hours, another issue raised by
Mr Theophanous, a number of my colleagues made
the point that Mr Theophanous seems to interpret

small business as being the retail industry only. He
interprets it in a very narrow sense and puts aside
the issue that many small businesses approached the
government for an extension of trading hours
because they wanted to trade and did not want to be
treated as criminals for trading. Mr Theophanous
supported Sunday trading when he was Minister for
Small Business.
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I again point out the difficulty that former ministers
in the Cain-Kirner government have in coming into
the chamber and arguing something now which
they did not argue when they were in office in 1992.
Mr Theophanous then referred to the alleged

pessimism of small business owners and quoted
some surveys to me. In fact the Yellow Pages and
CPA surveys to which he referred indicate that there
is strong support for the Victorian government. The
last report issued by Yellow Pages in August 1996
refers to continuing strong support from small
business for the Victorian government's policies. I
direct to Mr Theophanous's attention a state-by-state
breakdown in the survey he chose to bring to
Parliament that the level of confidence in Victoria in
August this year was above the national level. I do
not know what more he wants, but he should look at
the survey in a relative sense because relativities are
all important.
In the CPA survey for the September quarter 1996
Melbourne again recorded the second highest level
of growth. I do not know what he and his advisers
are doing in selecting surveys because both the CPA
and Yellow Pages surveys indicated strong levels of
confidence in Victoria.
If he wants a survey from Yellow Pages - and he
praised that organisation - I will give him a survey.
I refer him to the Yellow Pages Small Business Index of

November 1995, which was a special report on small
business proprietors' attitude to government and
political outlook. That is the latest report on small
business attitudes to government and politics
released by Yellow Pages. On page 23 of the
document small business owners were asked who
would best look after the interests of small business
in Victoria. Some 65 per cent of small business
owners said the coalition would best look after the
interests of small business in Victoria. What
percentage said the ALP would look after their
interests? It was 5 per cent. This report was
published by Yellow Pages, the organisation that
published the surveys referred to earlier by
Mr Theophanous.
The next question the small business owners were
asked was who would do a better job of handling
the Victorian economy. Some 80 per cent of small
business owners said the coalition and 2 per cent
said the ALP. If Mr Theophanous wants to quote a
Yellow Pages survey he should look at the whole
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range of the surveys of that organisation. I am sure
he would learn a great deal from that data.
Mr Theophanous also inappropriately mentioned an
alleged promise by the Premier in the last line of his
reasoned amendment. He claims in his amendment,
as he so often does, that the Premier made a promise
in January 1994 to reduce taxes and charges to small
business. I was not aware of that promise so I started
to investigate how that promise could have been
made. I then found Mr Theophanous's source. There
were two newspaper articles: one in the Herald Sun
and the second in the Age which report that the
Premier said 1994 would be a good year for business
and that he encouraged young people to start their
own businesses.

It is quite clear from these articles that the Premier
made no such promise in 1994. There were some
discussions about what the government might do
with small business, but it is fallacious for
Mr Theophanous to claim in his reasoned
amendment that the Premier made a promise. He
did not promise anything. Mr Theophanous has
misrepresented the Premier again. It is inappropriate
for Mr Theophanous to attribute comments to
people who did not make them.
The bill is concerned simply with a reduction in
bureaucracy in the small business area, no more and
no less. We have two bureaucracies in small
business. The first is Small Business Victoria and the
second is the Office of Small Business. The
government is simply removing one of those
bureaucracies to provide a more streamlined service
and a better focus on small business services. I
regard statutory authorities as 1970s-style structures.
I think it is important in small business that we do
not" have two bureaucracies and two reporting
mechanisms and that there is a better integration of
policy and service delivery.
The background to this issue has been well covered
by Mrs Luckins. The Small Business Victoria board
commissioned a report by Deloittes which found
that the statutory authority role of the board was not
integral to the functions of SBV. I take the
opportunity to congratulate the board on its
outstanding work and on its foresight and long-term
view of small business services in Victoria. I assure
the house that the Small Business Victoria entity or
brand name will be retained. As a comparison I refer
the house to Business Victoria.
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Mr Theophanous raised two policy issues during his
contribution. The first related to the continual
employment of the SBV employees. The purpose of
the reform is to eliminate a bureaucracy, not to
eliminate jobs. I have no doubt that
Mr Theophanous would know that the outcome of
the reform will be for Victorian small business to
have a streamlined decision-making structure so
that we can make decisions faster and provide a
better focus on small business services.
He also asked me a question about the annual report
of Small Business Victoria. I can assure him that
Small Business Victoria will not be subsumed into
the Department of State Development and that there
will be a full report in the overall annual report for
the department.
I remind the house that Mr Theophanous was the
Minister for Small Business in the dying days of the
Cain-Kirner era and that in 1992 he had charge of the
Small Business Development Corporation, as it was
then known.
On 26 May 1992 the then minister, Mr Theophanous,
answered a question without notice from a former
member, Mr Bob Ives. I am not sure of the factional
position at that stage. I assume the question would
have been a dorothy dixer, but who knows! Mr Ives
asked the then minister to inform the house about
the recent release of the small business development
strategy to which Mr Theophanous replied:
Recently I had the pleasure of releasing the small
business development strategy, which will build on the
strengths and opportunities of small business. Central
to the strategy is the proposed merger of the
Department of Small Business and the Small Business
Development Corporation.

I noted when Mr Theophanous was the small
business minister he talked about there being one
structure as well.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Absolutely! You're
not changing that!
HoD. LOUlSE ASHER - I am pleased
Mr Theophanous supports one structure and
reiterates his comments in answer to that question
without notice.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It shows what a dill
you are. You have not listened to what I said!
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Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Unfortunately, I was
inflicted with listening to a 45-minute contribution
by Mr Theophanous in which he made only two
comments on the bill and a whole range of other
comments about external issues. Mr Theophanous
seems to have forgotten the comments he made on
shop trading hours, gaming and many other issues. I
remind him that in 1992 he supported one structure.
I am pleased he has done that even though he has
abandoned all his other beliefs.
The government has a strong record in small
business and its achievements were well
documented by my colleagues. Suffice it to say, the
overall indicator of success is the level of
employment and I am happy to advise that the latest
figures for 1993-94 and 1994-95 show a 7.7 per cent
increase in employment in the Victorian small
business sector, which is a reflection of the health of
small business in this state.
Again I make the observation that as a member of
the former Cain and Kimer cabinets
Mr Theophanous has a great degree of difficulty
arguing with any persuasiveness any issue
pertaining to small business. He presided over the
absolute destruction of business in Victoria. He is
suffering badly from revisionist philosophy. He
made two claims: firstly, he claims he established the
First Place program, which is not accurate. It was
established by my predecessor, the Honourable Vin
Heffeman. Secondly, Mr Theophanous referred to
professional advisers and claimed he instituted a
similar service, but that is not the case. His
recollection is faulty, as always. I assume he was
referring to the business health assessment program.
Certainly there was no free I-hour consultation in
that case. Small Business Victoria subsidised that
service. It is typical of the Labor Party to confuse a
subsidy to the taxpayer with a free service offered by
private enterprise.
The government rejects the reasoned amendment.
The bill is sound and it will provide a solid basis for
the delivery of government services to small
business in the future. I congratulate Mrs Luckins,
Mr Bowden and Mr Ashman for presenting the case
so cogently for the government.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):
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Ayes, 32
Asher,Ms
Ashrnan,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis, Mr D. MeL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
de Fegeiy, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furietti, Mr

Hali,Mr
Hallarn,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr (Telier)
Knowies,Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross,Or
Smith,Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong, Mr (Telier)
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding,Mrs

Noes, 9
Eren,Mr
Gould, Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean, Mrs (Teller)
Nardella, Mr

Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpoie, Mr (Teller)

Birrell, Mr

Nguyen,Mr

Pair
Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT - Order! I advise honourable
members of the presence in the gallery of Mr Arthur
Donahoe, the Secretary-General of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and a
former long-serving Speaker of the Nova Scotia
Legislature. On behalf of all members of the
Legislative Council, I welcome him warmly to the
Parliament of Victoria.
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EDUCATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 November; motion of
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health).
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - The
opposition does not oppose the bill. The bill has two
separate components. One proposes to widen the
range of people who are eligible to enrol in state
schools by extending to students visiting Australia
on short-term visas the same eligibility to enrol as is
enjoyed by those visiting on student visas. The
second and more important part of the bill facilitates
the workplace arrangements under the vocational
education scheme that has been supported by both
sides of the house.
Clause 3 of the bill substitutes a new definition of
overseas student in section 3(1) of the principal act to
make it consistent with what happens in other states.
This provision will make an overseas student who
holds a visitor's visa eligible to enrol in state schools.
Clause 4 amends section 25A(1) of the principal act
to provide for overseas students applying for
enrolment in a state school to pay an application fee.
Currently the fee is paid once a student has been
enrolled in a school. The opposition has received
information that although many applications are
lodged often only a small number of students are
actually enrolled. The effect of the prOvision is to
allow for a fee to be charged when an application to
enrol is made. It is hoped the requirement to pay a
fee for each application will also discourage
potential students from enrolling at a number of
schools. Some principals and school councils are
concerned about how the prOvisions for the payment
of fees will operate.
The scheme was introduced by the government in
1993 and was supported by both sides of the house.
The former Labor government attempted to
introduce similar legislation but was blocked by the
then opposition, which said it was a bad idea and
would not work. Yet again the government has done
an about face and has introduced legislation it
blocked when in opposition.
The former Labor government set a reasonable
target of apprOximately 500 fee paying students.
Currently approximately 150 such students are
enrolled in government schools and the target for
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the start of the 1996 school year is 200. In the 1994-95
year New South Wales had approximately 437
fee-paying students, so the education department's
target for Victoria of around 400 to 500 is reasonable.
However, in June of this year the Minister for
Education announced a target figure of 10 000 by
2000 - an astonishing figure given that it is only
three school years from now. In April the minister
also suggested that this may be a good way of
attracting more students and funds to schools that
are under the threat of closure. Victoria has only 150
or so students who pay fees and the minister went a
bit overboard when he announced that a target of
10 000 for 2000 and said it may be a way of fixing the
financial problems of schools.
I will be interested to see how the Department of
Education achieves its aim of getting 10000
overseas, fee-paying students to come to Victoria.
Last week the house debated a motion on racial
tolerance that was supported by all honourable
members. The issue is topical throughout Australia
and has gained coverage in some of the overseas
media. Officers of the Department of Education will
travel to some of our overseas neighbours extolling
the virtues of Victoria's education system, even
though they have closed almost 300 schools, sacked
or retrenched 18 per cent of teachers. Victoria has the
lowest school retention rate of all Australian states
and Victorian schools have less subject choice, fewer
pastoral care or reading recovery teachers and fewer
library classes than ever before. The officers of the
department will have a wonderful marketing
exercise, but I would like to know how they will
achieve their aims.
Victoria had one of the best, if not the best,
education system in Australia. It now spends less
per capita on education than other states when
previously it had the highest per capita spending of
all states. The Minister for Education has said that by
2000 he will have more than 10 000 overseas
fee-paying students in our state school system. He
has more than 9000 students to get, so it will be
interesting to see how he achieves his aims during
the next three years.
School councils and principals are concerned about
fee-paying students taking the places of local
students, and rightly so. They are concerned because
the memorandum of understanding says that the
placement of overseas students should not restrict
local students from attending state schools, affect
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subject choices or be detrimental to a student's
education. Many schools have been approached by
the department to accept fee-paying students on the
basis that the fees paid by those students will help
fill the shortfall in their budgets. Unfortunately,
there is a conflict between what the head office of the
department means by 'local' and what officers
providing services on the ground understand by the
use of that word.
The department has advised the opposition that any
Victorian is a local student, which means that if a
student from my electorate wants to attend a school
in your electorate, Mr President, under the
department's definition he or she is a local student
and a fee-paying student would not be allowed to
take up the position allocated to that student from
my electorate at the school in your electorate. The
officers providing services on the ground believe a
student is local if he or she lives in proximity to the
school.
The department is dangling the carrot of fees
because schools will pick up apprOximately $3000 to
$5000 for every fee-paying student. The
interpretation of local is different depending on
which officer you speak to, and the issue needs to be
resolved so schools know whether they are in breach
of the memorandum of understanding because they
have accepted a fee-paying student who is taking
the place of a student who lives 10 or 20 kilometres
away from the school.
The second-reading speech does not give a
definition of local students but refers to Victorian
students. The guidelines need to be adhered to both
within the head office of the department and within
offices providing services on the ground.
Although the opposition is concerned about some
provisions, it supports fee-paying students. It wants
to ensure that when students apply for positions at
Victorian schools the appropriate fees are paid,
which means that the definition must be clarified.
Vocational education has bipartisan support. The
provision allows workplace arrangements to be put
in place that will extend the period students are in
workplaces as part of their courses. Reciprocal
arrangements with other states and territories will
apply and the onus is on the principal, not the
department, to ensure that courses are appropriately
accredited. It is another duty principals will have to
undertake.
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The concern of the opposition relates to new
section 64LD, which reads as follows:
The minister may make orders about the work
placement of pupils or any class of pupils with
employers for training.

New subsection (2) states:
Without limiting the generality of sub-section (1) an
order may provide for '"

It lists a number of circumstances and then states:
(g) Any other terms and conditions for work placement
arrangements including work placement
arrangements referred to in section 64LC(3) with
employers in other states or territories.

The opposition's concern is that employers may
exploit students. With the state government ceding
its state industrial relations system to the
commonwealth, the following questions arise: what
conditions and rates of pay will apply and what
minimum standards will apply to those workers if
they work at an establishment covered by a federal
award under the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission?
As honourable members know, I was formerly a
trade union official and was involved in the training
reform agenda. I wholeheartedly support the bill's
agenda of extended periods of placement for
students to ensure that their training and education
is locked in with practical experience. However, I am
aware of many employers who have, from time to
time, exploited students and because there are
insufficient minimum standards under the state
system we must ensure that young people are not
disadvantaged as a result of undertaking practical
experience to enhance their education. The
opposition signals concern with the ceding of the
state system to the federal system, but legislation
being introduced at a later stage may address that
problem.

It is also necessary to ensure that the placements do
not have an impact on full-time employment. The
second-reading speech refers to the impact on
part-time employment but says nothing about the
impact on full-time employment. As the bill comes
into operation more and more students will be
placed in industries for quite reasonable blocks of
time - it could be three to six months in the year -
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and two students could equate to a full-time job. I
seek a response from the minister on that point.
Part 4 deals with consequential amendments to the
Accident Compensation Act and ensures that
students are covered in the cases of employers who
are self-insurers. However, I have not been able to
ascertain who will pay the Workcover premiums for
students. The opposition argues that it should be the
Department of Education, as it is part of that
department's course, rather than industry. The onus
of the premiums should not be put on the employer.
I repeat that over time more and more students will
be involved and it could become an expensive
exercise for the employer. As it is part of the
education program the cost should be covered by
the Department of Education.
Clauses 19 and 20 amend the Accident
Compensation Act. They eliminate the requirement
of an employer to re-employ a student who has been
injured - which is part of the employer's obligation
under the act - and the obligation of the student to
return to work. That is a reasonable and logical
exemption.
Clause 26 corrects a drafting error and will be
backdated to 1 June 1993. The opposition has no
problem with that provision - the reason for it has
been explained to us.
In principle, the bill is appropriate, although I have
highlighted a few problems. The opposition does not
oppose the bill but I ask the minister to take those
issues on board and respond to them to ensure that
students and workers are protected.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. P. R. HALL
(Gippsland).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
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that the privatisation program was undertaken with
little consultation and little research about its
medium and long-term implications.
There have been a number of electricity acts: the
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act 1994; the
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Act 1994;
the Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act 1995; the
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Act 1995,
the Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act 1996; and
now the Electricity Industry (Further Amendment)
Bill currently before the house. That illustrates as
well as anything how many changes the government
has had to make along the way in its rush towards
the sale of our electricity industry.
I do not think it is necessary in the course of this
debate to again talk about the privatisation of
electricity. However, it is important that it be on the
record that the opposition believes electricity bills
for ordinary Victorians have increased since the
privatisation. The most recent figures I have seen are
comparative figures prepared by the Hydro Electric
Commission of Tasmania for the Tasmanian
government. Those comparisons show that the
average Victorian family spends $206 a year more
than the average family in New South Wales for the
same amount of electricity.

The government's incredibly deceptive publication,
Victoria: The Story So Far leads people into believing
that electricity prices have fallen. A study of the
figures used to arrive at the conclusion that tariffs
have decreased by 11 per cent shows that, on prices
charged at 31 October 1992, the average domestic
consumer would need to use 45 000 kilowatts of
electricity per quarter at an average cost of $5420 per
quarter to just break even. To qualify for the 11 per
cent decrease in real terms the user would need to
consume more than 1 million kilowatt hours per
quarter. That shows how deceptive and ridiculous
this government is with its publications and what it
presents to Victorians.

Debate resumed from 13 November; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

A range of power surges and blackouts are a
reminder of the new era. The blackout which
occurred on the night of the St Kilda-Essendon
football match at Waverley Park is an example many
Victorians will remember for a long time.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition does not oppose the bill, which illustrates
once again the government's obsession with
privatisation of the electricity industry and the fact

The bill provides Powemet with the mechanism to
install optical fibre cables for safety and supply
purposes and to release excess power capacity to
telecommunications carriers. It also enables

Second reading
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Powernet to use its easements to provide
telecommunications services and a range of other
measures of that sort. The opposition does not
oppose those measures and it does not oppose the
bill. However, it has not seen any benefits for
ordinary Victorian consumers as a result of the
government's privatisation of electricity. The prices
obtained for the sale of electricity companies have
been considerable, but so are the increases in power
prices over the past three or four years. The
increases for ordinary domestic consumers are
substantial.
We do not know what will happen in 2000 when the
regulated price structure is removed, but few people
believe electricity prices will drop as a consequence
of the changes brought in by the government. When
you look at what has been happening with electricity
businesses you see that an absurd set of
circumstances is gradually developing. Even at this
moment price differentials exist in different zones that is, consumers may pay more in Powercor's zone
than they would if they were in Citipower's zone.
Some companies pay more for electricity in Werribee
than they do in Footscray; it just depends upon the
area in which they are located.
Recently I visited the Godfrey Hirst factory at
Geelong to look at an important initiative of that
company involving a considerable investment in the
region resulting in the creation of about 80 jobs. I am
sure people like Mr Hartigan would also be
interested in this.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - I am aware of it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I was somewhat
surprised to hear they had decided to locate in
Geelong despite the fact that they could get the
electricity they required for $175 000 per year
cheaper if they had located in Dandenong. It is an
interesting case - I see Mr Hartigan nodding his
head in agreement - because the question that
arises is how many companies in similar
circumstances will decide to locate in Geelong
despite having to pay $175 000 more for electricity?
Godfrey Hirst made the decision because it is
associated with Geelong and has been for some time,
and I congratulate it on the initiatives it has put in
place. However, the central point still remains that it
will be possible for some power companies,
depending on their financial structure, their degree
of capitalisation, the distances involved in delivering
power and so on, to provide cheaper electricity than
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other companies. That will mean that for the first
time in Victoria business or domestic power
consumers will be advantaged or disadvantaged
based on where they are located.
This has been of concern to the opposition for some
time. We remain unconvinced that the model
established by the government will introduce
competition into the electricity industry. We would
welcome competition if it benefited consumers, but
we note that 90 per cent or perhaps even 99 per cent
of domestic consumers will not have the smart
meters necessary to take advantage of competition in
the electricity industry by 2000.
On the other hand the differential haulage charges

for bulk users or large-use consumers means they
will locate closer to the source of power rather than
in other areas where they might once have
established themselves. It is likely Victoria will have
a differential development of the sort we have not
seen in the past.
The opposition does not oppose the bill. However,
we remain to be convinced that there will be
competition in the electricity industry, and certainly
we remain to be convinced that there will be a
reduction in electricity prices or better services to
ordinary domestic consumers. We should also like to
see the powers of the Regulator-General beefed up
so that he is more interested in close analysis of what
is taking place in the electricity industry.
The Regulator-General is retiring, and I raised that
matter with the Treasurer at a meeting of the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee. The Treasurer
was a bit touchy, to say the least. I raised with him
precisely what the Regulator-General has raised
with him on many occasions: ensuring that there is
competition in the industry. I recall that when David
White and I went to see the Regulator-General he
agreed with us that it would be difficult to have
smart meters in everybody's home by 2000 and that
it was unlikely to occur.
The real issues with electricity are whether Victoria
will be competitive on the business side and whether
businesses will locate in Victoria if the price of
power is the final determining factor. In the context
of its concern to protect consumers and ensure that
they have a cheap and readily available source of
electricity, the opposition is not opposing the bill.
Motion agreed to.
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Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank Mr Theophanous for his
comments. Although we disagree in some areas, I
welcome the opposition's support for the bilL
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

EDUCATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health).
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - I shall make
some brief comments on the bill and respond to
some of the concerns raised by opposition members
during their contributions to the debate.
As the minister said in his second-reading speech,
the bill deals with two principal areas, the first
concerning overseas fee-paying students and their
ability to enrol in Victorian state schools and the
second being work placements for students
undertaking VCE courses.

In his second-reading speech the minister explained
the technical problems involved in allowing more
overseas students who pay fees to enrol in Victorian
schools. He explained that under the Education Act
overseas students who are on student visas are
allowed to enrol as fee-paying students in Victorian
schools. That was appropriate in 1993 when the act
was amended to allow overseas students to do that,
but since then the commonwealth government has
changed its immigration policy and now a broader
range of visa holders are allowed to enrol in
government schools across the country. A visitor's
visa that allows the holder to attend a government
school is now common.
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Although students can enrol in Victorian
government schools they cannot be charged a fee for
that enrolment under the current arrangement. The
bill will allow a broader range of students who enrol
in Victorian government schools to be charged fees.
As Miss Gould said, approximately 150 fee-paying
overseas students are currently enrolled in Victorian
government schools and, despite what the
opposition might think about our government
school system, Victoria still has a good system that
compares well with other government school
systems in Australia and around the world.
Some of the reforms that have been undertaken in
education, especially those relating to the devolved
local responsibility and the local setting of
curriculum through the school charter, have
enhanced international regard for our public
education system in Victoria. On a study tour I
undertook 18 months ago I visited schools in
Canada and spoke to education officials there. They
were well aware of what we do in education in
Victoria and they had a high regard for our public
education system. In fact, Canada and Australia
have a good deal in common. Both are embarking
upon the path of devolving more responsibility to
the school level. As I said, after talking to
educationists in Canada I know they have a high
regard for our education system.
It is an anomaly that in other states of Australia
overseas students can enrol and pay fees for the
completion of courses in government and
independent schools. Overseas students can enrol
and pay fees to attend independent schools in
Victoria, but until these amendments are made we
can allow only a small number of these visa holders
to enrol and pay fees in Victorian government
schools.

I think the Victorian education system competes
favourably with both the interstate public education
system and the independent education system. We
will be doing ourselves a service to open up our
system for the benefit of overseas students.
Miss Gould said we must ensure that the decision to
allow more overseas students to attend government
schools is not to the detriment of current Victorian
students - that is, that overseas students do not
take the place of local students. That issue has been
raised and debated in the higher education area. The
view has been put in the house and publicly that the
presence of overseas students prevents Australian
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students from taking up positions in higher
education. I think we have now put that to rest, and
most people realise that is not the case. The presence
of overseas students does not mean more Australian
students will miss out on higher education. In fact
the presence of overseas students often expands the
curriculum offerings available to Australian
students. In many cases the existence of overseas
students provides the opportunity for another
course to be made available to both overseas and
Australian students. It is important that we put to
rest the issue raised by Miss Gould suggesting that
certain safeguards are needed to ensure that
overseas students do not take the places of local
students in Victorian schools.
It is important to put on the record the process by

which a student from overseas gains a place in
Victorian schools because within that process lies the
safeguard mechanisms. An overseas student must
apply centrally to the Department of Education for a
position in a Victorian government school. Those
applications do not go to the school level. Students
must apply centrally to the department and list their
first, second and third choices of the schools they
wish to attend.
I am advised that the department then contacts the
school of first choice and ascertains whether there is
a place available in an existing class for the student.
If there is, well and good; if there is not, the
department moves down the list to the second or
third choice.
It is not a matter of putting additional students into
overcrowded classes. It is not a matter of an overseas
student taking up a position and not allowing a local
student to go into that class. The department first
checks to make sure that there is the capacity within
the class structure for the student at the school of his
or her choice. So there are safeguards to ensure that
classrooms are not overcrowded and that overseas
students are not taking the places of local Victorian
students.
Miss Gould also asked about the collection of fees.
The department collects the course fee paid by the
overseas student and then each quarter, when
quarterly budgets are distributed to schools, 85 per
cent of the fees paid are returned to the school. I am
sure Victorian schools will go out and actively
market their schools to overseas students in the
same way that higher education and vocational
education providers do now. But it is important that
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the enrolment process remains centralised so the
proper safeguards are put in place with respect to
class overcrowding and making sure that local
Victorians students are not denied the opportunity
of participation in courses of their choice.
I believe the enrolment of overseas students is an
excellent initiative. It has worked well in a limited
way since 1993 when it was first undertaken under
the act. The expansion of the visa category in the bill
will enable more students to participate in the
program, which will be better for the schools and
overseas students involved by giving them more
choice.
Another main component of the bill concerns
workplace learning for senior secondary school
pupils. It builds on the highly successful work
experience program that has been in place in
Victorian schools for about 20 years. I can recall that
when work experience was first introduced I was
teaching in schools and it usually applied to year 10
students. That was generally the level at which work
experience was offered. The program was very
limited at that time and I understand it still is. The
normal work experience involves the student being
placed in a future career option for two weeks.
With the changes in education, and particularly with
the dual recognition programs and other VCE and
TAPE-linked courses, there is now a need for a
longer work placement, perhaps over a period of
time. It is not uncommon now for a student
undertaking an accredited VCE course to be placed
one day a week over three or four months to gain
some extended work experience. The nature of work
placements is changing because many subjects now
being offered in secondary schools are linked to the
vocational education sector. The provisions of the
bill will enable the better facilitation of longer work
placement arrangements.
Miss Gould raised the issue of Workcover premiums
and asked who pays that premium. Like work
experience, those work placements will be covered
by Workcover. If there were an unfortunate accident
in the workplace it would be covered by the
Workcover system. I am advised that the premium
costs are picked up by the Department of Education,
which should allay the query raised by Miss Gould.
She also expressed concern about the cost of
Workcover insurance being imposed on the
employer. I understand that is not so and that in
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Read third time.

Remaining stages
Miss Gould also spoke about safeguards in respect
to working conditions. Once again the bill states
clearly that the minister will make orders relating to
many of those safeguards. I understand the
opposition wishes to know the content of those
orders before the final passage of the bill. They are
not available at the moment and are still being
worked through, but I am sure the opposition will
monitor that issue closely and will raise the issue in
the house if concerns arise from time to time.
Miss Gould was keen to ensure that work
placements do not take the place of part-time or
full-time employment. I assure her that that is not
the intent of work placements, just as it is not the
intent of work experience. The government shares
the opposition's view that work placements should
be more of an experience-based position than a
permanent workplace position. The government is
just as keen as the opposition to make sure that work
placements do not take the place of jobs in the work
force, whether they be full time or part time. We are
happy to monitor that issue and work with the
opposition to ensure that that does not happen.
They are the two main provisions of the bill. The
government welcomes the opposition's support. We
are sure that amendments relating to work
placements and overseas students will further
improve what both the government and I believe is a
very good and sound public education system in
Victoria. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions.
The questions raised by Miss Gould have been
addressed by Mr Hall in his contribution to the
debate.
Motion agreed to.

Passed remaining stages.

RAIL CORPORATIONS BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. G. R. CRAlGE (Minister
for Roads and Ports) on motion of Hon. R. I.
Knowles.

BIRTHS, DEATHS AND MARRIAGES
REGISTRATION BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 November: motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Births,
Deaths and Marriages Registration Bill is a simple
measure but it is important because public records
are critical and they must be kept in accordance with
community demands. The bill repeals and replaces
the Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages Act
1959 and provides for a simpler and more efficient
administration of the registration of births, deaths,
marriages, adoptions and changes of name. It
provides access to the register and promotes
consistent registry practices across the states and
territories.
It is important to understand that national
uniformity is reflected in the bill. The bill
implements an agreement of the Standing
Committee of Attorneys-General made in
February 1995 to introduce common core legislation
dealing with the registration of births, deaths,
marriages and changes of name. In respect of
notification and registration of births, the bill
acknowledges and supports the valuable and
important roles played by both parents in a child's
upbringing beginning at the birth of the child by
making each parent jointly responsible for having
the child's birth registered. Both parents are required
to sign the birth registration statement lodged with
the registrar. The bill provides for the registrar to
accept a birth registration statement signed by one
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parent when the registrar is satisfied it is not
practicable to obtain the signatures of both parents.
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Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

The bill removes the priority given to the father's
family name in recognition that both parents should
have equal rights in choosing a name for their child.
When there is a dispute between the parents about a
child's name the bill provides for either parent to
apply to the County Court to resolve the dispute.
The bill requires that a marriage in Victoria be
registered by lodging either a certificate of marriage
or other such evidence of the marriage with the
registrar. The bill covers issues relating to the
notification of a death, the registration of changes of
name and, importantly, corrections of the registry by
adopted persons. An adopted person who
subsequently discovers the identity of his or her
natural parents and wishes to amend his or her
original entry of birth to reflect the new information
is currently unable to do that. Clearly, that
discriminates against adopted persons. The bill
allows an adopted person to apply to the registrar to
either have the information added to the person's
original entry of birth or to have the entry amended.
Because of the importance of privacy and security,
the bill specifically provides for the confidentiality
and security of the data on the register and makes
unauthorised access or interference with the register
an offence.
In recognition of the advances in communication,
the bill refers to electronic access and reflects the
current methods of computerised registration and
the generation of certificates together with further
proposals for electronic access to the register. The
opposition supports the bill. It believes it will add to
the modern housekeeping of these very important
public records.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank Mr Power and the opposition for
their support of the bill.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
3 December 1996.

Motion agreed to.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Electorate officers: pay claims
Hon. D. T. WALPOLE (Melbourne) - I ask the
Minister for Finance to direct to the attention of the
Treasurer the rates of pay and conditions for
electorate officers. Since 1991 members of Parliament
have received rises in excess of $16 000 per annum
while electorate officers have received the princely
sum of an additional $832 per annum. For more than
two years officers of the State Public Services
Federation and the Community and Public Sector
Union have sought to establish a timetable for
negotiations with no measure of success. During this
time community standards have moved forward
considerably. Recent discussions have taken place
between the representatives of the SPSF and the
CPSU on the one side and the Deputy Clerk,
Mr Purdey, and the Acting Secretary of the House
Committee, Mr Norman, on the other side, but to no
avail.
I understand government electorate officers have
employed a consultant to negotiate a claim for
matters relating to wages and conditions. It is a
disgrace that these highly professional and
dedicated people upon whom members of
Parliament rely so heavily, particularly during
sittings of Parliament, are not compensated in a
manner appropriate to the standard they maintain. I
am sure all honourable members would agree they
are entitled to a proper response to their justified
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claims, and I seek an assurance from the minister
that he will clear the bottleneck and allow
negotiations to proceed.

Roads: livestock
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) - I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports
the fact that over the past three or four years a good
deal of concern has been expressed about
regulations relating to livestock on roads,
particularly livestock being driven along roads by
drovers, mountain cattlemen moving from the
mountain country and dairy farmers moving
livestock across roads to paddocks a couple of times
each day. Straying stock are also a problem.
I am aware that a good deal of discussion,
negotiation and consultation has been undertaken
by the minister and his staff with the Victorian
Farmers Federation, the United Dairy Farmers of
Victoria, the Municipal Association of Victoria and
other interested groups. I commend the minister for
the extensive consultation process he has engaged in
and ask him to enlighten the house on when it is
likely the new regulations, which I understand have
been agreed to in principle by all participating
groups, will be introduced.

Road safety: elderly drivers
Hon. PAT POWER O'ika Jika) - I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Roads and Ports. The
honourable member for Pascoe Vale in another place
has drawn to my attention a family tragedy
involving a family in her electorate. A gentleman
contacted the honourable member in relation to an
accident in which his brother was killed while riding
a bicycle last year when he was hit by a 79-year-old
driver who did not see the cyclist because the sun
was in his eyes and the windscreen of his car was
not as clean as it ought to have been.
A coronial inquiry found that the driver was the sole
contributor to the death. A Vicroads officer advised
the inquiry that based on research from other
countries testing for elderly drivers was ineffective
and had been found not to be cost effective. He
suggested that more research was needed. The
opposition is of the view that the information
provided by the Vicroads officer is current and
appropriate.
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The gentleman concerned believes the elderly
should have to requalify and prove themselves to be
capable, especially given the number who drive now
and the projected increases. The gentleman has
suggested that advertisements similar to those used
by the Transport Accident Commission could be run
in the media and that perhaps a program run by the
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind that asks
people to question whether their eyesight is good
enough for them to drive could be adopted.
I emphasise that the opposition shares the view of
the Vicroads official on the question of whether
testing is appropriate. I ask the minister whether he
can report on any work that is being done to address
the question of whether elderly people are able to
drive safely.

Responses
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) Mr Walpole raised a matter for the attention of the
Treasurer regarding remuneration for electorate
officers. I will refer the matter to the Treasurer and
ask him to reply in due course.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I assure Mr Baxter that the consultation
period has finished and it is now time to move on to
the next phase, which is the preparation for the
introduction of the regulations, which are expected
to come into force around April of next year. We
have to go through an RIS process and deal with a
few other issues. On completion of the draft
preparation process, the document will be put out
for public comment and will go through the
appropriate processes. We are starting to develop
that now and hope the regulations will be in place
by next year. The regulations will contain clear
provisions concerning stock on the road and
give-way requirements and will ensure that there is
adequate signage and that the public is educated.
Mr Power raised an important issue concerning
elderly drivers. I would not like to make light of
such an issue. These things are always a matter of
balance. The two groups in the community that are
most involved in motor accidents are young people
and the elderly. On the one hand, we do not want to
restrict the freedom of elderly people to get around.
A car provides the only opportunity for many
elderly people to stay mobile and get out into the
world, even if it is only to go shopping once a week.
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On the other hand, we have to look at the
responsibili ties.

the issue. However, it is a matter of achieving a fine
balance.

What the Vicroads officer said is correct - not
enough work has been done. We are putting our
efforts into both young and elderly drivers. The last
thing I want to do is go over the top and restrict
elderly people to their homes. Yes, we are looking at

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 6.56 p.m. until Tuesday,
3 December.
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Remaining stages, 891
Royal assent, 903
State Taxation (Further Omnibus Amendment> Bill
Introduction and first reading, 131
Second reading, 189, 419
Third reading, 423
Remaining stages, 423
Royal assent, 475
Statute Law Revision (Marine) Bill

Royal assent, 1
Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations)
(Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 903
Second reading, 917,1078
Third reading, 1079
Remaining stages, 1079
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Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1243, 1255, 1259
Arts Institutions (Amendment) Bill, 1324

Child protection services, 567
Children's Services Bill, 589
Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production, 1339
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill,
1030, 1071
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 587
Courts and Tribunals (General Amendment) Bill, 878
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 1336
Health Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1008, 1010
Industry Commission inquiry, 219
Legal Practice Bill, 153

Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 949
Second reading, 1103, 1302
Third reading, 1308
Remaining stages, 1309
Transport (Rail Safety) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 1
Second reading, 18, 92, 107
Third reading, 111
Remaining stages, 111
Royal assent, 295
Westpac and Bank of Melbourne (Challenge Bank)
Bill

Royal assent, 1
University Acts (Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 432
Second reading, 432, 809
Committee, 821
Third reading, 821
Remaining stages, 821
Royal assent, 1188
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill
Introduction and first reading, 903
Second reading (absolute majority) 983, 1030
Third reading (absolute majority) 1053
Remaining stages, 1054
Witness Protection (Amendment) Bill
Introduction and first reading, 769
Second reading (absolute majority) 797, 995
Third reading (absolute majority) 999
Remaining stages, 999
Royal assent, 1188

Local Govemment (Amendment) Bill, 179
Local government elections, 977
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Trust Bill,
1283
Melbourne Exhibition Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1283
Miscellaneous Acts (Further Omnibus Amendments)
Bill, 1076
Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Bill, 1062

Planning and Environment (Planning Schemes) Bill,
1333
Queen Victoria Market Lands Bill, 1280
Road funding, 1302
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 367, 371, 443, 457, 465
Small Business Victoria <Repeal) Bill, 891
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1308
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 821
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional
Strategy Plan, 780
Veterinary pathology services, 398
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1053
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Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee
Sexual assault against adults, 949
Economic Development Committee
Medical and public health research, 911
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Administrative policy, 195,595
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, Royal Commission
into
Implementation report, 949

Farrow group, 1189

Aboriginal health, q 570

Health Services Commissioner, 1055

Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
q980

Law Reform Committee

Jury service, 949
National Road Transport Commission, 910
National Road Trauma Advisory Council, 9
Parliament
House Committee, Department of the, 483
Legislative CounciJ., Department of the, 375
Parliamentary Library, Department of the, 375
Victorian Parliamentary Debates, Department of,
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Presiding Officers, 375
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Aged care
Linkages program, 593, 596
Nursing homes, q 97, q 229, q 909
Public transport concessions, 946, 947
(See also Palliative care)
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Correctional services, 946
Eastern suburbs: services, 62, 64
(See also Drugs)

Ambulance services

Intergraph, q 1083

Public Record Office, 9
Road Safety Committee

Effects of drugs other than alcohol, 911
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 10, 137, 303, 483, 776, 911
Evidence Act, 10
Fisheries (Abalone) Regulations, 1189
Hire Purchase Act, 1055
Third annual report, 375
Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, 1055
Scrutiny of legislation committees, 303
SolicitolS Guarantee Fund, 1055
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Child protection services, 539

Arts, The
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Auditor-General

Independence, q 904, q 978, q 1080, q 1222, q 1223
Response by Minister for Finance to report on
ministerial portfolios, 949

Austel
Area codes, 837, 839

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre
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Patient reclassification, q
Respiratory Support Service, q 907
Australian Broadcasting Commission (See ABO

Industry Commission inquiry, 198

Australian Formula One Grand Prix (See Grand pm)

Local govemment elections, 949, 955

Automotive industry

Public hospitals, 67

Racial tolerance, 487
Road funding, 1287
Veterinary pathology services, 375
Workcover and transport accident insurance, 841

Car pIan, q 573
Government initiatives, q 869, q 1222
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Films and videos, 483
Bass Coast Beach Festival, q 571
Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production, 1337
Belgrave South Primary School
College of the Arts billboards, 126, 128

Petition, 1055

Commonwealth Bank

Better Roads (See Roads)

Govenunentcarcontract,q4

Bicycles

Condolences

rIeadgear,292,293,373,374
Rider deaths, q 298

Evans, Robert Keegan, Esq., 1187

Black spot program (See Road safety)

Correctional services
Alcohol and drugs, 946

BLF Custodian

D

Report, 1189
Bradmill Textiles Pty Ltd, q 773

Dandenong Hospital
Tuberculosis, q 95
(See also Health)

Broadmeadows
Gaming centre, 291, 293

Dental services
Budget

Co-payments, q 1314

Presentation, q 1225
Disability services
Budgetpapers,199~7,9,37,

111,193,219,233,280

(See also appropriation bills under BILLS)

Bentleigh residential unit, 1286
Residential care, 61, 63
Distinguished visitors (See Parliament)

Bulleen
Drive-in theatre site, 1285, 1286
Business awards, Victorian, q 906

c
Calder Highway
Upgrade, 62, 65, q 480

Driver leamer permits, q 1227
Driving Instructor Consultative Committee, 467, 470
Drugs

Correctional services, 946
Eastern subwbs services, 62, 64
Education strategy, q 100, 194, 196, 537, q 981
(See also Alcohol)

Carets
Strategy, q 300

Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee

Sexual assault against adults report, 949

Censorship (See Oassification guidelines)

E

Centaur Enterprises (See Veterinary pathology
services)

Eastern Freeway extension, q 7
Centaur Intemational
Ausindustry grants, q 570
Centro Argentino of Victoria, 838, 839
Chemicals industry, q 980

Economic Development Committee
Medical and public health research report, 911
Economist Intelligence Unit
Study,q 103

Chicken meat imports, 1054
Child protection services, 539

Chinese medicine, traditional, q 772
Christmas felicitations, 1340
City Link

Traffic flow, q 409, q 480

Education
Country students, 61,63
Dual recognition programs, 61, 63
Electorate officers

Pay claims, 899, 900
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Gas and Fuel
Privatisation, q 1318
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Export facilitation program, q 769
Multilingual information, q 476
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Shipping hazards, 838, 839

Essendon Hospital

Gas industry
Privatisation, q 1317

Geelong Road

Safety barriers, q 99
Gippsland

Closure, 291, 292
Linen supply, q 410

Backpacker tourism market, q 774

Evans, The late Robert Keegan, Esq., 1187

Golden staph (See Health)

Export awards, Governor's, q 2

Government
Asset sales, q 569

Exports
Australian Exporter of the Year, q 773
Facilitation program, q 769
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Government car fleet, q 4
Governor's export awards, q 2
Grandprix
Costs,q 133

Farrow group

Economic benefit, q 97, q 297
Economic effects, q 1318
Rural tourism, 126, 128

Report, 1189

First Place, q 5, q 909
Five Mile Creek, Romsey, 1285, 1286

Gribbles Pathology (See Veterinary pathology
services)

Floods
North~astem Victoria,
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194, 197

Hansard (See Parliament Victorian Parliamentary

Footscray
Ethnic policing unit, 194, 197
First Place, q 5

Ford Australia
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Foreign investment
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Forest Practices for Timber Production, Code of, 1337
Freeways (See Roads and. individual freeway names)
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Gambling
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Aboriginal, q 570
Carersstrategy, q 300
Consumer complaints, q 1080
Federal funding, q 1081

Funding,q 8
Golden staph infections, q 231
Immunisation, q 1317
Insurance precniums, q 982
Metropolitan services plan, q 403, q 404, 467,469
Palliative care, q 479
Privatisation policies, 194, 196

Respiratory Support Service, q 907
Traditional Chinese medicine, q 772
Tuberculosis, q 95, q 230

(See also Gaming)

Health and Safety Organisation
Gaming

Inspections, 62, 64

Broadmeadows town hall, 291, 293
Interactive, q 905
Machines, 291, 293
Regulations, q 872
Research programs, q 571

Health and Safety Week, q 132, q 233
Health Services Commissioner
Report, 1055
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La Trobe University

Bed closures, 67
Early discharge, q 867
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Patient reclassification, q 771
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Privatisation, 194, 196
Readmissions, q 299
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(See also individual hospital names)
House Committee, Department of the (See
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Human Services, Department of

Joint sitting of Parliament, 372, 434
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Law Reform Committee

Jury service report, 949
Legislation Document Management System, 104
Legislative Council, Department of the (See
Parliament)
Linkages program, 593, 596
Liquor industry
Licences and sales, q 409

Consultancies, 63
Local government
Hume, City of

Enections,373,374,949,955
Small business forums, q 231

Wards, 1107

Logging industry (See Timber industry)

Hume Highway
Ford Australia exits, 468, 470
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Manufacturing
Immanet, q 134

Immanet, q 134
Mayday Hills Hospital, q 1082
~~tion,q1317

Melbourne Cup Day
Import substitution, q 302

Tabcorp,537

Industrial relations
Disputes, q 1315
Federal jurisdiction, q 475, q 477, q 478
Federal reform, q 295, q 296
State jurisdiction, q 296, q 475, q 477, q 478
Industry assistance, 198
Industry Commission
Inquiry, 198
Infediousdiseases (See Health)
Intergraph (See Ambulance services)
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(See also Personal explanations)
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Korea
Trade,q227

Motorcycle grand prix, q 871
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National Institute of Economic and Industry Research

Grand prix, q 97
National Road Transport Commission
Report, 910
National Road Trauma Advisory Council
Report, 9
National Trade and Investment Outlook Conference,
q 906,q 1084
Nillumb~

Shire of

CEO and commissioners, 127, 128
Nobbies, The, q 1225, q 1226
Nursing homes

Partnering in Health and Safety, q 477
Personal Explanations

Hallam, Hon. R M., 1062
Knowles, Hon. R. 1., 1188
Ross, Hon. J. W. G., 410
Theophanous, Hon. T. c., 482
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Planning
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Regional Strategy Plan, 503, 777
Plastics industry, q 980
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Performance, q 'l3O

Fees,q 97
Funding, q 909
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Premier's Drug Advisory Council
Government response, q 100, 194, 196, 537
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Productivity Commission
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adjournment, 1340
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House Committee report, 483
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and Rulings by the Chair)

Audit Act review, q 1080
Membership, 466
Public Record Office report, 9
Public Record Office
Report, 9
Public sector
Outsourcing SUlVey, q 979
Public transport
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Questions on notice
Suspension of standing orders, 9,104,482,574,910,
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R
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Parliament House Completion Authority, 1054

Racial tolerance, 487
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Black spot program, q 871, q 977
Driver fatigue, q 136
Elderly drivers, 900
Multimedia technology, q 298
Road rage, q 407
Safety First, q 226
(See also Roads)
Road Safety Committee
Effects of drugs other than alcohol report, 911

Road toll
Rural Victoria, q 132
Statistics, q 226
Roads
Better Roads program, q 98, q 906
Contract labour, q 1083
FWlCling, 1287
Uvestock, 900
Log cartage, q 978
Rural projects, q 1316
Rural Victoria, q 1084
Safety barriers, q 99
Signage,1054
Speed limits, q 572
Springvale bypass, q 408
(See also Road safety, Road toll and individual
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Rowan Garden Pty Ltd
Leader of the Opposition's chart, 467, 470
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Royal Melboume Institute of Technology
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amendment of, 950
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admissibility, 134,567, 1080
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Relevance, 279,440, 1020, 1037, 1315
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Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Alert Digest, 10, 137,303,483, 776, 911
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Fisheries (Abalone) Regulations report, 1189
Hire Purchase Act report, 1055
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Report, 303
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pecuniary interests, 370
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Trader survey, q 103
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Local government forums, q 231
Red tape, q 982
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Small Business Victoria, q 1224
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Solicitors Guarantee Fund
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Tabcorp
Melbourne Cup Day, 537

Veterinary pathology services, 375

Tatura Milk Industries, q 906

Vicpac Engineers and Scientists Ltd, 594, 595

Taxation

Vicroads

Rates, q 1312

Taxis

Duress alarms, q 775
Multipurpose program, q 131, q 135, q 910
Safety screens, q 871
Safety standards, q 568

Telecommunications industry (See Auste1 and Telstra)

Multimedia technology, q 298

Victoria Veterinary Pathology (See Veterinary
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Victorian business awards, q 906
Victorian Government Purchasing Board, q 295
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation
Joint sitting of Parliament, 372, 434

Te1stra
Small business awards, q 133, 292, 294

Timber industry
Code of Forest Practices for Tunber Production, 1337
Federal policy, 594, 595
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q 135
Victorian Panel of Professional Advisers, q 870
Victorian Parliamentary Debates, Department of (See
Parliament)

Tobacco advertising, 373
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Tourism
Backpackers, q 774
Grand prix, 126, 128
Initiatives, q 1083
Nobbies, The, q 1225, q 1226

Toxic waste
VVennbee,469,470
Trade
Korea, q 227

Trade Measurement Victoria
Appointments, 127, 129
Transport Accident Commission
Compensation, 776, 841

Waste management
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Waste Management Council, 127, 128
Wenibee
Toxic waste dump, 469, 470
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Completion, q 3, q 775

Women
~tiveaction,q403

Rural network, 837, 839

Women's budget, 1189
Woodward's Hardwood Sawmill, 594, 595

Trucksafe, q 770
Tuberculosis (See Health)

Workcover
Benefits, q 908
Compensation, q 773, q 774, 776, 841
Hearing loss claims, q 405
Unfunded liability, q 907
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Workcover Advisory Committee, q 773, q 774
(See also Workcover)

Workers compensation (See Workcover)
Workplace health and safety
Farms, q 233
Health and Safety Week, q 132
lnspections,62,64
Partnering in Health and Safety, q 477
Trucksafe, q 770
Workplace violence, q 102
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ASHER, Hon. LOUISE (Monash) (Minister for Small
Business and Minister for Tourism)

Adjournment
Grand prix: rural tourism, 128
Small business: Telstra awards, 294
Trade Measurement Victoria: appointments, 129

ASHMAN, Hon. G. B. (Koonung)

Bills
Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Bill, 1059
Shop Trading Refonn Bill, 351
Small Business Victoria (Repeal) Bill, 886
Transport (Rail Safety) Bill, 109
Questions without notice
Small business: Telstra awards, 133

Bills
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Bill, 535,
576,899
Co-operatives Bill, 769, 786, 940
Courts and Tnbunals (General Amendment) Bill,
475,512,878,879
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 475, 515, 836
Friendly Societies (Victoria) Bill, 904, 932, 1064
Legal Practice Bill, 1, 22, 153, 154, 155, 156
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 1030, 1190
Miscellaneous Acts (Further Omnibus Amendments)
Bill, 769,790, 1077
Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Bill, 903, 919,1061,
1062
Professional Boxing and Martial Arts Bill, 280, 289,
432
Small Business Victoria (Repeal) Bill, 475, 517, 888
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 903, 983, 1053
Classification of films and videotapes, 483
Farrow group, 1189

ATKINSON, Hon B. N. (Koonung)

Adjoumment
Wembee: toxic waste dump, 469

Bills
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 172
Planning and Environment (Planning Schemes) Bill,
1328

Budget papers, 1996-97, 121
Local government elections, 966

Questions without notice

Health: consumer complaints, 1080
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional
Strategy Plan, 778

Questions without notice
Bass Coast Beach Festival, 571
First Place, 5, 909
Grandprix
costs, 134
economic benefit, 97, 297
economic effects, 1318
Uquor licences and sales, 409
Shop trading hours, 5, 103
Small business
local government forums, 231
red tape, 982
Te1stra awards, 133
Small Business Deregulation Task Force, 481
Small Business Victoria, 1224
The Nobbies, 1225, 1226
Tourism
backpackers, 774

BAXTER, Hon. W. R. (North Eastern)

Adjournment
Austel: area codes, 837

Christmas felicitations, 1342
Roads: livestock, 900
Bills
Firearms Bill, 1092
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill, 1269
Budget papers, 1996-97, 37
Condolences
Evans, Robert Keegan, Esq., 1187

initiatives, 1083
Victorian Panel of Professional Advisers, 870

Questions without notice
Victorian business awards, 906

Solicitors Guarantee Fund, 1055
Women's budget, 1189

Racial tolerance, 490
Road funding, 1301
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BEST, Hon. R. A. (North Western)
Bills
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 248
Professional Boxing and Martial Arts Bill, 431
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 347
Budget papers, 1996-97, 248
Questions without notice
Calder Highway, 480
Import substitution, 302
Roads: driver fatigue, 136

BIRRELL, Hon. M. A. (East Yarra) (Minister for
Industry, Science and Technology)
Adjournment
ABC: administrative policy, 195, 595
Austel: area codes, 839
Cluisanasfelicitations,134O
College of the Arts billboards, 128
Nillumbik: CEO and commissioners, 128
Parliament House Completion Authority, 1054
Shop trading hours, 63, 128
Vipac Engineers and Scientists Ltd, 595
Waste management committee, 128
Woodward's Hardwood Sawmill, 595

Bills
Arts Institutions (Amendment) Bill, 1188, 1198
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill,
903,913,1066,1068,1069,1070,1071,1072,1074
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 896
Environment Protection (Amendment) BUl, 1188,
1194,1337
Gaming Machine Control (Amendment) Bill, 280, 285
Geelong Lands (Steampacket Place) Bill, 124, 125, 186
Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 1188,
1193,1340
Melbourne Convention and Exlubition Trust Bill,
1085, 1086, 1284
Melbourne Exlubition Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1,
16,1086
North Melbourne Lands Bill, 372, 401
Parliament House Completion Authority
(Amendment) Bill, 1030
Queen Victoria Market Lands Bill, 1188, 1192
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 198, 283, 434, 438, 439, 440,
441,442,451,454,455,456,457,458,459,460,461,
462, 463, 465, 466

BLF Custodian, 1189
Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production, 1337
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Evans, Robert Keegan, Esq., 1187
Industry Commission inquiry, 205
Parliament House: right of access, 809
Points of order, 318, 369
Questions without notice
Aifinnativeaction,403
Australian Exporter of the Year, 773
Automotive industry: government initiatives, 869,

1222
Car plan, 573
Centaur International, 571
Employment multilingual information, 476
Export facilitation program, 770
Foreign investment, 103
Governor's export awards, 2
Import substitution, 302
Industrial relations: disputes, 1315
Industrial relations reform, 295, 296, 475, 478
Manufacturing: Immanet, 134
Melbourne Exlubition Centre, 410
National trade conference, 1084
Plastics and chemicals industries, 980
Shop trading hours, 2, 101, 136, 228
Trade: Korea, 227
Unemployment figures, 567
Victorian business awards, 906

Racial tolerance, 487

BISHOP, Hon. B. W. (North Western)

Bills
Farm Produce Wholesale (Amendment) Bill, 28
Forestry Rights Bill, 35
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 801
Port Services and Marine (Amendment) Bill, 806
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 355

Questions without notice
Industrial relations: disputes, 1315

BOARDMAN, Hon. B. C. (Chelsea)

Bills
Children's Services Bill, 528
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 1335
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 358
Witness Protection (Amendment) Bill, 996
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Child protection services, 554
Questions without notice
Driver learner permits, 1227
First Place, 909
Western Ring Road, 775
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Questions without notice
Grand prix: economic benefit, 297
Health: funding, 8

CRAIGE, Hon. G. R. (Central Highlands) (Minister for
Roads and Ports)
BOWDEN, Hon. R. H. (South Eastern)
Adjournment
Chicken meat imports, 1054

Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 581
Crimes <Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 833
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 169
Small Business Victoria (Repeal) Bill, 885
State Taxation (Further Omrubus Amendment) Bill,

421
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1047
Points of order, 1020, 1036
Questions without notice
Health: traditional Orinese medicine, 772
Public sector: outsourcing survey, 979
Victorian Government Purchasing Board, 295

BRIDESON, Hon. Andrew (Waverley)

Bills
Orildren's Services Bill, 525

Adjournment
Bicycle headgear, 293,374
Calder Highway project, 65
Chicken meat imports, 1054
Driving Instructor Consultative Committee, 470
Floods: north-eastem Victoria, 197
Footscray: ethnic policing unit, 197
Ford Australia: Hume Highway exits, 470
Mopeds, 197
Road safety: elderly drivers, 900
Roads
livestock, 900
signage, 1054
Shipping: environmental hazards, 839
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 295, 399, 587
Farm Produce Wholesale (Amendment) Bill, 31
Firearms Bill, 903, 922, 1101
F~eries(Amendmen~Bill,1103, 1106,1277
Forestry Rights Bill, 1, 16, 36
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill, 1086, 1271
Port Services and Marine (Amendment) Bill, 807
Rail Corporations Bill, 898, 944, 1103
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 131, 187,417
Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations)
(Amendmen~Bill,903,917,1079

Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee
Sexual assault against adults, 949

Questions without notice
Taxis: multipwpose program, 910
Trade: Korea, 227

Transport (Rail Safety) Bill, 1, 18, 111
Witness Protection (Amendment) Bill, 769, 797, 999
National Road Transport Commission, 910
National Road Trauma Advisory Council, 9
Questions without notice

CHAMBERLAIN, Hon. B. A. (Western) (See
PRESIDENT, The (Hon. BA Chamberlain»

COVER, Hon. L J. (Geelong)

Bills

Arts Institutions <Amendment) Bill, 1311
Geelong Lands (Steampacket Place) Bill, 185

Better Roads, 98, 906
Calder Highway, 480
City Link: traffic flow, 409,480
Cyclists: deaths, 298
Driver learner permits, 1227
Eastern Freeway extension, 7
Motorcycle grand prix, 871
Port of Melbourne, 230
Rail crossings, 481
Road toll, 226
Road toll: rural Victoria, 132
Roads
black spot program, 871, 977
contract labour, 1083

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
driver fatigue, 137
log cartage, 978
rural projects, 1316
rural Victoria, 1084
safety barriers, 99
Springvale bypass, 408
Road safety: road rage, 407
South Gippsland Highway, 1316
Speed limits, 572
Station Pier, 1085
Taxis
duress alarms, 775
multipwpose program, 131, 135,910
safety screens, 87l
safety standards, 568
Vicroads: multimedia technology, 299
Western Ring Road, 3,775

Road funding, 1293

(17)

Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production, 1338
Points of order, 385, 398
Questions without notice
Gas and Fuel towers, 1313
Liquor licences and sales, 409
Manufacturing: Immanet, 134
Small Business Deregulation Task Force, 481
Tourism: backpackers, 774

Veterinary pathology services, 383

de FEGELY, Hon. R. S. (Ballarat)
Bills
Pipelines (Punendment) Bill, 1267
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 412

Veterinary pathology services, 396
Questions without notice
Automotive industry: government initiatives, 869,
1222
Small business: local government forums, 231

DAVIS, Hon. D. McL (East Yarra)

Adjoumment
ABC: administrative policy, 195, 595
Drug and alcohol services, 62

Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1265
Chiropractors Registration Bill, 988
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 827
Optometrists Registration Bill, 941
Osteopaths Registration Bill, 988
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 816

DEPUTY PRESIDENT, The (Hon. P. R. Hall)

Joint sittings of Parliament
La Trobe University, 434
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, 434
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 434
(See also Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland»

Budget papers, 1996-97, 115
Questions without notice
First Place, 5
Roads: Springvale bypass, 408

EREN, Hon. T. E. (Doutta Galla)

Bills
Firearms Bill, 1094
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 350
Witness Protection (Amendment) Bill, 998

Local government elections, 963
DAVIS, Hon. PHILIP (Gippsland)

Bills
Farm Produce Wholesale (Amendment) Bill,3O
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1273
Forestry Rights Bill, 34
Miscellaneous Acts (Further Omnibus Amendments)
Bill,1075
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill, 1267
Queen Victoria Market Lands Bill, 1279

Questions without notice
Gas and Fuel: privatisation, 1318
Palliative care, 869

Racial tolerance, 492

(18)
FORWOOD, Hon. BILL (femplestowe)
Adjournment
Bulleen: drive-in theatre site, 1285
Leader of the Opposition: Rowan Garden chart, 467
Local government elections, 373
Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1217
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill,239
Firearms Bill, 1098
Budget papers, 1996-97, 239
Points of order, 862
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Public Record Office, 9
Public hospitals, 86

Questions without notice
Respiratory Support Service, 907
Small Business Victoria, 1224
Workcover: hearing loss claims, 405
Workcover and transport accident insurance, 847

INDEX
Parliament House Completion Authority, 1054
Problem gambling, 292
Public transport concessions, 946
Shop trading hours, 128
Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1221, 1227
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 269
Arts Institutions (Amendment) Bill, 1309
Children and Young Persons (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 531
Children's Services Bill, 443, 588,589, 590,591,593
Chiropractors Registration Bill, 987
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 578
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 821, 836
Education (Amendment) Bill, 892
Firearms Bill, 1087
Health Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1001
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 170
Lord Mayor's Charitable Fund Bill, 942
Mental Health (Interstate Provisions) Bill, 999
Optometrists Registration Bill, 940
Osteopaths Registration Bill, 987
Professional Boxing and Martial Arts Bill, 429
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 327, 438, 439, 455, 459
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 809
Witness Protection (Amendment) Bill, 995
Budget papers, 1996-97, 269

FURLE1TI, Hon. C. A. (Templestowe)

Child protection services, 539

Bills

Law Reform Committee

Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 272
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 834
Legal Practice Bill, 142
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1037

Budget papers, 1996-97, 272
Points of order, 1037

Questions without notice
Budget presentation, 1225
Eastern Freeway extension, 7
Employment multilingual information, 476
Taxis: safety standards, 568
Racial tolerance, 499

GOULD, Hon. M. M. (Doutta Galla)
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 1341
Five Mile Creek, Romsey, 1285
Health: consultancies, 63

Jury service, 949
Local government elections, 959
Public hospitals, 67

Questions without notice
Health: federal funding, 1081
Hospitals
early discharge, 867
funding, 6
patient reclassification,
readmissions, 299
Industrial relations: reform, 478
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 571
Nursing homes
fees, 97

m

funding, 909
standards, 229
Shop trading hours, 136
Taxation: rates, 1312
The Nobbies, 1225
Racial tolerance, 495

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
HALL, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)
Adjournment
Education; dual recognition programs, 61
Bills
Education (Amendment) Bill, 896
Firearms Bill, 1099
Health Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1004
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 366
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 819

(19)

Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 535,
574
Gaming Machine Control (Amendment) Bill,426
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1,21, 179, 180,
181, 182, 183
Planning and Environment (Planning Schemes) Bill,
1188,1200,1333
Port Services and Marine (Amendment) Bill, 443, 447
State Taxation (Further Omrubus Amendment) Bill,
131,189,423
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 949,
1103, 1308

Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production, 1339
Budget papers, 1996-97, 9, 37,191
Presiding Officers and parliamentary reports, 375, 483
Business of the house
Questions without notice
Gaming regulations, 872
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 228
Palliative care, 479
Plastics and chemicals industries, 980
(See also DEPUIY PRESIDENT, The (Hon. P. R.

Hall»

HALLAM, Hon. R. M. (Western) (Minister for Finance
and Minister for Gaming)

Adjoumment
Broadmeadows: gaming centre, 293
Bulleen: drive-in theatre site, 1286
Centro Argentino of Victoria, 839
Five Mile Creek, Romsey, 1286
Gaming machines: location, 293
H~e:lV~,1107

Local government elections, 374
Occupational health and safety regulations, 64
Problem gambling, 293
Tabcorp: Melbourne Cup Day, 537
Werribee: toxic lVaste dump, 470
Yarra Ranges: VplVey works depot site, 1286
Auditor-General
Response by Minister for Finance, 949
Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1010,1244,1252,1253,1255,1256,1257,1258,1260,
1262,1263
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 131, 191, 193, 280
Appropriation (Parliament 1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 131,
193
Arts InstitutiOIlS (Amendment) Bill, 1325
Bank of South Australia and Advance Bank Bill, 131,
188,281,282
Building (Amendment) Bill, 280, 285, 429
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1030,1055,1266

Sessional orders, 264
Personal explanations, 1062
Questions on notice
Suspension of standing orders, 1227
Questions without notice
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
980,981
Auditor-General
ind~ence,904,978,1222, 1223
PAEC,I08O
Budget presentation, 1225
Farm health and safety, 233
Gaming
interactive, 905
regulatiOIlS, 872
research programs, 571
Gas and Fuel
privatisation, 1318
towers, 1313
Gas industry: privatisation, 1317
Government
asset sales, 569
car fleet, 4
Health and Safety Week, 132
Industrial relations: reform, 477
Mayday Hills Hospital, 1082
Partnering in Health and Safety program, 477
Public sector. outsourcing survey, 979
Taxation; rates, 1312
Trucksafe,770
Victorian Government Purchasing Board, 295
Workcover
benefits, 908
hearing loss claims, 405
unfunded liability, 907
Workcover Advisory Committee, 773, 774
Workplace violence, 102
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional

Strategy Plan, 503, 508
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INDEX

HARTIGAN, Hon. W. A. N. (Geelong)

Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1229
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 586
Geelong Lands (Steampacket Place) Bilt 184
Shop Trading Reform Bilt 330
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1307

Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Bill, 1058
Shop Trading Refonn Bill, 323
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1045
Budget papers, 1996-97, 49
Questions without notice
Drugs: education strategy, 100,981
Grand prix: economic effects, 1318
Victorian Panel of Professional Advisers, 870

Budget papers, 1996-97, 52
Industry Commission inquiry, 211
Points of order, 216, 570
Questions without notice

Car plan, 573
~~tion,1317

Partnering in Health and Safety program, 477

Racial tolerance, 496
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Alert Digest, 10, 137, 303,483, 776,911
Evidence Act, 10
Fisheries (Abalone) Regulations, 1189
National legislation schemes, 303
Third annual report, 375

Racial tolerance, 501
Workcover and transport accident insurance, 858
KNOWLES, Hon. R.l (Ballarat) (Minister for Health
and Minister for Aged Care)

Aboriginal Deaths in Custody
HOGG, Hon. C. J. (Melbourne North)
Adjournment
Aged care: Linkages program, 593
Broadmeadows: gaming centre, 291
Correctional services: alcohol and drugs, 946
Disability services: residential care, 61
Floods: north-eastem Victoria, 194
Premier's Drug Advisory Council, 537

Bills
Mental Health (Interstate Provisions) Bill, 1000
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 342
Budget papers, 1996-97, 111
Child protection services, 550
Condolences
Evans, Robert I<eegan, Esq., 1187
Racial tolerance, 500

Implementation report, 949
Absence of Oerk, 1264
Adjournment
Aged care: Linkages program, 596
Correctional services: alcohol and drugs, 946
Disability services
Bentleigh residential unit, 1286
residential care, 63
Drug and alcohol services, 64
Drugs: education strategy, 196,981
Education: dual recognition programs, 63
Electorate officers: pay claims, 900
Essendon Hospital, 292
Health
consultancies, 64
insurance premiums, 982
metropolitan services plan, 469
privatisation policies, 1%
Premier's Drug Advisory Council, 537
Public transport concessions, 947
Rural Women's Network, 839
Seymour: social security office, 946
Tobacco advertising, 373

KATSAMBANIS, Hon. P. A. (Monash)

Bills
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill,
1021
Courts and Tribunals (General Amendment) Bill, 874
Legal Practice Bill, 148
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 1207

Bills
Children and Young Persons (Miscellaneous
Amendments> Bill, 372, 399, 535
Children's Services Bill, 1, 14, 588,589,590,591,592,
593
Chiropractors Registration Bill, 769, 783, 987, 994
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Education (Amendment) Bill, 475, 508, 898
Fireanns Bill, 932
Health Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 769,781,
1008, 1009, 1010
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 447, 449, 802
Lord Mayor's Charitable Fund Bill, 769, 796, 944
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 1209
Mental Health (Interstate Provisions) Bill, 903, 916,

1000
North Melbourne Lands Bill, 536
Optometrists Registration Bill, 903, 918,942
Osteopaths Registration Bill, 769, 784, 987
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 432, 821
Business of the house
Adjournment of bills, 9
Sessional orders, 175,429,508,539,954,1014, 1264,
1287
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Hospitals
beds,8
early ~charge, 867
funding, 6, 301, 868
patient reclassification, 771
performance, 867
rea~ions, 299
Drnrnnurrisation, 1317
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 228, 571
Nursing homes
fees, 97
funding, 909
standards, 229
Palliative care, 479, 869, 873
Respiratory Support Service, 908
Royal Women's Hospital, 1226
Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory,
135

Child protection services, 545
Health Services Commissioner, 1055
Joint sittings of Parliament

La Trobe University, 372
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, 372
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 372

LUCAS, Hon. N. B. (Eumemmerring)

Bills

Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 165
Planning and Environment (Planning Schemes) Bill,
1331

Parliament House
Rightofac~,775

Budget pape!S, 1996-9'7,43

Personal explanations, 1188

Local government elections, 955

Points of order, 134, 216, 1080

Petitions

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Membership, 466
Public hospitals, 72
Questions on notice
Suspension of standing orders, 9, 104, 137,303,482,
574,910,1085

Belgrave South Primary School, 1055
Points of order, 47, 163, 178,404,949, 1300
Questions without notice
Australian Exporter of the Year, 773
Government car fleet, 4

Questions without notice
Aboriginal health, 570
Ambulance services: Intergraph, 1083
Carers strategy, 300
Dental services: co-payments, 1314
Drugs: education strategy, 100
Essendon Hospital: services, 410
Health
consumer complaints, 1080
federal funding, 1081
funding, 8
golden staph infections, 232
metropolitan services plan, 403, 404
traditional Chinese medicine, 772
~os~,95,231

LUCKINS, Hon. M. T. (Waverley)

Bills
Children's Services Bill, 519
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill,
1027
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 831

Legal Practice Bill, 146
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 344
Small Business Victoria (Repeal) Bill, 883
Budget pape!S, 1996-97, 59

(22)

INDEX

Questions without notice
Governor's export awards, 2

Budget papers, 1996-97, 273
Child protection services, 558

Racial tolerance, 494

Local government elections, 974

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Points of order, 271, 388, 1315

Hire Purchase Act, 1055
Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, 1055

Public hospitals, 91
Questions without notice

McLEAN, Hon. JEAN <Melbourne West)
Adjournment
College of the Arts billboards, 126
Shipping: environmental hazards, 838

Centaur International, 570
City Link: traffic flow, 480
Gas industry: privatisation, 1317
Health: insurance premiums, 982
Hospitals

beds,S
funding, 868
The Nobbies, 1226

Bills
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 251
Arts Institutions (Amendment) Bill, 1320
Children and Young Persons <Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 532
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 584
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 829
FJ.real'IIlS Bill, 1090
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 353
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1041

Racial tolerance, 502
Road funding, 1299
Veterinary pathology services, 394
Workcover and transport accident insurance, 853

NGUYEN, Hon. S. M. <Melbourne West)
Budget papers, 1996-97, 251
Adjournment
Questions without notice
Dental seIVices: co-payments, 1314
Health: tuberculosis, 230
Taxis: safety screens, 871
The Nobbies, 1226

NARDEL~

Hon. D. A. (Melbourne North)

Adjournment
Ford Australia: Hume Highway exits, 468
Gaming machines: location, 291
Health: privatisation policies, 194
Occupational health and safety regulations, 62
Tabcorp: Melbourne Cup Day, 537
Tobacco advertising, 373

Footscray: ethnic policing unit, 194
Waste management committee, 127

Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1243
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 245
Children's Services Bill, 522
Firearms Bill, 1097
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 168
Lord Mayor's Charitable Fund Bill, 943
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 345
Budget papeIS, 1996-97, 245
Local government elections, 966
Racial tolerance, 493

Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1233
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 273
Children's Services Bill, 527
Health Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1007, 1009
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 175
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 364, 442, 455, 456
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1048

POWELL, Hon. E. J. (North Eastern)
Bills
Children's Services Bill, 529
Firearms Bill, 1095
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 362
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Child protection services, 563

Budget papers, 1996-97, 264

Local government elections, 960

Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production, 1337

Questions without notice

Industry Commission inquiry, 210

Gaming: interactive, 905

Local government elections, 949
Questions without notice

POWER, Hon. PAT Qika Jika)
Adjournment
Bicycle headgear, 292, 373
Calder Highway: project, 62
Driving Instructor Consultative Committee, 467
fIUIne:wards,1107
Mopeds, 193
Nillumbik: CEO and commissioners, 127
Parlynet, 536
Road safety: elderly drivers, 900
Roads: signage, 1054
Rural Women's Network, 837
Seymour. social security office, 945
Woodward's liardwood Sawmill, 594
Yarra Ranges: Upwey works depot site, 1285

Bills
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 264
Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Bill, 898
Building (Amendment) Bill, 426
Courts and Tribunals (General Amendment) Bill,

Better Roads, 906
City Link: traffic flow, 409
Cyclists: deaths, 298
Rail crossings, 481
Road safety: road rage, 407
Road toll
rural Victoria, 132
statistics, 226
Roads
black spot program, 871, 977
contract labour, 1083
rural Victoria, 1084
safety barriers, 99
South Gippsland fIighway, 1316
Speed limits, 572
Taxis
duress alarms, 775
multipurpose program, 131
Western Ring Road, 3
Road funding, 1287
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Regional
Strategy Plan, 503

864, 873, 878
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 1334
Farm Produce Wholesale (Amendment) Bill, 27
Forestry Rights Bill, 32
Geelong Lands (Steampacket Place) Bill, 183
Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 1340
Land <Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 799
Legal Practice Bill, 138
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 156, 182
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 1206
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Trust Bill,
1280
Melbourne Exlubition Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1280
Miscellaneous Acts (Further Omnibus Amendments)
Bill, 1065, 1077
North Melbourne Lands Bill, 536
Planning and Environment (Planning Schemes) Bill,
1325
Port Services and Marine (Amendment) Bill, 802
Queen Victoria Market Lands Bill, 1278
Rail Corporations Bill, 1101
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 402, 411
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 336
Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations)
(Amen~en~Bill,1078

Transport (Rail Safety) Bill, 92, 107
Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1030

PRESIDENT, The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)
Adjoumment
Christmas felicitations, 1343
Leader of the Opposition: Rowan Garden chart, 470
Parlynet, 538
Condolences

Evans, Robert I<eegan, Esq., 1187
Joint sittings of Parliament

.La Trobe University, 372
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, 372
Victorian fIealth Promotion Foundation, 372
Presiding Officers and parliamentary reports, 375
Racial tolerance, 503
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INDEX

PULLEN, Hon. B. T. (Melbourne)

SMI1H, Hon. W. L (Silvan)

Adjournment

Bills

Drugs: education strategy, 194
Health: metropolitan services plan, 467
Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1239
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 257
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 360
Budget papers, 1996-97, 257

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Trust Bill,
1282
Melbourne Exhibition Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1282
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 812
Questions without notice
Grand prix: economic benefit, 97
Melbourne Exhibition Centre, 410
Racial tolerance, 492

Questions without notice
Health: metropolitan services plan, 404
Hospitals: funding, 301
Shop trading hours, 103

STONEY, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Adjournment
Grand prix: runl tourism, 126

ROSS, Hon. J. W. G. (Higinbotham)
Bills
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1274
Transport (Rail Safety) Bill, 110
Personal explanations, 410
Points of order, 320
Questions without notice

Bills
Firearms Bill, 1089
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 413
Questions without notice

Better Roads, 98
Farm health and safety, 233
Roads: log cartage, 978
Tourism: initiatives, 1083
Trucksafe, 770

Hospitals: performance, 867
National trade conference, 1084

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)

SMI11I, Hon. K. M (South Eastern)
Bills
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 219
Building (Amendment) Bill, 427
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 830
~opTnding~onnBill,~

Victims of Crime Assistance Bill, 1052

Bills
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 255
Co-opentives Bill, 939
Rail Cotpontions Bill, 1102
Budget papelS, 1996-97, 255
Economic Development Committee
Medical and public health research, 911

Budget papers, 1996-97,219
Questions without notice
Points of order, 163,270,271,279,307,322,972
Questions without notice

Bass Coast Beach Festival, 571
Motorcycle grand prix, 871
Port of Melbourne, 230
Station Pier, 1084

Aboriginal health, 570
Health: metropolitan services plan, 403
Health and Safety Week, 132

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
TIIEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika)
Adjournment
Leader of the Opposition: Rowan Garden chart, 471
Shop trading hours, 63
Small business: Telstra awards, 292
Trade Measurement Victoria: appointments, 127
Vipac Engineers and Scientists Ltd, 594

Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1209,1251,1253,1254,1256,1257,1259,1261,1262
Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 233
Appropriation (Parliament 1996/97, No. 1) Bill, 280
Bank of South Australia and Advance Bank Bill, 282
Casino <Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1265
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill,
1014,1069,1070
Co-operatives Bill, 936
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 894
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1271
Friendly Societies (Victoria) Bill, 1063
Gaming Machine Control (Amendment) Bill,423
Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Bill, 1056, 1061,
1062
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill, U66
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 307, 436, 439,440,441,451,
452,456,458,459,460,462,464,465
Small Business Victoria (Repeal) Bill, 879
State Taxation (Further Omnibus Amendment) Bill,
419
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1302
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Health: tuberculosis, 95
Industrial relations: reform, 295, 296, 475, 477
Shop trading hours, 2, 4, 101, 228
Taxis: multipurpose program, 135
Unemployment: figures, 567
Workcover
benefits, 908
unfunded liability, 907
Workcover Advisory Committee, 774
Racial tolerance, 488
Veterinary pathology services, 375, 397
Workcover and transport accident insurance, 841, 863

V ARTY, Hon. ROSEMARY (Silvan)

Bills
Crimes (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill, 824
Legislation document management system, 104
Points of order, 776
Questions without notice
Gaming: research programs, 571
Royal Women's Hospital, 1226
Vicroads: multimedia technology, 298
Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory,

135

Budget papers, 1996-97, 233
Industry Commission inquiIy, 198,216
Notice of motion
Workcover,776
Parliament House
Right of access, 776
Personal explanations, 482
Points of order, 46, 96, 99, 102, 228, 368, 385, 405, 862,
972
Public hospitals, 80
Questions without notice
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,

980
AJfinnativeaction,403
Auditor-General
independence, 904, 978,1222,1223
PAEC,l080
Export facilitation program, 769
Government: asset sales, 569
Grand prix: costs, 133

WALPOLE, Hon. D. T. (Melbourne)
Adjournment
Centro Argentino of Victoria, 838
Disability services: Bentleigh residential unit, 1286
Electorate officers: pay claims, 899

Bills
Accident Compensation (Further Amendment) Bill,
1237
Commonwealth Powers (Industrial Relations) Bill,
1025
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 415
Shop Trading Reform Bill, 356,439, 443
Points of order, 47
Questions without notice
Ambulance services: Intergraph, 1083
Essendon Hospital, 291, 410
Health: golden staph infections, 231
Workcover Advisory Committee, 773

(26)
WELLS, Hon. R. J. H (Eumemmerring)

Bills
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1275
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill, 1270
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 813
Budget papers, 1996-97, 118
Questions without notice
Foreign investment, 103
Mayday Hills Hospital, 1082
Small business: red tape, 982

WILDING, Hon. SUE (Chelsea)

Bills
Children's Services Bill, 526
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 416
Local government elections, 963
Questions without notice
Carers: strategy, 300
Roads: rural projects, 1316
Workplace violence, 102
Road Safety Committee

Effects of drugs other than alcohol, 911
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

Questions on notice answered during period covered by this index
Qn
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28

29
30

31
32
33
34

35
36

37
38

39
40

41
42
43
44

45
46

47

Subject matter
Carlton Cricket and Football Club Social Club:
poker machines
Melbourne Parks and Waterways:
appointment of former MLC
Director of Weights and Measures
City link: time savings
Roads: Doutta Galla Province
Roads: BallaIatProvince
Roads: Gippsland Province
Roads: East Yarra Province
Roads: Geelong Province
Roads: Central Highland Province
Roads: Western Province
Roads: Waverley Province
Roads: South Eastern Province
Roads: Chelsea Province
Roads: North Western Province
Roads: Koonung Province
Roads: Monash Province
Roads: North Eastern Province
Local Government Board: chairperson and
manager
Local government former Buln Buln shire
Local government 'customers'
Youth and Community Services:
Loddon-Campaspe youth worker
Students: Bendigo secondary colleges
CoUban Water: salaries
Winters Flat Primary School
Ophthalmic surgery
Royal Melbourne Hospital: Essendon campus
Schools: cyclical maintenance, Essendcn
Melbourne Parks and Waterways:
appointment of former MLC
Former MLC for Templestowe
Boronia railway crossing
Bullbar regulations
Roads: Templestowe Province
Roads: Melbourne North Province
Roads: Eumemmerring Province
Roads: Melbourne West Province
Roads: Jika Jika Province
Roads: Melbourne Province
Roads: Higinbotham Province
Roads: Silvan Province
East Gippsland: employees
Water quality: monitOring
Local government reserves and rate revenue
Water: restructured authorities
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Act
Conservation and Land Management
redundancies
Planning and Local Government redundancies

Asked by

Answered by

Page

Hon.T.C.Theophanous

Hon. R. M. Hallam

597

Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Hon. T. C.Theophanous
Hon. Pat Power
Hon. Pat Power
Hon. Pat Power
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Tertiary Education and Training: redundancies
Arts: redundancies
Roads and Ports: redundancies
Treasury and Finance: redundancies
Housing: redundancies
Aged Care: redundancies
Multicultural Affairs: redundancies
Premier and Cabinet redundancies
Conservation and Land Management
redundancies
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: redundancies
Education: redundancies
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: redundancies
Industry, Science and Technology: redundancies
Tourism: redundancies
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: redundancies
Agriculture and Resources: redundancies
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: redundancies
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: redundancies
Transport redundancies
Small Business: redundancies
Sport redundancies
Industry, Science and Technology:
information technology outsowcing
Arts: information technology outsourcing
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Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: senior staff
Industry, Science and Technology: senior staff
Tourism; senior staff
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: senior staff
Agriculture and Resources: senior staff
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: senior staff
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: senior staff
Transport senior staff
Small Business: senior staff
Sport: senior staff
Agriculture and Resources: staff
Women's Affairs: information
technology outsourcing
Planning and Local Government: senior staff
Treasury and Finance: senior staff
Aboriginal Affairs: senior staff
Youth and Community Services: senior staff
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Women's Affairs: information technology
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Employee Relations Commission: appointments
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Subject matter
Employee Relations Act: employment
agreements
Wage Line: inquiries
State Development staff
Treasury and Finance: staff
Government office accommodation
Office of State Owned Enterprises: projects
Treasury and Finance: corporate services
Attorney-General: Mr Greg Craven
Premier: Mr Greg Craven
Crown Casino: employees
Crown Casino: deaths
Crown Casino: Community Benefit Levy
Crown Casino: Community Benefit Levy
Gaming: Mr Bruce Mathieson
Casino Control Act
Premier: Mr Bruce Mathieson
Casino Control Act
Fair Trading: complaints
Commonwealth-state housing agreement
Transport performance indicators
Transport provider standards
Transport premium stations
Met and V/Line patronage
Transport special projects
Planning and Local Government land rezoning
Conservation and Land Management
information technology outsourcing
Multicultural Affairs: information technology
outsourcing
Multimedia: information technology outsourcing
Premier and Cabinet information technology
outsourcing
Health: information technology outsourcing
Aged Care: information technology outsourcing
Aboriginal Affairs: information technology
outsourcing
Education: information technology outsourcing
Housing: information technology outsourcing
Tertiary Education and Training: information
technology outsourcing
Youth and Community Services: information
technology outsourcing
Treasury and Fmance: information
technology outsourcing
Gaming: information technology outsourcing
Planning and Local Government information
technology outsourcing
Treasury and Finance: information technology
outsourcing
Roads and Ports: information technology
outsourcing
Agriculture and Resources: information
technology outsourcing
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: information technology
outsourcing
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Subject matter
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: information technology outsourcing
Transport information technology outsourcing
Small Business: information technology
outsourcing
Tourism: infonnation technology outsourcing
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: information technology
outsourcing
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: information technology
outsourcing
Rural Development infonnation technology
outsourcing
Sport: information technology outsourcing
Gaming: consultancies
'Victoria on the Move' publication
Dandenong, Cranboume and Berwick:
capital works
Planning and. Local Government
alcohol purchases
Conservation and. Land Management
entertainment
Conservation and Land Management
stress-related leave
Health: media research and public opinion
polling
Health: media research and opinion polling
Learning assessment project
Women's Affairs: staff
Youth and Community Services:
staff
Melbourne's Open House project
Agenda 21 Quarterly
South Eastern Arterial billboards
Work and Family: Victoria's Approach

Small Business October
OHS plant safety regulations
Treasury and Finance: advertising
Finance: advertising
Agriculture and Resources: advertising
Industry, Science and Technology: advertising
Small Business: advertising
Transport advertising
Police and Emergency Services, and Corrections:
advertising
Police and Emergency Services, and Corrections:
advertising
Rural Development advertising
Roads and Ports: advertising
Arts: advertising
Planning and. Local Government advertising
Gaming: advertising
Classrooms of the Future program
Doctors dispute
Treasury and Finance: advertising
Victorian Government Purchasing Board:
media contracts
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Roads: projects
Welcome to School campaign
Premier and Cabinet annual reports
Multicultural Affairs: annual reports
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: annual reports
Police and Emergency Services, and Corrections:
annual reports
Tourism: annual reports
Agriculture and Resources: annual reports
Industry, Science and Technology: annual reports
Rural Development annual reports
Education: annual reports
Small Business: annual reports
Youth and Community Services: annual reports
Sport: annual reports
Health: annual reports
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: annual reports
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: annual reports
Treasury and Finance: annual reports
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: annual reports
Arts: annual reports
Conservation and. Land Management
annual reports
Planning and Local Government annual reports
Housing: annual reports
Finance: annual reports
Gaming: annual reports
Tertiary Education and. Training: consultandes
Education: consultandes
Multicultural Affairs: advertising
Multicultural Affairs: advertising
Tourism: advertising
Tourism: advertising
Roads and Ports: advertising
Finance: advertising
Fmance: advertising
Youth and Community Services: advertising
Youth and Community Services: advertising
Women's Affairs: advertising
Women's Affairs: advertising
Police and Emergency Services, and. Corrections:
consultancies
Police and Emergency Services, and Corrections:
consultancies
Tourism: consultandes
Agriculture and Resources: consultancies
Industry, Science and. Technology: consultandes
Rural Development consultancies
Education: consultandes
Small Business: consultandes
Youth and Community Services: consultandes
Planning and Local Government consultandes
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Subject matter
Treasury and Finance: consultancies
Health: consultancies
Sport: consultancies
Conservation and Land Management
consultancies
Finance: consultancies
Housing: consultancies
Tertiary Education and Training: consultancies
Arts: consultancies
Gaming: consultancies
Electricity distribution businesses

Energy Victoria News
Sport: Active State
Arts: publications

Small Business Victoria
Rural Development Country Link
Schools of the Future supplement
Board of Studies newsletters
Grand prix: advertising
Premier and Cabinet advertising
Premier and Cabinet advertising
Schools of the Future showbag campaign
Electricity, gas and water industry reform
Tertiary Education and Training: consultancies
Directorate of School Education: contracts
Education: publications
Tertiary Education and Training: publications
Premier and Cabinet staff
Treasury and Finance: staff
Multimedia: staff
Finance: staffing levels
Agriculture and Resources: staff
Planning and Local Government staff
Small Business: staff
Industry, Science and Technology: staff
Transport staff
Youth and Community Services: staff
Health: staff
Education: staff
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: staff
Police and Emergency Services, and
Corrections: staff
Arts: staff
Housing: staff
Aboriginal Affairs: staff
Multicultural Affairs: staff
Conservation and Land Management staff
Tertiary Education and Training: staff
Gaming: staff
Sport staff
Rural Development staff
Aged Care: staff
Tourism: staff
Larundellaundry: linen services
Larundellaundry: linen services
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Hon. M. A. Birrell
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. M. A. Birrell
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. G. R Craige
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. M. A. Birrell
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. M. A. Birrell
Hon. M. A. Birrell
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. G. R Craige
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. G. R Craige
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
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762
713
713
717
1119
717
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Hon.T.C.Theophanous
Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Hon.T.C.Theophanous
Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Iion.T.C.Theophanous
Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Hon.T.C.Theophanous
Hon.T. C. Theophanous
Hon. T. C. Theophanous
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould

Hon. G. R Craige
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. R I. Knowles
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. RI. Knowles
Hon. RI. Knowles

732
732
765
765
733

719

720
721
721
722
723
723
723

724
724
727
763
727
728
728
729

1119
729
729
730

731
731
1130
764
764
732

733

734
734
735

1136
765
735
735
736
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334
336
337
338
339
341
340
342

343
344

345
346

347
348

349
350
351
352
353

354
355
356

357
358
359
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364

365
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367
368
369
370
371
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375
376
377
378
379
380

381
382
383
384

385
386
387
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INDEX
Subject matter
Larundellaundry: closure
Electricity: prepayment meters
Electricity: tariff levels
Electricity: quality of supply
Energy relief grant scheme
Energy efficiency
Energy relief grant scheme
Energy efficiency policies
Child protection seJVices: residential placement
Child protection seJVices: accommodation
Child protection seJVices: deaths
Hospital network boards: staff secondment
Human Services: department head
Hospitals: staff
Health: public relations
Health: legal staff and consultancies
Health: consultancies
Child Protection Services
Health: 'People First'
Rail: Flinders Street station
Rail: Boronia crossing
Rail: North Shore station
Rail: station cycle storage
Transport museum
Rail: station car parking
Rail: bus interchanges
Rail: automatic ticketing
Onelink: financial penalties
City Unk: land acquisitions
City Unk: surplus land
City Unk: land acquisitions
City Unk: concession fees
Gaming: Community Support Fund
Hospitals: nursing staff
Hospitals: staffing levels
Nursing home beds: closure
Nursing home beds: sale
Electridty: Victorian Power Exchange
Office of the Chief Electrical Inspector
Electridty, gas and water utilities
Grand prix: equipment storage
Roads and Ports: City Unk
Schools: principal stress
Schools: annual budgets
Schools: enrolments
Keys to Life program
Wage rates
Wage rates
VCEresults
Education: outsourcing
Education: outsourcing
Education: outsourcing
Schools: information technology
Schools: capital works
VTAC applications
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Hon. R. 1. Knowles
Hon. R M. Hallam
Hon. R. M. Hallam.
Hon. R M. Hallam
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Hon. R M. Ha11am
Hon. R M. Ha11am
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. R L Knowles
Hon. R L Knowles
Hon. R 1. Knowles
Hon. R L Knowles
Hon. R M. Ha11am
Hon. R M Hallam
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. Louise Asher
Hon. R M. Ha11am
Hon. R 1. Knowles
Hon. R 1. Knowles
Hon. RI Knowles
Hon. R 1 Knowles
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. M. A Birrell
Hon. R L Knowles
Hon. R L Knowles
Hon. R 1 Knowles
Hon. R 1 Knowles
Hon. R L Knowles
Hon. RI Knowles
Hon. R 1 Knowles
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1345
1120
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415
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420
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429
430

431
432
433
434
435
436
438
439
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Schools: expenditure

Subject matter
Schools: attendance figures
Health; consultancies
Small Business: DDB Needham
Tourism: DDB Needham
Roads and Ports: DDB Need.ham
Finance: DDB Needham
Gaming: DDB Needham
Aged Care: consultancies
Education: DDB Needham
Housing: consultancies
Tertiary, Education and Training:
DDBNeedham
Industry, Science and Technology:
DDBNeedham
Arts: DDB Needham
Roads and Ports: DDB Need.ham
Roads and Ports: DDB Needham
Agriculture and Resources: DDB Needham
Planning and Local Government DDB Needham
Youth and Community Services: consultancies
Sport DDBNeedham
Rural Development DDB Needham
hldustry, Science and Technology: consultancies
Conservation and Land Management
DDBNeedham
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: DDB Needham
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: DDB Needham
Attorney-General, Fair Trading, and
Women's Affairs: DDB Needham
Aboriginal Affairs: consultancies
East Preston Community Health Centre
Solicitor-General
Schools: capital works
Schools: global budgets
Schools: global budgets
Schools: income
Schools: capital works
Schools: class sizes
Schools: truancy
Health: CCCSuccess Maker
Housing: tenants
Housing: evictions
Housing: waiting list
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1350
1157
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